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Preface

4

The topic for this year's Classroom Practises was inescapable. In
November 1976, in Chicago, the participants at the annual open
meeting of the Committee on Classroom Practices in the Teaching
of English debated the merits of several topics. but invariably the
discussion returned to a stand on the "basks." This issue of
Classroom Practices, we felt, must shoWcase the practices of
English teachers across the- country, practices which we recog-

-,nize as everyday, carefully determined responses to our students'
need to use language effectively and easily.

During the fall.-winter, and into the spring, the call for manu-
scripts-appeared in Language Arts, Engllsh Journal, and College
English, as well as in newsletters and journals of many NCTE
affiliates and in various subject-related publiCations. Seventy-one
manuscripts from twenty-four states arrived for the Committee's
consideration. Committee members Jeffrey Golub. Sandra Seale,
Gene Stanford, and Raymond Rodrigues assisted the editor in
reading and evaluating the material submitted by classroom
teachers, of English, speech, and reading; curriculum coordina-
torsi" and supervisors; department chairs; program directors; a
librarian; an elementary school principal; and a college dean.

The book, given its name-by the participants at the November
meeting, is organized in six sections, each devoted to a language
skill Not surprisingly, in view of the fact that the NCTE Secon-
(lorry Section declared this a "Year of Composition," a large
number of the articles address that topic.

This issue, like its predecessors, is an interesting reflection of
the collective mind and temperament of outstanding teachers of
English. The committee believes that Teaching the BasicsReally'
will be a valuable source of ideas for language arts instruction.



Introd ctiOn

"Teaching the BasicsReally!" is exactly what we're doing, and
doing better now than ever before! This is the assertion made by
this issue of Classroom Pract tees in the Teaching of English.
-.Teachers of English language arts know what "the basics" are
and, contrary to some well-intentioned but uninformed gritics,
have not failed to give the basics an appropriate pla6Pe and
emphasis in the English language arts curriculum. Reading,
writing, speaking, understanding and appreciating language are
central to our discipline. And with a constantly developing com-
mand of these ba'sic skills, our students will be able to proceed
with confidence to discover arid communicate their views on
subjects important to them: These students% will acquire a 'mini-
mum competence, to use currently populari jargon, in the skills
that a literate society requires of those who would be fully
pa.rticipa.ting members.

The often 'strident demand to "return to the basics" arises
.generally from a feeling that we as a society are.failing to cope
with our problems. It represents a simplistic solution that is
neither novel nor, in view of the attraction nostalgia holds, sur-
prising. For many adults, the world of their youth was a happier
time and place. Problems existed in those days, bit, they were not
overwhelming_ Wliat memories remain of elementary and second-
ary school days are largely pleasant. From their language arts
instruction, adults remember Tom Sawyer, _Silas Marner, and the
Headless Horseman. Some can still recite the opening lines of a
Hamlet soliloquy and will do so at the slightest provocation. They
remember the spelling tests and the drills on nouns, verbs, adjec-
tives, and adverbs. The parts of speech were undoubtedly of
major importance because teachers taught them over and over
year after year. Not so well remembered is the time spent writing
letters, poems, and compositions. As a consequence of their less -

than- complete memories, many adults are persuaded that their
writing skills stem from the time they spent learning agreement
of subject and verb and in practic{ng 'sentence diagramming.

10
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Such recollections notwithstanding, the fact is that whatever
mastery in writing was achieved came about as a result of the
student's "languaging" often, and in the process learning to recog-
nize the power ;f language and to respect its system and order.

Experience has shown that the greater the activity with lan-
guage, the better and more lasting the results. The classroom
prktices submitted for this publication clearly show language
arts teachers hold this conviction, which can be buttressed with
the findings' of some 'thirty years of linguistic scholarship and
with the .wealth of rece4t research about composition. Under-
standing the writing process more fully enables us to teach.basic
skills with greater success.

The teaching of English transcends the penmanship, spelling,
and grammar emphasized in arguments about the basics. Those
are important skills which should be and Are being taught. But
they are not enough and must not be taught in isolation. Along
with listening, speaking, reading, writing, and appreciating lit-
erature, they must be taught in contexts that ggarantee a con-
tinuous reinforcement of each skill by the others. English teach-
ers have not lost faith or abandoned instruction in the basic
communication skills: Rather, they-have drawn strength from the
knowledge that "language is a communication process, and that
the whole of communication is much greater than the silm of its
parts," as the SLATE Steering Committee explained in its Aug-
ust 1976 bulletin, What Are the 4psics in English?

The purpose of this book is not put,English teachers on the,s,
Toad back to the basics, for that road has always been well
traveled. But we hope that this collection will provide some fresh
approaches, and new insights to make that road less bumpy.

Ouida H. Clapp



1 About Teaching Reading

t

Oflle"three Rs," reading may be the most baSic otall. But basic
certainly doesn't.mean simple. Reading is a highly coniliex pio
cess involving innumerable skills. Helpful classroom ideaf:tor
strengthening some of these skills in our students-are offered in
this chapter. Articles endorsing early emphasis on critical read-
ing skills, developing an p.bilityto pick out key words,, using a
cloze procedure to encoura'e use of context cues, and pr4senting
exercises to clarify transitional language all work to develop
necessary skills in reading. Finally, an assessment-prescriptive
,model for use with college students is provided.

The busingsof (Caching reading is as complex as the reading
process itself. These ideas are meant to make that teaching more
effective.

12
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Three Elements of Critical
Reading.

Arth*ur E: Smith, State University College at Brockport-

Critical Heading is often placed at the upper end of reading sic01
hierarchies. This suggests that the skills of critical reading can pe

. mastered only after a reader is fully proficient at several tells
of preceding skits. However, instruction in .critical reading rOed
not be delayed 'until a student, shows complete of `tear-P
tier" reading skills. In fact, it is not only-possible to t#ach critical
reading at an early level, it is absolutely imperative. The ability
to read critically is of paramount importance in a democratic
society where there is open competition, for people's opinilms and
keliefs. Indeed, critical reading is basic to.survival in our society.

Gritidal reading broadly refers to those aspects of Comp/Then.
sion which involve the reader in an assessment of :the author's
'intent and a recognition of the devices used by writers-to in-
fluence the reader. The following suggestions are intended to
introduce critical reading skills at the intermediate/middle school
level. Critical analysis of the - printed word in advertising is

emphasized.

Word Selection

One simple technique which can help 'readers to look at advertise-
nfents more critically is to omit modifiers while reading adver-
tising copy. Phrases such as "race-car precision" and "luxurious

_aomfort" appear less impressive 'and' more realistic when the
'--adjectives are deleted. A variation of the advertisement is the

iestaurant menu. A class might examine several Menus 'from
local restaurants and then create their qwn menu which would
"garnish" the' offerings from the schlboil cafeteria.

Readers also need to be aware'- tl;t- advertisers frequently
capitaliz cm the connotative meanings of wordno influence the
public. does the real estate ad refer to a "home" rather than

2
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Three Elements of Critical Reading 3

a "house'"? How do pairs such as "slender /thin" or "vagabond/
0 tramp" differ in _their suggested meanings? Most youngsters are

- familiar with the names of automobile models; students could be
asked to examine, the reasons that Detroit spends hundreds of
thousands of dollars to oemie up with names like Cobra, Cougar,

. Monte Carlo,. or Aspen. What other animal or place names dan
students list which might suggest those Qualities that an auto
manufacturer would want to project?

Use of Stgistics 10,

While statistics cal studied to an advanced there are also
some basic considerations with which the developing- reader can
begin. One of 'these is the difference between "median" and
"mean" as types of averages. An eager young schoolchild, re-
sponding to.a magazine ad flit- door-to-door sales work, might be
impressed by' the statement' that "Last summer, the average
student salesperson earned $500.", This could be a misleading
"average" including the one exceptional person who earned $4,000
and all the others who earned closer to $50 each.

Another method of manipulating statistics is to present figure
on a graph which tOoks favorable to the advertiser's position. Fore
instance, ari advertisement for a pain-relief remedy may display a
graph suggesting a dramatic drop in the number of headachy
Within hours of taking -the medicine. The implicatidn is that the
medicine effects the relief. Not shown would be a graph plotting
headache .relief among people'taking no medication. Thisgraph
might be i mbarraSsment to the advertiser if it closely paral-
leled the ed graph, suggesting that no treatment at all
appeared to as effective asmedication in= reducing pain.

For the teacher of a self-matained clp.ss, this element of,critical
reading offers an opportunity to integrate the studies of language
and math. Students can quickly see-liow these disciplines can help
them in the "real world." Sets of data and hypothetical situations -
can be given to students who then decide the fairest way to
present thg information anZi 'bow that same information might
appear in an advertisement'

Fact/Opinion Distinction

Another major skill of critical reading is distinguishing fact from
opinion. The consumer must decide which of the many "state--

14 .
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4 About Teaching Reading.

ments at fact" appearing in advertising copy are truly factual and
which reflect the opinions of the advertiser. The teacher might
display a full-page color ad from a national magazine which
proclaims a particular auto to be "the quietest riding car in
America." How do we know? Because the manufacturer says so?
Because Kevin's father drives one and he says 'so? A discussion
will easily 'develop about' sources of jnformation and objectivity.
The investigation 'might be continued as\ students write to the
manufacturer for supporting evidence. Government agencies and
independent consumer groups might also be contacted and their
replies compared.

At other times, students may do their own research to test the
tatements made in advertisements. Brands t and Y of paper
towels can be carefully checked for their "wet strength." Parallel
patches of linoleum tile can be treated with two different brands
of floor wax and observed for deterioration of the shine. A cluster
of other skills, including planning, observation, and record keep-.
ing, would be involved in such activities.

Even valid studies are often used to suggest conclusions which
do not necessarily follow from the research results. Consider the
statement, "Our cigarette has been shown to be lowest in tar and
nicotine of any cigarette on the market today." Assuming for'the
moment the truth of that statement, the reader must be taught to
look beyond it and ask, ':What does this ad imply?" The manu-
facturer hopes the ad will convince the readers that the cigarette
is not harmful to their health. Certainly such an extrapolation
frofn the facts could not be justified.

There are other elements to be considered critical'reading,'
but word selection, use of statistics, and fact/qhinion distinction
are thrte that can be easily used to introduce studehts to-methods
of manipulation employed by advertisers. Such an introduction
actively involves students in their own learning as.they seek out
advertisements which exemplify Certain techniques. These exam-
ples can be labeled and _displayed in the classroom. As a further
step toward active involvement, students can create their own ads
using the manipulation 'techniques they have been sdging. These

v;rads could then be shared with classmates who woul to identify
the technique used. These activities should help to develop some of
the basic -skills critical to an informed consumer.

15



Three Elements of Critical Reading
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Structuring Gomprehension with
Key Words

Thomas P. Fitzgerald. State Education Department, Albany,
New York

Philip K. Connors, JohnF. Kennedy Junior High School,
Enfield, Connecticut

We have all encountered students.who are able to read words but
do not seem to understand ttie content of what they read. We ask
ourselves what techniques we might use to improve the reading
comprehension of these students.

One basic element in the comprehension process is the aftend-. ing behavior of the reader. A student may be skilled in decoding
but,still be unable to process the flow of language. Language arts
teachers can translate these conce'rn4fito instructional questions.
Are the students aware of the available cue sysiems in language:
orthographic, syntactic, and semantic? Are they using these eues
to assist their processing of information? What techniques might
be employed to help develop these skills?

Comprehending information is an active process in rich the
reader decodes a .message and then encodes it into me
Usually the printed message and the encoded message do not
have a one-to-one re4onship.) Rather, the reader identifies the
semantic intent of !TR printed message and stores that infor-
mation. One strategy which has encouraged students to process
actively while readirig is to have them recast the printed message
into a second form. Outlining, sunAtiging. identifying key *ords,
and structuring overviews are examp 'Ies of recasting.

This article focuses on the recasting techniques of key words
and structured overviews. Students are asked to idpiiify what
they perceive to be the essential words in a message milt whether
a sentence, paragraph, or selection frotn literatur. This tech-
niquv encourages the reader to procesg actively, ecast the
inforniation, and to utilize the language cues in fit in the

, message unit.

_17.



Structuring Comprehension with Key Words 7

Students may be introduced to this procedure through a dis-
cussion of the core sentence related to both syntax and semantics.
The selection of words-, the order of sentences for emphasis, and
the redundancy of language should be analyzed. Students nay
thee generate a list of criteria- defining key words at the sentence
level, such as: (1) critiqal to the meaning of the sentence, (2)
related to. sentence core,-and (3) difficult to predict from context.
At the paragraph level, one additional criterion may be stipu-
lated: that the key words, when linked, indicate the paragraph
development.

This explication of the key word technique should be followed
by an introdUction to structured overviews emphasizing the rela-
ionship existing among the key words. Each student should
ractice both 'of these techniques, and then (1) tablilate selected

key words, (2) discuss filiat words are "key" to the meaning of the
message, and (3) analyze relationships through the use of struc-
tured overviews. ,

The versatility of these techniques is highlighted if we review
their use at different levels. Selecting key words is directly
affected by the complexity of the sentence, Examine the following
two sentences and select those worcgyou feel represent key words
according to the three-part definition preyiously discussed.

1. My immigrant father moved to Brooklyn in search of a job.
2. Maryann endurelj a long, -painful recovery,- and she Seared-

the day she woul ave to report back to work.

Based on the parameters set by the definition, students might
select as keys such structural words as father, mored, 'and-Mary-
ann, endured, feared. They might recognize as key words the
agent and results (i.e., father, Brooklyn, job and Maryanp, ?Tray-
ery, feared) indicating the embedded-thoughts in these sentences.
Obviously no answer is wrong but each selection has a degree of
"rightrias"; some reveal a highendevelopment of language aware-
ness. Choosing words such as my, moved, and search from the first

.sentence reveals a misreading of its core message.
-1 The discussion following the selection process provides an ex-

Change of ideas as to,why certain words "key", dr central mean-
ing of the *sentence. Here, the teacher draws attention to the
syntactic and semantic cues: ce parts, clauses, and words selected

. and sentence order arranged by the y;vriter. By rearranging the
first sentence, the emphasis or meaning of the sentence is altered.

. .
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Abott Teaching Reading

In search of a job, my immigrant father moved to Brooklyn.

As an immigrant, my Lather moved to Brooklyn in search of
a job.
_Moving to Brooklyn. my immigrant father searched for a
job.

At the paligraph level, students are asked to select the key
words and arrange them in a structured overview todemonstrate
the relationship among them. Students may design their own
structure to match the organization. and development of the
selection read or may employ one of the four formats provided.
Students using key words in a st ured overview are actively
processing the message and atten ing language cues,

detail detail detail

---------,
detail - ... ,

main 'f..--------
idea l

detail detail ,..--------'----------detail

I.
A

1.

2.
B.

II. main idea

A.
1.

detail detail

2 detail detai
S.

B

Fig. 1. Sample formats for analyzing 'paragraph structure.

The flexibility of this basic technique allows the teacher to
focus on selecting key words related to such language arts skills
as: (1) character development. (2) story development (plot, setting,

tone), (3) author's purpose in writing, (4) specific organization
(main idea, focus, detail), and (5) embedded thought in sentences.
Here, the teacher directs the students to select those words which

key the meaning or development in one of these areas. rather than
the entire, selection.



Structuring Comprehension with Key Words 9
.

The techniques of key words and structured overviews, by
setting a purpose for reading, prompting the use of language
cues, and recogniAing relationships between words and sentences,
help students to More actively procelS and understand what they
read. Selecting key words and recasting them in a structured
overview permits wide application by teachers,while requiring
little initial training. for students.

20
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Fill ng in the Blanks:
Us' g the Cloze Procedure for
Te thing Basic Skills

Dour. as A. Tomas, University of Houston
The as Newkirk, University of New Hainpshire

A New ker cartoon shows a man sitting in a downtown plaza
staring the talOuilding across from him. At first glance-there
appears be nothing special about this scene, but a second look
rewals huge gorilla trapped inside the building. In a sense, we
comple the picture of the building based on otir expectations
and a fe bi4 of visual information only to find out a split second
later th we 'have been fooled. The act of reconstructing a who
on on the 44 is of parts and expectations is a natural human activifi;'--ti
one tha is crucial in the reading process. F-r -x-mpl-, th-nk y--
w-11 - l-tt17 d-ff-c-lt- r-d-ng th-s th-gh th-r- -r- n- v-w-ls.

The loze technique bas been well validated as a means of
assess' g reading leyel (Rankin 1969). Briefly, students are given/
a pass e in which every nth (5th, 10th, 20th, etc.) word is deleted
until t ere is a total of about fifty -five blanks. Students then fill
in the blanks with the wprds they "guess" were deleted. In
scorin , the teacher counts only exact replacements. Synonyms
are no counted because the percentages allow for even the good
read- to make a number'of inexact replacements. Also, scoring
is made easier since the teacher does not have to determine the

_..4dequacy of a synonym: Students who fill in 61% or more of the
blanks( are reading at the "independent" level; they can read-the
material without teacher assistance. Students replacing-41-60%
correcily are reading at the "instructional" level; they canread
the passage, but may need some prereading assistance in areas

. such as vocabulary. Those students scoring less than 40% are
reading at the "frustrational" level; the material is simply too
difficult for them.

This means of assessinent has been'shown to correlate highly
with standardized reading tests. The cloze tests can be easily
constructed and scored by the classroom teacher. The technique is

10
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fang in the Blanks 11

"'afar less time-consuming than administering either standardized
testa or individual oral reading inventories. Most importantly, it
is flexible; the teacher can use this technique on different days
using different types of reading material.

Considerably less emphasis has been place0, on using the doze
procedure far purely instructional purposes.earch has shown
that simply having, students fill in doze blakks does not improve
reading comprehension, and it is not difficblt to imagine how
tedious this could become after a while. But there are other
classroom uses for the doze procedure; some suggestions follow.

Closure and Wird Attack

One implication of the work with doze is that teachers should
encourage students to use context clues to attack unknown words.
Methods of word attack are: (1) contextusing the language
around a word to determine meaning; (2) structural analysis
breaking a word into parts (prefixes, root words, suffixes) and
dividing compound irbrds; (3),configuration cluesclues derived
from word.shape; (4) phonic analysistransforming the written
symbols- into sounds and combining the sounds into recognizable
words; and (5) dictionary uselooking up unknown words. There
is little point in taking a dogmatic position and claiming that one__
of these is totally sufficient However, it can be argued that
context clues, which draw upon students' oral-aural language ,
ability, should be the first means of word attack. Patterns of
language use that students have heard and spoken may help them
guess at an_unknown word. On a more basic level, after the age of
five, children have mastered most of the syntactic rules of the
language; this gives them a tremendous tool for word attack. For
example, "I scjogged Bill in the mouth." The student already has a
pretty good idea of what scrogged means. It is a verb, something
that "I" did. Not only is it a verb but it is an active verb implying
physical contact. The next sentence might give Bill's reaction to
being scrogged and nar=row this meaning down even further. In
this case, to go on to other means of word attack would probably
be pointless.

Whel,_gudents have trouble with a. word, instead of asking
them to sound it out or to look for smaller words in the larger
word, the teacher- might ask "What do you think it rneans?" Have
them finial the sentence and come baC1 to the word. If this is If
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no help, either encourage studen to go on to other means of word
attack or to give the word a tentative meaning and then _go on.
This process has been called the "psycholinguistic guessing game."
a term which perhaps overemphasizes the element of imprecision.
A more apt metaphor' might be the "reader as gambler." The
gambler must determine when it is worthwhile to take a risk and
when it would be better to play It safe. The se6oned gambler will
argue that to play it safe is to take a risk of sorts. The reader can
choose to play it safe by not leaving a word until it has been
mastered, or to take a risk by giving a word a tentative meaning
and then going on. The danger in -playing it safe is that repeated
interruptions can cause the sense of a passage to be lost; the danger
of the second approach is that too many important words may be
imprecisely determined. So the student must gamble. How can he
become a good gambler? How can she be taught to be confide4
her own inherent powers of wt I attack? How!do teachers c
an atmosphere in which readers are willing to take risks? The
answer to each of these questions is through instructional use of the
doze procedure.

In this cone on it is appropriate to say a few words about
dictionary skills.Tn many English classes, students are encouraged
to lookup in the dictionary any word in their reading which they
do not know. There is a rigor in this method that satisfies -the
puritan in of us. But back to the odds. Virtually all formulas for
word reco on assume that a feader can miss three to five words
per one hun red and still read without a teacher's assistance. What
is the price to be paid for sending students to the dictionary to try
to fit one of several general meanings into a specific context. a
process more difficult than often assumed? What doe this do to
reading enjoyfnent? What price in reading comprehension is paid
for these periodic interruptions? . .

The great French essayist Montaigne. writing 400 years ago.
said of his reading habits:,

When I meet with difficulties in my reading. I do not bite
my nails over them: after making one or two attempts I give
them up. If I were to sit down to them. I should be ws_sting
myself and my tithe; my mind works at the first leap. What I
do not see immediately. I see even le's.s by persisting_ Without
lightness I achieve nothing: application and over.serious ef-
fort 'confuse. depress. and weary my brain

This approach to reading, although certainly not new, is sup-
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ported by recent research in psycholinguistics.

Different Types of Context Clues

Not only should students be encouraged to use context clues in the
doze protedure, but they should be encouraged to try to explain
what clues they are using. Researchers have identified thirteen to
fifteen different types of context clues that are helQful in word
attack. While it would be -cumbersome to deal with,all of these,
studentS should be aware of the more important types. One recent
study (Tomas 1977) found that 50% of the correct doze replace-
ments relied on three types of context clues. Instruction might
focus on these:

The first type is "clues derived from .language experietce and
familiar expressions" and can be illustrated by: "No one Would
think' he'd such a beautiful corpse." Here the student
might "guess ' the word make because it completes a familiar
expression.

The second type is tetmed "clues provided through repetition of
words or the use of synonyms." Obviously there is little difficulty
in identifying a word that has been identified b'fore, but often
there are synonyms or ne4r s-ynotiYmstha4 can provide clues to an
unknown word: "He was hit by a laceraiiiig blew to the cheek. A
cut owned and began to -drip blood." Here it, is clear that a
loceraTng blow is one that could open a cut. The student-might
assume that lacerating means cutting. Note that here the signifi-
cant clue came in the next sentence. This underlines the need for
students not to stop dead when -they come to an unknown -word.

The third type of context clue is called "association clues." Here
the mention of one object or concept calls forth an associated
object or concept: "The AMA journal states that brutal punish-
ment by parents is likely to be a 'more frequent cause of death
than such well recognized diseases as leukemias, cystic fibrosis,
and dystrophy. Here one naturally associates' the
adjective muscular with ilystroithy.

It is important to have students verbalize their reasons for
certain choices. They should be consciously aware of closure
strategies. Unlike the doze assessment test where inexact re-
placements are counted wrong, both exact and approximate sub-
stitutions should be discussed. The why of substitution is more
important than the what.
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Closure and an Examination of Writing Style

Imagine, if you will, a passage in which every fifth word is
deleted for a cloze test, and imagine that you can replace cor-
rectly every deleted word. Stylistically, the passage would surely
be the dullest imaginable. In style, as in friends, absolute pre-
dictability is deadly. While readers rely on prediction, or context
clues, in all types of reading, expectations occasionally need to be
violated. In- some types of writing this "surprise" element is more
important than in others. Novelist Ford Maddox Ford has writ-
ten that "carefully examined, a goodan interestingstyle will
consist.of a constant succession of tiny, unobservable surprises."
Mark twain, in'a similar vein, has commented on the importance
of the author's choice of the "right word" as opposed, to the
"almost right" or expected word. "The difference between the
almos) right war" d and the right word is really a large matter
'tis the difference between the lightning bug and the lightning."'

Tomas (1977), in a studyof ttrtvirie of closure in literary dis-
course, has shown that while closure was helpful, in reading
discourse, the percentage of correct replacements Nots below that
expected. Graduate students in English were asked to replace
words in complete literary selections, many of which were drawn
from high school literature texts. The normal figure for successful
replacements at the independent level (and one would expect the .

subjects to read this material at that level) is 61%. On only two of
the five prose passages were the percentages above this figure;
the average was 53.5%. But on the poetry selections, the average
was 32%. The evidence suggests that it might be possible to use
closure to study the' surprise element in literary style.

An author can violate expectations in two major ways: by
shifting syntax, or by choosing a particular word that would not
be expected. We will focus on the second type of surprise here.
Closure can be used to examine diction. One way.in which this
might be done is for the teacher to delete a particularly surprising
word choice in a piece of prose or poetry and have the students
guess the word. Invariably they will guess "the almost right
word," which could lead to a discussion of the difference between
the author's choice and the students' substitutions. Two possibili-
ties are: "There is no deodorant like success." (Elizabeth Taylor)

.1. An especially good chapter on literary style can be found In John Trimble's
Writing wIth Style (Englewood Cliffs. N.J Prentice -Hall, 1975).
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and "Many American parent.% have voiced theppinin,p that today's
colleges are veritable breeding grounds for premarital sex. Non-
sense. Each year literally tens of students graduate with their
Virtue intact." A third example might be Emily Dickinson's poem]
"A narrow 'fellow in the grass," which contains whatmay be ote
of the 'most electric word choices in American literatuie (italics
mine).

Several of Nature's People

ral.c.:L:r

,

Activities of this typq can have two effects. They can give the
student an insight into what distinguishes literary language from
commonplace language, and they can encourage the student to
transfer this insight into his or -her own writing. Each year
literally thousands of students enter college without the sense that
a human being is on the other side of the writing exchange, a

,......buman being who needs an occaVnal jolt.

Closure and the Concept of "Out of Context"

Thus far, the argument has been that context is the essential clue
in determining word meaning. If this line of reasoning is ac-
cepted, it can be further argued that words or phrases taken out
of context can be misleading. Recently, the Texas Monthly award-
ed a "bum steer" award (given to Texas public officials who have
made the most outrageous statements) to Dallas Police Chief Don
Byrd. Byrd was quoted as saying, "If you put two women together
in a squad car, they fight. If you put a man and a woman
together, they fornicate." He was also quoted as saying, "The
niggers have to wear badges to keep them from killing each
other." Byrd claimed he was quoted out of context.

While it is doubtful that Mr. Byrd's comments wodrd have
looked any better in context, the tendency of newscasters and
oth to take words, and phrases out of context is a process that

ents should understand. Recall the Jimmy Carter interview
in Playboy, in which he accused former President ,Johnson of
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lying and cheatirig. The news media seized this quote with feroc-
. ity; yet the interview as 'a whole give a much different impres-
` si n. Carter glowingly praised Johnson's work for civil rights,

he told of the abuse he suffered for supporting Jon in
1 . The purpose of t*is is not to exonerate President Ca r he

- hardly needs that npwbut to suggest that as we come to rely.
mode .and more on ..devision for news, we inevitably face the
problem of-statements being distorted by taking words and'phrases
gut. tikotext. Media obviously cannot quote .entire 'speeches.
Repo must excerpt and the process of distortion, deliberate
or not; begins.

This process is not limited to newscasters. Politicians, them-
selves do it; advertisers do it; and even academic scholars do it. -

This form of deceptiorr-is especially insidious because of the
seeming truthfulness of qubting the actual words someone.spoke.,
When one sees the word dazzling excerpted from a review, it
'cduld mean that the entire show mots dazzling (this would surely .

be the intent of the advertised, or the quotation could have been'
taken from a sentence such as: "Although the costumes were
dazzling, the acting, direction, and script were simply terrible..
So what does dazzling mean? It dependi on the conieit*

Age are two activities which might help sensitize students to
the inheretttdangars of taking words or phrases out of context: (1)
Have studesis,tatt a book or movie advertisement which quotes a
word; phEase, Or sentence from areView, and then find the review
and detecmine whether the quotation gives an accurate itnpres-
gion of the review as a whole. (2) Have students locate a moderate
to negative review of a movie ox book, and by takingwords or
phrases out of context design ara, advertisement which diStorts the
review..

These are only a few possibilities for teaching basic skills using
the doze procedure in the classroom you ban think of
others. .0

C
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Transitions: A. It ey to Mature
Reading and Writing

Evelyn B. Me lamed, Hunter College of CUNY
Harvey Minkoff, Hunter` College of CONY

4

Despite universal agreement that learning to reason is an impor-
tant part of education, many students can neither follow nor
construct a logical argument, since they have not 'fiastered the
transitional phrases essential to mature reading and writ.4g.
Indeed, many college freshmen would not understand the 13e-
mious sentence beCause of its interplay of ideas and transitions.

Examining the larger implications of this inability is too great
a digression, but one fact is easy to isolate: while students cor-
rectly use connectives such as but, though, and because in speech,
they have considerable, difficulty with transitions in reading and
writing. In reading, they often cannot comprehend unfamiliar
connectives or follow an argument. In writing, they cannot firld
the connective that is both logically and grammatically required
for their purpose. What follows is a series of analytical exercises
used-in our developmental reading and writing courses that has
provkd successful in teaching one basic element of written lan-,
guage: transitional phrases.

The meanings of the connectives themselves aile a major obsta-
cle to masterful use of transitional phrasbs. Since normal speech
uses only a small number of transitional phrases; the others must
be learned as part of one's reading vocabulary.. Most-textbooks list
the connectives and their "definitions," but transitional phrases
do not have meanings- in the sense of synonyms, the sense that

signals that refer Contextual relationships. Thus, the best way
students 'associate nth, definitions. Rather, they are structural

for students to learn the meanings of connectives is for them to
first understand the logical relations that connectives signal and
then to become familiar with the phrases -in context.

One effective classroom technique is to, have student:analyze
'pairs of sentences and determine whether their implications are

28
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similar, different, sequential, cause and result; or generalizatioh
and particular. For example, in the pair

There is no arguing with taste.
Everyone is entitled to his or her own opinion.

both sayings have the same implication: some disagreements
cannot be resolved in terms of right and wrong. In contrast, the
pair

What is sauce for the goose is sauce foir the gander.
One man's meat is another man's poison.

is contradictory: the first sentence implies that if something was
good enough for one person it is good enougt for another; the
second denies this. t.

Of course, not all relationships are self-evident. The pair

Blessed be the name of the Lord.
The Lord gives and the Lord takes away.

has caused several heated theological confrontations between stu-
dents who accept the biblical because relationship and students
who insist on an even though interpretation. Such valid differences
of opinion emphasize the need for authors to explicitly signal
their' intended meanings, and this neatly introduces the next
exercise.

When students can consistently analyze logical relationships,
they then examine pairs with explicit transitional phrases and try
to infer the use of the less common, but more sophisticated,
connectives. A typical exercise is:

1. What is sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander; neverthe-
less, one man's meaf, is another man's poison.

2. There is no arguing with taste; moreover, everyone is entitled
.to is or her own opttlion.

3. Insofar as there is no arguing with taste, that's what makes
a horse race.

4. Despite the fact that fifty million Frenchmen can't be wrong,
one person and, the _truth make a meprity.

5. Strike while the iron is hot; therefore, ilon't, put off to tomog-
t* ,

row what can be done today.

During the classy discussion, students verb their analyses,
saying of sentence 1, for example: "If th irst part is true, I
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would not expect the second pZrt to be true also. This relationship
is signaled by the word nevertheless."

Choosing'proper connectives inAvriting is especially compli-
cated because the writer needs to satisfy riot only logic, but
grammatical convention as well. Specifically,- students have diffi-
culty with the distinction between subordinating conjunctions
and conjunctive adverbs, which signal similar relationships Ina
differ in punctuation and placement. Using the same sentences
apfilyzed in the previous exercise, students are shown that never-
theless and despite the fact that of sentences 1 and 4, and insofar as
and therefore of sentences 3 and 5, have the same meaning but are
used, differently. At this point, through these and other examples,
students are led to induce that two groups of connectives exist.
One, containing 'such connectives as therefore, nevertheless, and
moreover, always appears in he second clause, moves around
within that clause, and requires either a semicoldn or period
between the clauses. The other, containing such connectives as
because, insofar as, and despite the fact that, may appear in either
the first or'second clause, always stands first in that clause, and
requires a comma between the clauses.

Since, unfortunately, there is'no way of predicting which con-
nectives belong to which group, a chart like the following is
distributed for reference.

t
Showing Logical Connectipn

Group II
(subordinating conjunctions)

1. Require comma.

Group 1
(conjunctive adverbs)

1. Require semicolon or
period.

2. Move withiltt their clause.
3. Clause stands second.

2. Must begin their clause.
3. Clauge stands first or

"second.

Contrast
neverthelgs, nonetheless,

Cause and
therefore; consequently,
thus, accordingly, hence

Re

Sequehce
afterwards, then, earlier,
later , f

30

though, while,despite the
fact that,, whereas

salt
bcause,. since, insofar as,
inasmuch', as, whereas, , in
that

after, before, since, when,
while, as :soon

4
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Slmilarity
likewise, moreover, so too, just as, in the same way
similarly that

Examples
_ .

1. It is easyto despise 'what you can't, have; therefore, the fox
said the grapes, were sour.

2. It is easy to depise what you can't haye; the fox, therefore,
said that the grapes were sour.

3. Inasmuch as it is easy to depise what you can't have! the fox
said that the grapes were sour.

4. The fox said that the grapes- were sour,-inasmuch as it is
easy to despise what you can't have.

Armed with this reference chart, the class then works on a
mastery exercise that requires them to analyze a relationshili,
determine the presence or absence of grammatical subordination

1m-the basis of punctuation. and choose an appropriate connective,
avoiding the old standbys like because and though if possible. the
following, mastery exercise is consistently successful and popillar:

1. Fools rush in where angels fear to tread - he who
hesitates is lost.

2. Vride goes before a fall; a haughty spirit goes
-t . before destruction.

3 the mind grows old'as well as the body, judges
should not hold office for life.

4. man must work from sun to sun, woman's work is
never done. ,

5. Take no thought ,of tomorrow, sufficient unto the
day is the trouble thereof.

6. The early bird catches the worm , it is the early
worm _that gets caught.

7. It is no shame for' a person" to live and learn, one
is old and wise.

8. Confucius said, "I do not instruct the uninterested;
I do not help those who fail to try."

9. He makes me he down ih green pastures he leads
me beside the still waters.

10. the spirit is, willing, the flesh is .weak.
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pbviously; we are dealing with the skill of reasoning,.
_ reasoning cannot 'be learned by rote. Using the approich outlined

in this essay, students !floater the-logic of transitional phrases a
linguistically natural way.. First they understand' the context;
then they learn the vocabulary; next they recognize the structure;
and finally they produce mature prose.

144:1:

1.
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ktllegeRead ing and-Study Skills:
An Assessrirt-Prescriptive Model

Alice M. Scales, University of Pittsburgh
Shirley A. Biggs, University of Pittsburgh

Many colleges and universities- have begun to offer' courses in
reading and study skills to students with deficiencies in these
areas. An appioach designed to enhance the development of read-
ing and study skfils for,all college and university students is the

"'iassessment-prescriptive model. This article will explore the role
of the 'instructor and teaching strategies in the context of this
model.

Role of the Instructoi

The role of the instructor is crucial to the operation of a college
reading program (Scales and Biggs 1976). Instructors' key con-
cerns are: (1) ongoing assessment of students' strengths, needs,
and interests; (2) productive learning experiences that include
instructor-student, small group, and whole class interaction; (3)
appropriate methods, materials, and management strategies which
facilitate growth and development of reading and study skills;
and ) evaluation of the effectiveness of the class management
syste

I college reading/study skills programs do provide
for equate initial assessment of the individual student's needs.
Paradoxically, as the student's needs,. change with exposure to

for students' initial enthusiasm and su sequent boredom in some

appropriate methods and materials, t e initial prescriptions are
likely to become ineffective. Perhaps his phenomenon accounts

college reading programs.
One way of alleviating_ boredom is by carefully checking the

students' progress after each work session. This check will pro-
vide clues for needed change. Students should be urged to com-
municate regularly with the instructor by writing brief notes

.
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describing their feelings about their performance on a particular
assignment in their prescription. For example, a student may
repoft, "This was easy; I think I can firid main ideas anywhere in
a paragraph, now," or "I keep getting the conclusion questions
wrong even though I think I have a good reason for choosing my
answer." These communications can indicate either a positive
change in skill acquisition or some difficulty that signals the need
for a conference to clarify approaches to drawing logical conclu-
sions.

Some students prefer to communicate orally about their per-
formance on assignments in their prescription; these students
should be met with often in brief sessions to discuss progress or
lack of progress in specific skills. A quick visual check of assign-
ment results can indicate difficulty or progress. For example, a
pattern of indorrect responses on vocabulary assignments in a
particular book may indicate a need to review printed directions,
a need to provide more oral practice with the instructor or peers,
or a need to take another approach in a different book. Of course,

. consistent perfect scores may signal a need to move on to more
challenging material. Whatever the case, the brief instructor
student interaction is crucial in the process of noting changing
needs, preventing loss of interest, and promoting growth in need-
ed reading competencies.

Teaching Strategies

Teaching strategies must always be based on prior aisessrrent.
The following description of a college student's attempt to im-
prove his reading will illustrate the working assessnient-pre-
scriptive model. The model demonstrates how tinstructor (1)
assesses 'the student with approPriate measures, (2) develops a
urescription based on the assessment, (3) guides the stiident
through prescribed learning activities, (4) provides an oppor-
tunity for record-keeping and review, and (5) continues the as-
sessment-prescriptive process'until many weak areas are strength-
ened to atisfaction:

The first step in the assessment process for this college fresh-
man (known hereafter as Jim) was to analyze his perception of his
fridependent reading activities, habits, and abilities, The analysis
revealed the following information about Jim's reading activities.
He read approximately three hours per day; two hours were for
course requirements. Other reading included Time, Newsiveek,
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Reader's Digest, and other nonfiction literature. Concerning Jim's
reeding habits, he stated that he did not hear words or move his
lips and throat muscles while reading. Further, he noted that he
did skip some words and phrases and reread others. Even though
he had little difficulty in remembering what he had read, iim
qinstioned the appropriateness of skipping words and phrases
and rereading. In reference to his reading abilities, Jim noted
that he could summarize, outline, locate main ideas.and details,
make inferences, answer literal questions, handle unfamiliar vo-
cabulary,- and use information gained from the text in a logical
manner. Finally, the one problem area Jim identified 'was his,
inability to vary his reading rate. -

Formal and informal assessment measures were administered
to determine the nature of Jim's reading behavior. First, a survey
test was used to gather formal data: vocabulary, 14.0; compre-
hension, 13.8; and rate, 319 wpm. Second, informal instruments
(such as the ones in the Appendix) were used to assess vocabu-
lary elements: suffixes, 10 out of 10 correct responses; antonyms,
6 out of 10 correct responses; and synonyms, 9 out of 10 correct
responses. Third, an assessinentof Jim's note-taking skills showed
that he had some skill in identifying significant details but could
profit from a coding system to increase note-taking speed. Fin#I,
ly, comprehension categories were informally assessed by having
Jim read a minimum of six 175-word selections and respond to

,to, questices. Results were: main ideas, no errors; supporting details,
,,,.4:no errors; .conclusions, repeated errors; context clues, no errors;

vgcabul inimum t a specific pattern of errors; and know:
ledg of conten errors. This assessment determined
that Jim should work on varying his reading rate, developing
specific vocabulary elements, learning a coding system for note-
taking, and developing his_comprehension in identified categories.

The second step was to develop a prescription for Jim. It
follows.

Varying Reading Rate
1. Participate in the whole class lecture-discussion on strategies

for developing reading flexibility.
2. CoMplete exercises from Developing. Efficient Reading (1959),

pages 31 -37
3. Complete exercises from Developing Reading Versatility

(1913), chapter 2, "Scanning Skills"; chapter 3, "Skimming
Skills."
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4. Do the exercise sheets which have been placed in your
folder.

Developing Vocabulary

1. Participate in small group Ind whole class listening, discus
sift,,,gid writing '.)f basic college-level vocabulary using
How to Develop a College Level Vocabulary (1968). Study ten
words each class session.

2. Compl2te vocabulary in context exercises from Vocabulary
in Catext: Getting the Precise Meaning (197 -4. First, study
pages 5-12; next, discuss directions with instructor; then,
complete exercises 1-10.

3. Complete vocabulary exercise number one in Developing
.Efficient Reading (1959).

Developing Comprehension

Drawing conclusions:
1. Participate in small group instructor-designed listening com-

prehension activities. 4
2. Do exercise in Drawing a Conclusion (1974) from the "Corn-

,prehension Skills Series." First, study the directions; next,
discuss directions with instructor; then, compleje exercises
1-3.

Utilizing knowledge of content:
1. Participate in small group or whole class lecture-discussion

entitled "Tactics for Reading and Studying in the Social
Sciences."

In How to Read the Social Sciences (1968),'do exercises under__
step 3, "Analyze for Comprehension"; complete chapter 67
then confer with instructor.

The third step was designed to explain the purpose of the
prescription to Jim and to guide him through some of the learn-
ing activities. For the initial class session it was suggested that
Jim complete the first item under each problem area. Subse-
quently, Jim decided wWch problem area he wanted to work on
during class sessions an for how long. However, the instructor
did encourage him to work on several problem areas during each
class session.; pointing out the importance of working on a number
of problem areas simultaneously.
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The fourth step in the model afforded Jim the opportunity to
review and keep abreast of his progress. In order to do- this, a
form for Jim's reading and study skills, as well as a form for
Rrganizing weekly activities, was provided by the instructor. The

fibrin' for organizing weekly 54tivities was simply a listing-of the
,. hours for each day of the week. The study skills form is picturedk

_in Figure 1. 4

Date Skill
.

Book' ..., Pages
Type of
Exercise Results /Comments

9-15 reading
rate

exercise sheet rate:
builder

150 wpm and it
had a lot of new
words, too. I think
Ill try this -when
I tesd soci-
ology gnment
tonight. :

9-15 vocabulary How to 8-9 word 9/10 co ect
. e

.

a College Level
rli

parts

4

respo . Words
were rreasy to
figure out once I,
learned to pick out
the important
parts.

9-15 compre- listening Took some notes,
hension , compre-

hension
not good .... '

Fig. 1. Sample orstudy skills record form.

At the end of each class session, Jim checked his weekly
activities form in order to keep abreast of his_activities and filled
out his study skills form. This form served as Jim's-record of his
class performance as well as a record of his personal responses to
his performance on the exercises. Also, at the beginning of the
following class session, the information, recorded on the form
provided the opportunity for a brief review of Jim's achieve-
ments. This information then provided the basis on which the
instructor designed activities for the next step in the prescription.

The final step in applying this model was to continue the
assessment-prescriptive process until problem areas were suf-
ficiently ameliorated. As areas of weakness were strengthened
and needs changed, the prescription changed correspondingly to
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meet -aim's new needs. For example, once Jim had developed the
skill of analyzing words by dividing them into meaningful com-
ponents, he was urged to practice by comparing the meanings
fffered by a study of the context with the meanings he generated
using word analyis. The prescription thusmoved from a word
analysis emphuis to one of contextual analysis.

The above discussion has followed the progress of a single
student`through the assessment-prescriptive procedure. However,
the model can be tailored to$neet the needs of any student with
deficiencies in reading and. study skills.

Appendix

Examples of instructor-devised informal measures for analyzing
word' identification and vocabulary difficulties follow.

Sample: Informal Measure 4kWord Identificatism

Directions: Whenever possible, divide the following nonsense
words into syllables, mark the short vowels with an "s, ". mark the
long vowels with an "1," and circU the prefixes and suffixes.

treaphilp hagloid
apipveel klurpaephlick
may ku
diacomstiration premuncke
zam up combloigle

Sample: Informal Measure for . Vocabulary

rections:
I. Examine each word.
2. Identify the elements, i.e., prefix, root, suffix, inflections.
3. Write the prefix, root element, suffix, and inflection(s) in

the word.
4. Write a meaning for the word.

Inseparable

Biology

Ungracious

Completely

Disrespectful
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2 About Teaching Writing:
Prewrjting Praptices

The development of writing skills is a multi-step .proces., atten-
tion to development of pre-writing stage skills facilitates subse-

nt instruction In writing. The nine articles in ,this chapter
the importance of the pre-writing stage. They present ways

introduce basic composition skills such as the analysis, sum-
mary, evaluation, outlining and documentation of ideas.
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Eollowing a glwrt-Narrative

-through the Composing.Proce/sS

'

a

Walter J. mberg, University of Texas at Austin

Basic composing skills can be introduced to students through
'practice in writing the shorf, autobiographical narrative. The
skills liwolvejearning to use questions to direct one's writing, so
that the composition has sufficient f nd expansion. Auto-

.biography was chosen because it see one of the easiest:
of writing for students to do. The proCedures were developed

by e, refined by Daniel Wolter, and tested under experimental
...conditions in classroorwith secondary and elementary stu-
dents.'

The Assignmeg t. ,.Various tersions of the directions were tested
to determine the most effective wording. The following version 6
'proved to- be helpful:

Write a narrative or story about one interesting incident that
happened, to you. (hcose all incident that happened in less
than one day. Include all the imWrtant details that answer
these quegtions: What was it about? What happened? Who did
,t .happen to? Who else was involved?, Why did it happen?
When did it liappen? Where did-it happen? Try to write as
much as you can, at least one page.

The directions 'were very elaborate because most students seemed
to need the expectations for their performance sp611ed out very
Specifically. Thr inclusion cic the questions and the suggestion for
length were dictated by the finding that most, students tended to
write a very short, incomplete summary of the incident rather
than a complete, detailed account.;Though h hly structured, the
assignment allowedifor gavide range of in rest, experiehce,,and
ability. -31*

1. Daniel It Wolter, "Effect of Feed ack on erformance on'atreative Writing
Usk: (Ph.D. dissif he University of Mich' n, 1975); .and Walter, J. Lamberg,
"Deign and-Validation of Instruction in Q -directed Narrative Writing, De-
veloped Through Discrimination Programm ," in ERIC/EJIRS: 097, 689; ab-
stracted in Resources ?n ENuration (March, 4975), p. 41.
- 4

'
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Following a Natitative through Composing 31

'The TaikIna/yarThe first step in developing the assignment
wtp to analyze the`task of narrative writing. Smith describes task
analysis as a process of first identifying the key units. of the
content , to be" learned, then identifying the "responses students
must learn to make to those units of content, The key units for a

. narrative are the set of seven questions listed in theodirections to
this assignment. The students' responses are the written answers
to each of these questions.

. SPecifying questions is, of course, an old idea used in jtr-
nalism; the good news story answers the six interrogatives. The

. idea-is also indebted to instructional procedures in reading. Re-
search in railing has :demenstrettd that students comprehend
and remember better when presented with questions prior to
reading or during reading than do students who do not see the
questioivuntil after reading.3 The research supports the practice
of giving. students "study -guide questions" and of teaching them
to ask theii own questions before and during their reading.,,
Similarly, students can be taught to direct their writing with'
questions.

Ciiteria. Some students were able to write good narratives
f"I once the question& were aspecified; most needed more specific'"

performance criteria. Moffett, in his discussion of narrative wri?-
ing, identifies two key qualities:focus and expansion.5 Students
must learn to focusetheii narratives on a key incident, the size of
which is appropriate for the length and type of composition.
Moffett sugiested that fhe incident be one of less than twenty-
four hours dtiration. (Macrorie has a similar idea of focus.6)
Having narrowed doivn their "topic," students then must learn to
eipand or elaborate their account of thd incident through specific

o detail. ,

2. Donald-E. P *mithrA TePhnology of Reading and Writing. vol. 1, Learning to
Read au.4 Wrtte ATaslc A nalysis (New York. Academic Press, 1976), 4). 3-4:

3. Rich rd C. Anderson and W Barry Biddle, "On Asking People Questions
, About IA ey Are Reading," in Psychology of Learning and Motivation, vol. 9,
red: Gord Bower (New York: Academic Piress, 1975), pp. 91-93.

4. Fra P. Robinson, "Study Skills' for Superior Students in Secondary
Beh 1," The Reading Teacher, 15 (September, 1961): 29-33, Rich4rd Ballard and

JW J. Lamberg, Teackei.7 the Picture and Text Survey (Ann 'Arbor: Office of
Tonal Services, t 'University Of Michigan, 1974)

5. MqffettrA Student-Cent;red Language Arts e'urruidutn, Grades K-6
A Ha ?s",Ic for Teachers (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin, 1973), pp 213-229.

. 6. Ken Macrorie, Writing to be Read (New-York. Hayden, 1968), pp. 6-15; 99
111.
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32 About Teaching Writing: Prewriting Practices

-These two "lessons" tre critical. inexperienced and uroicess-
ful writers tend to say too little about too much, e.g., did
last summer, what happened to me in elementary school. There are
cognitive and affective, as well as skill objectives here. The
student learns to understand and appreciate that a piecgof good,

.writing tends to say *a good deal about klittje. Often, the major
part of a story (or even the entire story) is an elaboration of an
incident that lasted only, a few minutes (see Updike's A&P, and
other stories in J. Mbffett's Points of ,View).'

Self-provided Feedback: How can the need for I , specifit
details bt explained to students? One way, wo be to have
students write a narrative, then return avid.' " enough good
specific detail" noted in red ink: An alternative is to bave students
provide themselves with information abbut their current per-
formance_ which will affect future performance. Wolter and -I-
experimented with different graphs and charts, such as the
"Feedback Chart for Narrative Writing' A student evaluates
personal performance in a consistent, objactive way, and plots the
total points on a progress graph. Each time the student writes, be
or she can see progress.

_ -, ---.
Feedback Chart for Narrative riting

A
i

Narrative # Name

Read your narrative and figure your points for each question.

Goal
1. What Was it About? '"

a.One ipcident 1

b. Less than twenty-four hours 1

c. Happened to you . 1

Count each detail that answers at least ,. r

2. What happened? 10 ,

3. Who did it-happen to? 5
4. Who else was involved? 5 Q.

5. When did it happen? 5
6. Where did it happen? . 5
7. Why did it happen? .i

5

Total
IV

Your points

4

7. James-Moffett and Kenneth R. McElheny, edi . Points of View: AnVnthology
of Short Storms (New York: New American-Lthrary6).
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Following a-Narrative through Composing 33'1
Appropriate Models. To learn to use the feedbitek,systetri,

. students analyzed. sample narratives. In doing thati-they were
preiented 'with models of good writing's propriate for them. For
inexperienced writers, the best models- max not be literary short,
stories or narratives written.by professional journalists, but good
narratives written by their peers, ones,. similar in language, -.\

.- length, and subject their own writing. the students read:the s

models critically to see how another writer answered the ques-
tions they were going to answer. - ,

A Process-approach: A few years ago, some_ of our colleagues
got the notion that the reason students wrotepoorl. was that they
had nothing to say. I never met such students However, I have
met students who could tell good storieS,Thut much was list in the
translation into writYng. What theyneeded, I think, wa.5 a process
or series of steps for-getting what they could say onto paper. And,
having done that, they needed an audience for what theysaid (not .,

just how they said it). . ,

Moffett's Memory Writing exercise, which has such a process,
was explicitly related to the set of seven questions.8 First, stu- NI

dents addressed "What was it about?" They, wrote a list of inci-
denti, finally picking the best subject from a number of possible
ones. Next, they addressed "What hippenedr by writing alfirst
draft. Then they expanded upon the draft by adding details in
answer to the other questions. .

.

Repeated Practice. Students were not limited to one narrative;
they practiced by -writing several, receiving feedback, on each
before going on to the next. Giving students only one opportunity
to do a type of writing is testing, not-.teaching. This one-chance.
approach is terribly common and terribly unfortunate. It denies
the majority the opportunity to learn. Itresults it unproductive,
incorrect assumptions about the student's capacity to learn. It
leads to unproductive, incorrect assumptions on the student's part
about the nature of learning to write and the nature of composing.

The Basics of Composing. Though -the immediate conce ere

be
is with narrative writing, my ultimate concern was to in uce
students to the process of ,composing.40ne key
learned was the use of questions to direct the process. I believe ON .
any assignment can be traoslated into a set of questions; several
examples are listed below. The last example illuitrates the t ,4 .
sophisticated performance:--the student mug identify his 'or her ,

own questions to address in an expository or persuasive essay.
4 T , A

. 8. James Moffett, A Student-Centered LangutleArts Curriculum, Grades K -6' -\. _-------1-
A Handbook for Teachers (Boston: Houghton - Mifflin, 1973), pp.'213;299. , -, - ,0t .
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34 . About Teaching Writing Prewriting Practices

1. Explication of a Peem
What is the theme? How is the theme revealed through the,
literal situation? (What, happened ?) The persona? (Who is
speaking?) Imagery? Metaphor? Symbol? Form?

2. Discussion of Character
Who is the character? What is his or her role? ,-
Whit does the author say "That tells about hifn For her?
What does the author show about him or her?

at does do? Say?..What do other characters do
or 9 What do other characters say about

9)

3. Essay in Definition
What class does belong to? How does
differ from members of its class? What are examples of

9 How does function?
Persuasive Essay (Student-Selected Subject and Topic)
How should the school respond to student rights (topic)?
What rights should students have? Why?1
How are they not respected?

ow, should they be respected? Why?
. 5,

The second "lesson" involves the criteria of focus and expan-
sion. In examining
ary and college stu
neglected in those

ys and research papers writtenby second-
, I concluded that the same qualities were
of writing. Commonly, students tried to

write aboutta whole subject, instead of achieving a focus narrow
it enough to be handled effectively in the length of the paper. Even

when. the' topic was clear earl;; in the paper, it was often not
adequately, expanded upon. Key questions were either not ad-

I dressed, in sufficient detail or were ,neglected altogether:9 And,
typically, students had no means of evaluating themselvei as they
were going through the process. A set of questions serves as a
guide, not only in writing a first draft but also in rewriting. The
student asks him/herself: Ijave I answered my questions? No?
Then I need to write more. Have I answered other questions I did
not plan to address? 'Yes? Are they relevant? Should I cut them?
Or, go back and rewrite my:introduction so that the reader will
be 'prepared for them?"

- 9. For a discussion of problems in academic writing. see Walter J. Latriberg.
. "Major Problems in Doing Academic Writing," College Compoiation and Corn-
- muntication 28 (1977): pp.. 26-29.
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Following a Narrative through Composing 35
,

The basics of our own gehooirdays--the superficialities which
become important when you want tecmalie yourself understood
may have been neglected in recent years, but it fs,lhe funda-
mental basics, the basics at the level of "deep- structure," that
wertneglected before. I Mean: selecting a topic that was appro-
priate because (1) it's important to you, (2) you Wish to share it
with others, and (3)..yeu are able to say enough about it; including
details so- that thee incident is shown. not just told; learning that
different types of writing differ in thkkey questions they answer;
learning the differences and similarities between speaking stories
and writing them and between writing them an reading them;
and, finally, learning that what you had to say and write could be,
at times, as alike and unlike, as intepirt,ting and uninteresting,
and 'as important and unimportant as anything anyone else could
say or write. Forward to those 'basics.
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Teaching Composition
through Outlining

Karla F. C. Holloway, Michigan State University

In the academic program of the beginning college student one
thing is certain: Freshman Composition. This course is a major
challenge to students and teachers alike. The student mustendure
a barrage of themes and assignments with classmates whose
academic interests and abilities rum the gainut to be found in the
college or university. The teacher must sustain the interest and
performance of students who feel they have been funneled into a
class simply to fulfill the university requirement of English 101.

None of us in the profession doubts that English 101 is essential
fie the increasing numbers of college freshmen who enter the
Wersity with serious gaps 'in their language skills. ;What is
disturbing' is that these gaps are not only found in such areas as
creative writing or advanced literature, but in the most basic of
the. communication skills, reading and expository _writing.

One of the most successful methods I have used in teaching
English 101 is reintroducing the student to the value of outlining. I
find that teaching the use of the outline, beginning with a basic
lesson taught to most students iaelementary school, adds stnifi-
oantly to theSuccess of the course. One of my first questionErto
,class of not-so-eager English 101, students is "Who remembers
the five Ws and one H?" I get prompt responses from all sides of
the classroom "Who!" "What!" "When!" "Why!" "How!"followed
by smug smiles ("Aha! I knew the answer to the first question
this prof asked? "). then -quiaoks ("Why would she want to

call up those old ghosts?") red that 1 have2haye sparked
their curiosity and interest, I explain some "facts" of higher
education: (1) The students in this classroom may represent as
many as ten different departments in the institution. (2) Each
student will be forced to analyze quickly and accurately a wide

.vamety of_reference and textual material in the next four years. (3)
Students in bOth thii and other classrooms will be -expected to
express themselves in clear and concise writing. These "facts"

36
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Teaching Composition throe h Outlining 37

represent potentiiil problems for both student and teacher. But I
have found that reliance on the outline (directed by the five Ws an
one H) as a formal prelude to writing the final draft, is a
remarkable solution to the problems. I will address each of the
three "facts" with specific reference to o-i-he outline as a solution.

Variety of Need;

Although each student has different needs, the fact teat prac-
ticality demands,* colleCtive endeavor is a compelling reason to
turn to the outline.- This form of skill training adapts as easily to ,
the accounting major as to the zoology major. After learning the '-

students' interests and program plans from their "Who Am I" file'
cards, I discuss with each of them the requirements of their
particular major, using the five Ws and one H. I ask questions such
as:

Who would be ingested in this program?
What does it require?
When did the student's interest develop?
I4 ere can the student put his or her skills to work?
Why did the student choose this program?
How can the student explore the extent of his or her interest
in the program?

In this way, the first days of Freshman Composition establish,for
that subject an important relationship with the student's academic
goals. And because each student must give individual attention'to
this collective task, the classroom begins to become a writing-
laboratory in a very real sense.

In addition, the students begin to develop an ability which will
serve them well in future Freshman Composition writing projects,
for outlining is a valuable skirl whether used for writing argu-
mentation or description. I found that if required far enough in
advance of the due date for the finished product, the outline helped
students in discussing, during weekly teacher-student conferences,
plans for and problems with the assignment. This resolved some
difficulties before the revision phase of the writing process began.

Skill of Analysis

Comprehension of a great amount of textgal material is often
necessary for the composition student preparing to write. Using

.48
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38 About Teaching Writing: Prewriting Practices

n
outline is a good way to improve reading comprehension.

Sample stories from a variety of texts, including a rhetoric
selected for classroom use, provide the raw material for sharpen-
ing this skill. Carefully planned questions guide the student to
abstract the main idea, its subsidiary ideas, and the development
and conclusion of those ideas from a selected text. Outlining these
stories in a standard form (for example, the method suggested in
Harbrace College Handbook, 7th edition) gives the student an
overview of the subject. I encourage my students to bring to class
texts from other subjects, to use the same plan for sections or
chapters from th6se texts, and to study the resulting abstracts.
Many students feel that a new way to study has been made
available to them and they are OKI to adopt outlining as a reliable
study method.

When students outline a piece of professional writing,'they learn.
the four necessary elements for their own themes. I have taught
these relatively simple, but for most student writers, elusive ideas
usink musical terminology. The sonata allegro form (SAF) in
musical composition comprises an introduction to the theme, the
development of that theme, a recapitulation of the original theme,
and a coda or conclusion. In outlines which students have abstract-
ed froth given readings, these elements are usually apparent. Of
course, it is necessary for the instructor to guide the students to
selections which will best exhibit the desired end. At this point,
students understand more clearly what is expected of them in the
outline and in the finished product. The four elements must also
be apparent in the student's own written theme.

Clarity and Direction

Muddled prose is a common characteristic of studeiii writing.
What students actually `write seldom emerges as clearly on paper
as it4esided, or as they thought it resided, in their minds. Style,
vocabulary,. and structure can be problems for the writer. Ob-
viously an outline cannot solve all these problems, but it can
pinpoint problem areas. After students have "written out" every-

, thing on their minds pertaining to the subject, giving little
attention to form and every'effort to getting a lot said, I often ask
them to try to "talk through" each part of the outline. In this way
students have an opportunity- to organize their thoughts orally,
one of the surest methods of helping them discover for themselves

4
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Teaching Composition through-Outlining 39

where the problem lies. For some reason, hearing oneself stumble
through a muddled thought makes the problem as well as the
solution easier to approach.

The controlling form of an outline encourages clarity in the
theme. When students see their ideas organized in outline form,
they are almost forced to select carefully and organize effectively
the ideas from their rough draft as they begin to write their final
theme. The concepts of introduction, development, recapitulation,
and conclusion are also easy to illustrate within the outline's
controlling framework.

The W and H questions introducing the methodology of an
outline serve as additional reassurance for skeptical students.
Because they are often afraid they haven't' enough to say or have
said everything they can think of, I remind them to keep this list
handy. Answering these questions in an issignment often ex-
pands a poorly developed idea into a complete and informative
discussion. Fortunately, tioa ample prey iting notes and freely
written drafts supply raw material for students who would other-
wise have "nothing to say."

Returning to the very basic principle of writing from an
outline may seem to be a simplistic solution to the many problems
encountered by student and teacher in English 101. Rather than
being a final solution_ to all these problems, the outline and six
questions ',dead the student to identify in an organized fashion
some of the problems of form and style in composition. In addition
to functioning as a dependable tool for the student who has
always viewed composition with trepidation, the method, replaces
haphazard forays into composition_ with solid and thoughtful
approaches at the logical point in the writing_ process.

7
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A Workable Approach-
to Teaching Composition

Susan Belasco Smith, McLennan Community College, Waco,
Texas

A year or two-ago, I observed on an English teacher's bulletin
boartha poster entitled "How to Write a. Composition." Hoping for
some helpful instructions to use in my own classroOm, I read the
chart carefully, and was dismayed to read the following rules.

I. Use- ink and leave margins on either side of the _page.
2. Begin each sentence with a capital letter and end each

sentence with a period.
3. Spfell each word correctly.
4. Bent each paragraph.
5. Do not use "and" to connect sentences.

These superficial guidelines are indicative of the problem faced
by the composition teacher at any_graae level. We know what a
composition should look like, but we are oft n unprepared and ill-
equipped to teach our students how to construct the paragraphs
they are supposed to indent. Teaching composition, for most of us,
is perplexing because our teacher education has provided us with
little guidance in this area. While most of us can prepare sound
lessons on the characteristics of an epic, few of us feel-on such
firm ground when-the time comes for a lessomin composition. The
very thought of grading seventy-five to one hundred papers is
,enough to overwhelm even the most enthusiastic first-year teach-
er. Perhaps because my initial teaching experience was in teach-
ing compositioptas a graduate teaching assistant, I was forced to
develop some riaeflods for teaching composition that I believe can
make writing. More stimulating and, even enjoyable for both
teachers and students. First, I had to decide that te hing compo-
sition is far more than coercing reluctant s uden tcRvrite papers
on characterization, betting, point of view, st ure, theme, or

40
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A Workable Approach to Teaching Composition 41

symbolization in novels. Composition should be an experience in
which students learn to organize their thoughts, think through a
problem, employ realistic detail, and express themselves in under-
standable, coherent language. A simple but workable method for
beginning a composition unit can accomplish this.

At The beginning of the course, I introduce composition with an
,assignment involving the preparation and execution of a paragraph
relating some process. Everyone has some experience in giving
directions or instructions or in showing others how to perform some
task, and I build my lesson around this experience. I laegin by
asking volunteers to explain how to do something'. 'Typically, re-
sponse is slow at first, but, with encouragement, the students soon
become involved in telling the class how to make a terrarium, bake
a cake, change a tire, start a car, make a friend, drive a tractor,
waste time; and even, as on one occasion, how to annoy a teacher.
Then I explain to the students that they have already mastered
the first essential step in writing: choosing an idea and thinking it
through. At this point, no student can protest that he or she has
nothing to write about. The commitment to a topic has been made
before the class.

From this -discussion I move to an explanation of organizing
information. I ask each student to write his or her topic choice, the
process be or she described earlier, at the top of a sheet of paper,
which I call the planning paper. Then each student lists the steps
involved in his or her particular process. After giving the students
some time to work this out, I walk around the room, checkingthe
lists. Manwitudents tend to make lengthy lists of detailed steps.
For exane, if the process is about baking a cake, the student
might list all thejngredients (flour, sugar, eggs, and shortening) is
well as all The necessary, utensils (bowls, measuring cups, mixer,
and pans): At this point, I feel that it is important to explain to the
students that the major steps in a process must be emphasized by
grouping parts of the process into specific areas. Returning to the
example of baking a cake, I tnight suggest that all of the small
steps involving the ingredients and utensils be grouped under the.
general heading of "assembling ingredients and utensils." The
details can be used to explain this heading within the body of the
paragraph. Each student should proceed until he or she has two or
three major steps with supporting details listed for each separate/
one.

The students are now ready to write their topic sentences. In an
effort to promote clear, oiganiged thinking, I ask the students to
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write a single sentence-which incorporates)their two or three major
steps. Some typical examples 'follow. /

Cleaning the surface, applying' the polish, and buffing are the
three main steps in polishing a pair of boots. .

The process of sacking groceries is done by gathering. the
groceries, arranging them according to weight, and placing
"them in the sack.

After I have checked the topic sentence, I instruct the students to
use anher sheet of paper and write their paragraphs, using their-,
planninl papers as guidelines.

Gqiierally, I have found at this method produces excellent
results. The papers are usually well organized, thanks to the plan-
ning papers, and the students feel a sere of accomplishment from
hiving planned and written a paper which directly conceins an
idea they know intimately.

"moo
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Basics in Composition:
Fluency 'First

otit
It. Baird Shuman, University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign -
1

A universal complaint amo composition students at nearly
every 'lever is that they have no ing to write about, that they just
cannot get started. that they are "bntimidated by the prospect of
trying to fill' blank page. Theieonversion of thoughts to words,
phrases, anill,bntences-etrikes terror in the hearts of even some
professional Writers, so it is not difficult to sympathize with
students who feel the same sort of terror When they are called
upon to engage in that hiihly creative exercise known as compos-
ing. From nothing they must make something; from point mitt
they must achieve 500 or 700 or 1,000 words.

In order to help my students overcome their difficulty, I ask
them early on to make something from another something which
I provide. I ask that, rather than starting at point zero, they begin
at point five or seven or ten. Also, I do not require a specific
number of words, but rather suggest continuous writing for a
given length of time, ranging from three to fifteen or twenty
minute, depending on the type of approach I am using.

Specifically; I attempt to use initial writing exercises, such as
the two that follow, to provide impetus for writing and to estab-
lish in the minds of students the confidence that they can indeed
write in considerable quantity. W1Tile j am working to help
students achieve fluency, I pay little attention to mechaniear
correctness, standard usage, and other such matters. I Snider
them of great importance, but I am wholly convinced-that in the
natural order of things fluency mustcome before correctness.-

I find thatdqzens of means can be used to help students achieve
fluency. -The two which I am about to describe have wOrked
extrerneli well with youngsters who have come into classes and
workshops that I have conducted asking for more writing assign-.
ments like these two.

54
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44 .* About Teaching Writing: Prewriting Practices

Pie.first exercise is a simple one. ake sure that each student
. « i 'andlhat you, the teacherfEtave 'bias 'beets of paper and pens oc

pencils. *yet.° the class, "When I 'say `Go,',. begin writing' about.
anything you like. If you have nothing to write bdipt, just write

v \',' over and over again'a word like pbantajn or call e or mosgu
finny word that strikes your fazicy3ut, Adthis i ry importa t,
rib ntalter what, do Iwt stop writing until the timer OeS 'off.' ." I
usually set the timer Zr three Minutes mad we_all write fu usIST.

When the belt sounds, we 'Stop. evep if are in they middle of a
word. I then coliectthe iapefs, redistribute them, and say, "Read
what you have ei the° paper you havevjust received. Take up
where the first writei, lefttoirWriteuntil t bell sounds. Gt."

I usual4y allow three or_four'exchanges, asking at the end ofthe
final exchange that the students take a. minute after the bell
Sounds finish the pane?, Then read some of the papers
aloud, which is a very popular agthffy,- It is not unusual for both i

sides of the paper to be full from * toirttom and m rgift to
margin, indica.tink that- fluency has been ach lso, tye
stn dat who begifis with 75' or 100' repetitions o e word
(evenTizally begins\writingir if not before the first exc , surely .

,beforhe'second. And a student whoreceives a paper on which
phantom or mosquito has been written 75 or 100 times has never

'my etcperience continued the repetition.
Another fluency exercise that I use with particular success

when. I- work with students who are disabled lb tooth reading'and,
writing' is what I call- the "Even-Steven Swap Gime." I" give
students ten words and ask them, working singly, in Pairs, or in
larger- groups to ivirp hie a sort' -for the ten words: The story
must use each word at le once. My words are the ten most

41 difficUlt or the ten Jong-e ds in a news story, usually a rather
sensational. one. A typical includes detberations, homicide,
investigation, manslaughter, negligent, perpetually, supermarket,"
testinforiy, A-caliber and zierdict. Any story generated from this
:combination of words would probably invve a crime and sub::
segue-it trial. The students' imaginations prZvide the 'detailg; and
they do so rathey easily because they are working from point ten,
not pOi P

WhenWpapers have been completed, I usually distnbutethe
story :from which II took my list of words, so that students' can .
coinnare.theiratcomet with the Souce from which their words
came. This exWeise encourages fluency bylnroviding a minirhal

,;*context. It also encourages dicVonary work because.students do
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not always know the words they are-given. When students work
in groups,'usually all but one ontwo of the words can be defined
by someone in the group, and this is to the good. I also provide

-definitions when I feel it is appropriate to do so, particularly with
students who recognize only three or four of the words. Some-
times all I have to do is pronounce the word and a student
recognizes it: . ,.

The written work that results from these exAcisenisually
peppered with errors in mechanics and usage, "but quantitatively
it is impressive, Also, the students' writing usually provides a
nucleus from which to work first on prbofreading,P-"Go throtlkh
and catch all the spelling ,errors you can change anything 31611
don't like or that sounds wrong to you; make sure your riunctua-
tion is the way you want it"and then on revision.

I prefer that proofreading and revision exercises be group
c" activities jiecause, no valfer hovb; many deficiencies the indi-

idual in a class migNe have in written expression, they
11 have some strengths as well. The collective gramniatical

knowledge/ any five people is quite impressiftmerte though each
of the five may bs receiving Ds an d Fs in English. Students }earn
Much more from engaging'in,proofreading and revision coffee-

. tively than they do fromaving a teacher red-pencil their papers.
Also, they leapt criticism much better in a nonthreatening
group situation than some of them can from an authority figure
like a teacher. Students who are engagld in task-oriented activi-
ties learn more and, in' the long run; are much less disruptive

41P
than students who are lectured to by a teacher from the front of
the classroom:

Once the proofreading has been done and mechanical imper-
fections'corrected, students 4hould be encouraged to do the sort of
real revision which is often neglected. This is the revision that
requires students to:experiment with new ways of saying things.
They might be made aware of such matters 'as sentence variety:
"Do you have mostly short sentences or long sentehces? Can you
combine (or divide) some of your sentences? What happens when
you do this? Which Om* do you prefer?" They might try to aim
their 'writing at a specific audience: "Can you rewrite this as a
newspaper report? As a police report? As a letter from the victim

meone he/she loges?''
othing is more Wile to effective writing than revision. Revi-

on should., be preceded and followed by proofrdading to catch
eareleslgors, troofreading should not be confused with

a
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46 About Teaching Writing: Prewriting Practices
.

revision. The two processes, viOile complementary, are not iden- ,

tical. Also basic to effective writing is the ability to achieve
fluency, for the physical' task of putting ideas on west must
prticede both proofreading and revision. Students who ,concen-
trate too much on correctness while they are involved in the
process of translating their ideas into words will not achi6e,
fluency unless they have an unusually good command of the
mechanics' of oexpression, And many students have not yet achieved
this command. Therefore, teachers will achieve the best results in
writing 'classes if they work on auency first and then, through
group activifir, on proofreading and revision.

yr
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The Great Americk
One-Sentence Summary ` 7- 1 oitt

Silver Stanfill, Anchoiage Community College of the
University of Alaska

Summarizing is -a basic skill needed in many academic and job
situatiths, a skill to be presented and practiced at just about
every educational level, from early childhood langdage develop-
ment activities ("What did Marcus ski.kbout his Picture?")
graduate school ("What's theer' nost itnportii. It ward in 'Jonath n
Swift's Examiner essaylof November 23, 1710?" [The answer is
ingratitude.]). y:-

When students can survey material to determine its. pur ,

main idea(s), and major divisions,- they're ready for lessons an
practice in summarizing. With my community coll students,
I've had some good results and super side effects from simple
formula for a -one-sentence summary:

1. Identify the thing being summarized;
2. tell what -it begins with;
3.'tell.whai.'s. in the middle (or what it's mostly about; helpful-

with wording are covers, discusses, presents, and develops the
idea that . . . );

4.. tell what it ends with.

I begin with the formula written on the board (or overhead); ,

and work with- groups to fill in the wording for each part of the
formula. Then we add the 4onnections to turn the list of details
into a sentence. To smooth out the sentence, sometimes it helps to
reorder the detaili. When the students begin using the formula on
their own, they understand that merely .listing the four parts in a
column' on their papers provides them with the meat of their
Summary sentences. 4

It's best to start using the formula with materials opiready
,-familiar to the students chronologically -ordered narratives Irke

"'A
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Prewriting Practices -I\

.-
fairy tales (not news stories!) are ideal: After in-class practice on
"GoldilOcks," "Little Red Ridinf Hood," and "Snow White;" my
composition students went on to out-of-class one-senteve sum-
maries of autobiographies like The Diary pf Anne Fran* and
Nigger.

Logically- ordered exercises would come next. Try the formula
in summarizing a text chapter; then try summarizing the sum-

, mary of a text chapter. Later work with materials demajding the
use of critical reading skills: first, in judging the rerative empha-
sis ,an author gives various subtopics next, in establishing a
personal idea of the relative importance of subtopics; and still
later, in recognizing and explaining the significance of repeated
images or related imagery. Students successful at these revels are
ready for précis-writing. (For students ,loith college-level skills,- I
recommend Lincoln's "Gettysburg Address" for the three kinds of
critical reading/summarizing practice suggested here.)

When students are cornfortable with the formula and its de-
mands, I begin in-class exercises with a time limit. Here's where

_ .
the-super side effects co/be in. _

my Study Skills micro - courses I set aside the last five
minutes of each session -for students tc4. write a one-sentence
summary of that day's class on a 3 x 5 card. On their 1-eY out Of
class, they drop the cards in an envelope by the door.*

Ugually it takes me less than half an hour to go through a set of
cardk.--taking attendance from them as I go. I mark and make
comments (I insist that the back be left free, for my use) or just

- put, a check on each card to indicate I have no particular com-
menfinn-rac-h wt I mark at least one (and sometimes several)
with 'a star thit means. "Please write this on the board right
,away." I try neveA to embarrass a student, so good or best
examples are the ones starred (and if -fiecessary,. marked with
cotrected spelling). As students enter the classroom, they pick up
their cards from last time, and the starred ones are written on the
board as class begins.

We spend the first few minutes of class on those sentences
helpful for returning absentees; Farly in the course I choose
sentences to help the class understand accuracy in summarizing:

Is this what the class WAS about? '

A note about the advantagesOf 3 x 5 cards stiff stock avfd small size.14Auting
students to one side helps both to allay fears of not having enoup to say and to
forestall verbosity, and a set of cards is easier to handle than a pile 'ot,paperi.

.
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Ia anything .important left out?-
Are these details in the right, order?

1

Are they .an accurate reflection Of relative emphasis?

Later we work with sentence structure and style:

Row easy is this to read?
How can we change it to read more smoothly?

6

Any ineffectiVe repetitions? Any needless words?

I ask ,the students to coffipare theirreentences with the on the
'board,. and, if they like, to revise and resubmit their cards. Since
the course is pass/withdraw, neither dismal attempts nor. pla-
giarized revisions affect a student's grade; but students do revise!
They say they like the one-sentence summary formula; they say it
helps them in thinking, reading, and writing.

I think the foimula worksif used on materials students are
ready for. Moreover, a set' of summaries of the class I've just
taught is invaluable immediate feedback. I find out right away

ho's missing main points, and who's having a hard time saying,
what he or she thinks. Most important, I learn how my perception

what- went -on -in -there differs from' the class's.
The summaries are especially useful for sessionk involving

guest speakers. Knowing what's coming up at the end of the hour,
speakers are a little more careful about preparation and a little
less apt to digress; students have a chance to practice being more
alert and/or tactful than usual, and I get a chance to practice
'from scratchthe formula that I preacb. After a guest speaker, I
usually find in each set of cards at least one student summary
that's better than mine, entirely or partly. This is one basic skill
strategy that's got something for everybody.

-Ileginifing with a brief explanation of the significance of
su ary-writing skill, "The Great American, One-Sentence
Sum ary" presents a 4-part formula for developing that,
skill, discusses methods and benefits of using- the formirla, -
and ends with a summary of the article itself.

-"?
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Human Values. in Farther
McGregor's Garden

June13. Evans, L.W. Higgins High School, Marrero, Louisiana

The Tale of Peter Rabbit in a plain brown wrapper? SuCh was the
initial response by an eleventh-grade honors section to a recent'
research assignment in English literature.

Did they dare sand *ich The Wind in the Willows between
copies of Chemistry and Advanced Mathematics?

Could they keep straight faces as hey signed charge slips for,
Charlotte's Web and Johnny Crow'i Garden?

Happily, by the end of the two and one-half week unit sched-
uled between Christmas vacation and mid-year examinations,
they had, indeed, dared. And the results were rewarding: they
now viewed "kiddie lit" as functional literature for children in its
revelation orcultural/social mores, interpersonal relationships,
ideals, and models to pattern after.

As part of a sequente in skills-building for writing research
papers, this is a unit which would appear, at first glance, to be
relatively simple; at this point the students are already writing
five-paragraph essays with outlines, foottlites, and bibliography.
The next objective is to-illustrate to the how different papees
can be produced while utilizing identical source material. This
requires an original search through primary sources, followed by
a synthesis of the accumulated data.

The unit is based on the use of anthropomorphism of animals in
children's literature. Groups of five or six students work collec-
tively on researching and discussing the organization of an as-
signed topic; each student then writes a documented essay based
on ,the reading and research.

Prefaced by Samuel Johnson's comment that "what is written
without effort is in general read without pleasure," the seven
blocks of information about the assignment are arranged ran-
domly on a duplicated sheet and distributed to each student at the
end of a class period. Students are instructed to locate copies of
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Human Values in Earmer McGregor's Garden 51

the booksaisted, since the project is scheduled to begin the next
day. Usually, a twenty-four-hour delay before a. discussion of
project directions results in fewer distracting comments and will
elicit more constructive and perceptive questions about procedure
and objectives.

To foster a relaxed informality in this discussion, the informa-
tion on the sheet does not adhere to~ he conventions of outlining,
but is presented as seven unnumbere boxes of data connected by.
eye- directing arrows. .

Box A.

Box B.

Box. D.

Literary Terms to Review:
tone
imagery ,

structure .
point of view
satire

Subject Headings for Parallel Reading
in Psychology and Sociology:

,anthropomorphism
learning
self-discovery 1
personality
behavior - . -

motivation ,

individual differences
emotion

,

Elements:
title page

outline
essay
footnotes
bibliography
end sheet

Time Table (Day 1-Day 13):
- time to read (individually)
- time to research (individually)
time to discflss (with group)

-time to write' (individually),

. 62
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Box E.

Box F.

Box G.

Read as Many as Possible:
The Wind in the Willows (Ic., Grahame)
Animal Farm (G. Orwell)
Tale of Peter Rabbit (B. Potter)
Chhrlotte's Web (E.B. White)
The Story of Dr. Do little (H. Lofting)
Alice's Adventurein Wonderland (L. Carroll)
Through -the Looki Glass (L. Carroll)
Johnny Crow's Garden (L. Brookel

2. Rabbit Hill (R Lawson)

Discuss Your Group's Assigned topic:
1. Anthropomorphism of Animals in Children's

Reading as a Revelation of Interpersonal
Relationships

2. Anthropomorphism of Animals in Children's
Reading as a Revelation of Ideals and Models
to Pattern After

3. Anthropomorphism of Animals in Children's
Reading as a Revelation of Culturil/Social
Mores, Conventions, and Institutions

4. Anthropomorphism of Animals in Children's
Reading: Satirical, Realistic, Sentimental

5.1-Anthropomorphism of Animals in Children's
Reading: A Chronologic Progression to More
Realistic and Objective Treatment

Sample Form for Weekly Log Kept Daily and
'Awned in Each Friday:

4w.

Date Subjects or Titles Read No. of Pages Hours
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The list of authors' works constitutes the minimum number of
selections to be r7d4-13kwever, the more enterprising Students do

'search for similar books by other authors and for parallel reading
in psychology and sociology.

A high-school library most probably will not include all of the
specified titles in its collection, but that is no deterrent to a class
of industrious and competitive students. By going to different
branches of the public library and to neighbors-and_friends, they
soon locate multiple copies of, eachiciitle, and the project com-
menceswith much light-heardd banter about the reading level

___,.of_their assigned material.
One week and six or seven books later, the banter will have

changed to serious consideration of what their younger brothers
and sisters are (or are not4 gaining by reading such literary
classics. Students puz rver the authors' use of complex sen-'
tences, the polysyllabic word choices, the subtle nuances of illus-
trations; they see real people people they recognizein Toad of
Toad Hall, in Wilbur, in Peter Rabbit's mother; and they identify
with Alice's attempts at self-discovery. Once they begin to sense
this serious realm of ideas and ideals, their problem becomes
what to do with the material. This is where the group process is
extrTely effective with students who are capable of discussing
and organizing objectively without feeling threatened by peer
criticism. _ ,

- Having settled on a tentative outline for the treatment of the
group's assigned topic, each student begins accumulating data on
the perennial 3 x 5 cards, source number at upper right, page
reference at lower right, and working outline section-at upper,

_left. (I suggest use of a penciled notation for the outline designa-
tions to facilitate future rearrangement of items.)

Each'class period now is used as the group prefers. Since the
students are working against a specific end-of-semester deadline,
they determine their priorities for the reading, compiling notes,
discussing, and writing. Thus, inste y discussing indi-
vidual plans of organization with ach of twe ty-eight students,
minor problems are resolved with each' of he five discussion
groups. I am consulted as final 'arbitrator of the occasional impasse.

The prqacticality of note-taking on 3 x 5 cards rather than on
standarthsHze notebook paperis now reluctantly accepted as use-

, fill and necesgary instead of cumbersome, as they decide (some
grOups more than once) to rearrange their components in a more
workable order'.
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, At two five-day_intervals, each student submits a daily log of
time spent i reading; admittedly, this is merely a device to
discourage rocrastination. Since the last week involves the actu-

/ al writing, no other reading fog is required.
Most of the students begin their rough drafts, after a final

-group discussion about statement of thesis and structure of out-
line, within five days of the due date. The final draft is handwrit-
ten, double-spaced, on unlined paper, with footnotes positioned-in
the lower portion of each appropriate page. Some critical writing'
problems surface when kfinal version_ is evolving from a rough
draft. Allowing students class time for some of this final writing
gives an opportunity for immediate teacher conferences. Questions
on the myriad details inherent in this type of writing are ob-
viously much more likely when you are readily available. After
all, a pride in accuracy is often encouraged by access to informa-
tion.tion.

The resulting papers, well-organized, easy to evaluate,' re-
maticably perceptive, yet with individual interpretati- ven
within each gr4up, will have remained in the students' Ow
control from start to finish. And, conseqUently, the students will
have supported each other in their insecurity on beginning the
project, shared in their frustrations of organization, and solved
problems held in common. Thus, the demands placed on each
student by the dynamics of the group process serve as impetus to
achievement.

Paradoxically, the class writing project becomes in itself a
significantly real example of that productive cooperation depicted
by the anthropomorphic creatures in the literature for children.
The students move forward in acquisition of research skills. And
Peter Rabbit emerges from that plain brown wrapper as a pur-
veyor of human values.

4



Investigative Reporting
in the Journalism-Class

Richard G. Hause, Kansas State University

Many secondary school students enroll in journalism because it's
a good 'elective; it's a break from the routine of the normal
English class; it's a chance to do a different type of writing; it's a
chance to -get out of the classroom and off the campus; it's a
possible career' choice. The effective journalism-teacher can plan
activities to fill all of these student expectations. The journalism
classroom can be a beehive of meaningful activities every day, not
just the day before the paper .goer to press.

The utmost concern is, of course, putting out the school news-
paper on a regular basis or putting together the school yearbook
for distribution sometime during the year. The effective jour-
nalism teaclArywill want to acquaint the students with the fascin-
ating heritaTe of the newspaper in America and its roots in the
growth of the mass media. In order to cover this important aspect
and to make journalism fun, flexible, and 'functional, try the
following suggestions.

Begin a unit on investigative writing. The study of this skill
affords high school journalism students the opportunity to
study, analyze, and evaluate resource materials on the history,
distant and recent, of the newspaper industry. It is an oppor-

. -tunity to learn about the newspaper while- they are using one of
the most productive skills in the field of journalism.

Arrange the room to resemble a press room, if possible. Divide
students into pairs (a la Bernstein and Woodward of The\Washing-
ton Post). Assign each pair- the job of investigating one of the
important segments of journalistic history. One pair will investi-
gate the lives of famous personages like Bonfils and Tammen of
The Denir Post (two fascinating books have been_written about
their era: Thunder in the lioelcies by...Bill Hosokawa and Timber-
line by Gene Fowler), William Allen White and his work with The
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Emporia Gazette, and William Randolph Hearst and his jour-
nalistic empire.

Another pair will study some of the better newspapers (The

New York Times, The Washington Post, The Miami Herald, St.
Louis Post-Dispatch, and The Christian Science Monitor) to dis-
cover their histories 'and determine why they are fine news-
papets. Don't forget excellent smaller newspapers, perhaps from
the local area.

An investigation by one pair into outstanding .photojournal-
ists such as Margaret Bourke-White, Alfred Eisenstadt, and
Gordon 'Parks will reveal ,various contributions to the.field and
give the students a sense of that heritage. A study of famous
columnists such , as Erma Bombeck, Ernie Pyle, Ann Landers,
Hal Boyle, James Reston, Art Buchwhld, and William F. Buckley
will help another ..pair of students gain respect for the daily
demands placed on these writers and the impact their writings
have made on the newspaper industry. Famous cartoonists such
as Chic Young, Al Capp, Mort Walker and Dik Browne, Charles
Schultz, Milton Caniff, and more recently Gary Trudeau offer a
wide variety of jourriVistic talents for students' investigations.
(Some of these persons might respond to a personal letter or
person-to-person telephone call from an ,enterprising student!)
The study of these contributors will add to the fun and perhaps
encourage a budding -cartoonist. By thesame token but in a
slightly different vein, the political cartoonists such as Bill Maul-
din, Thomas Nast, Walt Kelly, Oliphant, and Herblock will afford
two other students a fine taste of political satire and its impor-

t tance to the media. (Copies of some of their drawings can be
obtained by writing directly to the syndicate for whom the car:
toonist- works.)

Investigation into the filming of newspaper-oriented movies
such as Citizen Kane, Front Page (both versions for comparison),
al, All the President's Men as well as television shows such asthe
late Mary Tyler Moore Show and an older one entitled The Doris
Day Show will offer another view of .the field.

The basics of journalism will be reviewed through student
investigation of the methods used to distribute newspapers world-
wide and the emergence of the teletype and other rapid forms of
communication. A closer rook at the role of the newspaper during
war time will give further evidence of its growing importance in
society.
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The freedom of #e press in theepast and today as seen in
connection with famous trials such as the Charles Manson case,
the Watergate case, the case of Daniel Ellsberg, and more recently
Daniel Schorr will give one team of students a timely look at
newspersons and their responsibilities to their papers and to the
public.

Two of the students will surely be interested in the competition
that exists between newspapers in getting the story first, getting
the big story, taking the rare or only photograph, or solving
crimes against the state. An investigation will reveal several
historic examples of the stiff competition that has existed in the
past and continues toddy.

During the investigation period, the teacher will act as the
editor-in-chief, offering suggestions fo'r resource mate

to consult, and investigative techniques used to uncover
evidence. Draw the class or staff together every other day to hold ^,

a briefing on what important leads are being, uncovered, what'
areas still remain a mystery, what resources can be shared, and
how to progress from that point. Stress the importance of holding
one's judgment until all the facts are in and evaluated for aecuracy.

The closing session of the unit will resemble a staff meeting in
a newspaper office. The editor will call on each investigating
team to present an qral summary of its findings. The staff will
critique each grouprs findings in light of their accuracy, objec-
tivity, significance in journalistic history, educational value, and
reader appeal- The-staff will then decide which groups will be
encouraged to revise their findings and present them as a feature
article-in the school newspaper some time during the school year.

When the articles are published, the journalistic investigators
will have experienced-a full cycle of investigative news reporting
from conception to fruition. The students will surely come away`
from this experience with a greater appreciation of journalism
and its roots. They will have shared their work with students
outside the journeisin class, and these students may, in turn,
become better ihformed consumers of the media.
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The Re *arch Pap,per:
Getting Started

4

Myna S. Freeman, Alabama St.ate Universi ty
4

Teaching conventional research techniques is a standard require-
,ment i many freshman English courses. Traditionally, two 9-
proachrs have been used: :the 1-reetapproach, which allows a
ostudent to seleci and limit a topic_rea.d about it in books, wad
periodicals, take notes, and write a long, documented paper; or
the -"controlled"pp'proaah, which requires each student Co use

.4 materials pre-a-sembled in a text and permits au entire class to
work within the. same field of subject matterselecting and
limiting a topic within the prescribed field, reading essays from
the text,, king notes, arid, writing, and documenting the final
paper! WiTh both.approaches, the instructor usually Hands the
students preconceived topics for research and then structures the
class sessions-around (he steps in on-of the many research paper
manuals currently on t,lie market. Little, if anything, is done to
tap the atudents'own interests, experiences, and ideas.

InnovariVe English teachers, seeking to teach4the basic §kills
amore effectively, want more interesting and challenging ways of
teaching t research paper, and especially, for initiating re-

_search proj . Because I believe that teaching/learning begins
tte students, with ,their own interests and experiences, I

suggegt# sequence of student-centered activities that may aid
teachers and students in getting started with the research/Apar.
These activitIN are designed to establish a'n appro-priate cliMate
and spirit for research, to' motivate students and get them in-
volved in their dtvnjearning. and to assist students in exploring
their own resources,before they begin to research those of other
people.

Peter Elbow, author of Wriiing Without Teachers (London:
Oxford University Press, 1973), poses an interesting and, I think,
workable theoiy for handling writing activities. The writing
process. Elbow believes,.consists of two parts: producing and
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composing. He also belieqs that teachers must tell students
% . exactly what is required of them, and construct activities to help

them achieve that goal. I have adopted Elbow's theories ih pro-
viding a format for the following 'outline of activties, Emphasis. ...

here is on producing.

Preliminary Distussinn

Purpose: To /fell students exactly what is required fot the
finished product.

1. Engage the clams rn allilteussion of the nature.f research
and of the research paper.

2. Summarize the traditional steps in writing the 'esear'ch
paper.

.-- 3. Provide a sample of what the finished product should look
like.

4. Explain that the activities ,which folloW will aid the students
in carrying 'out the steps necessary for writing the .final

er.-II

Films
2, and

I
Produc in

Purpose:

d/or trAnZparencies are especially suitable for' 1,

To gene
n

to subjects and ideas and to define a direc-
research.

Finding SubjeatS of Interest

41.-G6atral subjects may evolve from the students through a
freewrititig 'exercise.

142. General subjects may evolve from ire students through a
brainstorming session.

13: The instructor may provide a list of general subjects and,
through discussion, have students expand the list.

Selacting 'and Limiting t e -Subject/Discovering Direction
1;F:riew* riting Exercise

a. Goals of Vreewriting
To relak inhibi\ti6ns and initiate though
To find a fnubject and a direction for research
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To aid the students in getting at thejr own experience
with the subject

b. Guides for E eewriting
After a brief review of the subjects, each student selects
one and writes freely about it for approximately 15 to 20
minutes. The students are instructed to,write as fast as
they can without &topping to ponder a thought, without
concern for spelling, grammar, punctuation, or sentence

\ structure. The important thing- is to keep the pen moving
and get ideas down on the page. They are to write what-
everdiomes to mind about the subject. If nothing comes,
'they are instructecl.to Arrite "Nothing comes to my mind"
or "I can't think of anything to write" until the thoughts

;begin to flow. Thetkly requirement is that they never stop
writing.

2.Brainsterrning Session
ollowingthe freewriting activity, the students divide .i.rjto

' groups of three -to read and diseuss each others' freewriting.
__Jk 'Coals of the,. Brainstorming Seision

To further relax inhibitions and generate ideas
To identify and state specifie topics suitable for research
To formulate .research questions for the topic
To identify and state clearly key thoughts about the topic
To identify and state clearly ideas which support and

clarify key thoughts
To identify resources to stirvey

b. Guides for the Brainstorming Session
Each student reads his or her freewriting aloud to the
group. Group' members may ask such quesstions as the
following, about each piece:
What specific aspect/of the subject does the piece address?

(lirilits the, subjects)...
What words- and passages seem strongest and most impor-

/-4 'twit?
Do they hint at general thoughts about the subject? (iden-

tifies main Ants)
Are there words or pass'ages which ftirtjier explain and

clarify the general thought? (identifiessupporting Points)
What main rstion br questions doesnthe 'piece raise in

Aur mind. =
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Can you think of specific cases, incidents, or events that
will support the general thoughts or provide answers to
the questions? (ideiarlies additional supports)

Key thoughts and questions which emerge from this and the
following activity may suggest a .thesis, and main a,nd sup-
portifig points for the outline which will be written later.
Questions may be tucked into declarative statements for the

' outline.
3.'Civating a Visdal Aid

This activity follows the brainstorming session.
a, Goals of the Visual Aid

To provide a( a aid tliardomes directly from student
interacts and that is cheated by the students

To give the students an opportunity foy the oral expreAsion
. of thought before % larger group

To..proiide experience in organizing, clarifying, and ex-
. .Pressing ideas in oral delivery

To stimulate additional thought on the topic and generate
more °ideas from the class as a group

To:provide a "means for evaluating the students' under-,
. ,atanding of the first stage of research
it. Guides, for the Visual Aid
- Using various colored felt markers and white market

, paper, each group of students 'writes and illustrates the
topics, qUestions, and general and particular statements
foimulated for each subject. These may be mounted on the

.4 - -chalk board or on-a wall in the classroom. Each group
explains the'gistof its cliscUssiOn and the content of its
poster. The;class as a group engages in a discussion of
each poster. The teacher encourages the class to ask ques-
tions Wthi following which lead to the principles of
limithig a sUbject, formulating research questions, and

,ideiiiifyilig sources.:
-Is the subject sufficiently lifnited?
Does the. topic lend itself to research? Wliy? Why, not?-,_

, Where can the researcher go for answers to the questions?,
DO you qlaxe other suggestions for the researcher?

. , This activity helps the students to define`more precisely
and Clearly the direction their research can take and the
method or approach they may use. From the class a
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t.list dent may learn Of ,additional sources or,;reSearch tac-
tics. For example, perhaps someone in the,glass knov.i of
a person in the community why/ faces or has faced the
problem or has special -experience or knowledge of the
problem that a student desires to-rowarch. The studynt
may be guided to schedule an interview with this person.'
Creating a visual aid further -stimulates' imagination and
creativity, and encourages students'to write clear, cerrec;
sentences hnd to formulate precise questions. It, also com- .1'
bines the written and oral expressiqri of idead and,rein,
forces points that can be made about the subject.

- . 4

4. The Plan Sheet .
t

At theend of the foregojig activities, the students hand in a
Plan sheet for their subjects. This sheet may consist,of the

- following items: :4

Research abpicl' -- (limited)
-.. .

:,

Research Questions
1 Main Though Consider (9"

Supporting Ideas to Consider

Resources to Use ' (books, magazine artieles, let-
ters, interviews, Auestionnarres, etd.) - .

The plan sheet provides s final meansof evaluation fon this
stage of research. It may also be used for conferences with

...i students. who require individual assistance at this stage.
5. The Research Journal .

The students should be encouraged to keep a research jour-
nal in which they recbrd their ideas and do daily freewriting

-- exercises about their topics. 14'1615 minutes of-soine class
ions may be allotted for freewriting in the journals. Froin
e to .rote, journal pieces may be read and discussed in

class. These should be read to share ideat, not to correct
written ekpfession or*to discover wWell is the best paper.

- 4-7.- it -.....

The foregoing activities should stimulate thought inirproclu-&-a. -..--
quhntity of'ideas.9nce,studipits focus on one idea, they can bring
their own(perspediveond expe.'e.pee to bear. This is the founda-
tion to research' other fads, ida.s, and theories, using a
variety of sour The composing process can begin only wherl
strideQts' own nergy, voice, anctereativity are-combined with the
ideas, experiences, and resources of others:
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A Path through the .Maze:
A Seciiential AiNiroa6h to Writing.
Documented Papers

r ,
Ellen Andrews Knodt, Pennsylvalia State University,

11.Ogontz Campus
.

s Any instructor who has assigned a. research paper has bably
come a from reading 3V(or 6p or 90). final copiet 'realizing
t aht ing which could have gone wrong had the papers were
almost always "cut and paste jobs", showing the writers' lack, of

not been selecteTto support the thesis (if indeed the
iunderstanding li the subject; quotations were- lenk:nd had

r had a
clear thetis); the writers' fawn sentences were Sketchy, chnsisting"
1Sr ely of "and next Mr: Browr. said." After my students-and I
s er throdgh the research paper severalthnes, I discovered-
tha what they really lacked was practice in the individual Skills

p demanded by the very complex research paper assignment. I had
been particularly. frustrated by the student who had.dorie all the
research work and had copious notes on innumerable 3 x 5 cards
but whose .paper was incomprehensible. The problem is that
writing a research paper or any paper needing-llocumentation
requires rather sophisticated techniques of integrating quoted

"+ .material from several sources with the writer's own words. To
complete such an assignment successfully, student must be able
tq understand their source material, see its relevance to,the point
they wish to ,make; extract the quotationi which will support
their point, introduce or otherwise weave the quotations into their
text, and, properly punctuate and document the quotation.

To give students practice with each of these skills, I develqped
a three -step sequence of shorter ass&nments (500-700 words),
building from the.simplest to the most complidated tasks involved
in -writing a documented pawn All of these assignments concern
thy writing of a paper--tiot the library work involved nor the
reading and taking of notes. We are concerned only with what a
student can do' once he or she has completed the necessary
research. The assignments in this sequence do not have to be on,

.)
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the same topic as_a research paper, nor, for hat matter, does an
instructor have to assign a full-iledged research paper.

The first assignment requires the use of quoted material taken
from a singfe,source to support a thesis. To provide a link between a
the students' previous writing about personal exTerience in their,
first coMposition course and their new task of using another's

rds, I ask them to intervjew a person and to use notesor tapes
of conversation as the basis for the paper. (Many students I
teach wn cassette recorders: those who do not have a recorder
take tes as accurately as they can.),Since I have been teaching a'
thematically organized second term English composition course
on the American character, my students interview a'person at
least ten: years older thth they are on the topic of the democratic
ideal.,In class, we discus- some questions to aslc(d4awn from our
readings in an anthology and from previous class discussions)' and
some hints on how to follow up an interesting $nswer. ,We. are
interested in how the interviewed pew l. perceives concepts of

- democracy such as equality of opportunitA the right to dissent, or,
the "melting pot." Once students have done their. in ws, we
discuss how to extract a thesis statement'which will rue the
"interviewee's" attitudes toward the democratic ideal, how to
-select quotations which will/support the thesis, and how to punc-
tuate direct quotations and use pataphrs,ses. We also work with
the form of th4 essay, discussing the purpose of an introduction

. Jeading to the thesis, se_pf three or four sttbpoints to develop
the thesis, and fiaallOt ibssible forms a conclusion .could take.

Students seerroAlVttie interview assignment, and it tanbe
modified to fit the theme or subject master being taught. Other
instructors have assigned students to interview someone in an
OC el ionlhat the student intends to pursue, and then to write

/ a ,essay analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of that
upation.,Or students could choose a controversial issue like the

penalty, in control legislation, or the legalization of mar--
interview someone, on his views, and then -write an essay'

; 'ping that person's position on the issue.
. tever the topic, students seem to learn some very impor-

t basic research writing skills from this interview assignment. .
In 1 der to writ3the paper, students must be able to sift through,
the pertson's'eonversatiolto find quotations to support a thesis, .
and th*...fit the quotation into the text of the paper by providing
introductions to or comments on them. They Must also know the
mechanics of punctuating quotations correctly. Because the source

, .
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is another person rather than i published 'work, students can
concentrate on the task of Thesis-and support without the added
difficulties of reading, and understanding ,published
And because students are using Only one" source, the "inter-
viewee," they avoid the problem of interweaving quotations 'from
several different sources and of footnoting and documenting
them.

The second assignment in the sequence requires students to
support a thesis by using material from two published primary
sources. In addition to the previous tasks, thiS assignment re-
quires that the'students read and understand published material,
develop a thesis from that material, and select quotations from
both sources to support the thesis. At this poipt, too, the students
learn how to footnote quotations taken from our. text (the source of
the material fo; this assignment). This second step, then, moves
the students from using a first-hand account (the interview) to the
more 'complex task of using two published sources.

Topics for this paperR.re about success in America and usually
take the form of a comparison or contrast like "Compare blue -
collar attitudes toward work with white-collar attitudes toward
work as seen in two essays in our text" or, "Analyze the values
held by the main charadters in the stories by JOhn Cheever and
Harvey Swados." An instructor could assign a topic requiring
library work for this paper,, but the number of sources used
should° be limited to reduce' the complexity of the task. For
example, the instructor might ask the students to read two
magazine articles on water pollution and do an analysis or evalu-.
ation of the articles, using direct quotations for support. Or
students couli be assigned to read two short stories by an author,
derive a thesis based on their reading; and write a paper sup-
porting their thesis with relevant quotations.

The last assignment in the' three-step sequence is the most
difficult. For this paper students must use at least three sources,
at lea& gre..of which must be froth 'literary criticism. Since
criticism is usually the most difficult material for students to

. ss'"s read and interpret and since students must use a greater number
of sources in this paper, this assignment poses the greatest com-
plexity. In;addition to continuing their work' 6n footnoting, stu-
dents' also learn to do a, bibliography for this assignment. I
usually control the source of critical material by mitueograPhing
passages from several texts, but -one could also use a caseboole
containing critical co entary or assign library work for this

,
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assignment. Topics for these papers are derived from some cOn-
cept found in the critical material and then verified or disproven
by material taken from the primary works. For example, a
critical comment on Hemingway's style of writing might be
supported by reference to a novel and short story or several short
stories.

Students feel more confident about beginning a full-scale re-
search project after completing this sees of shorter assignments.
To be sure, they have to cope with the frustrations of finding the
information and the task of taking notes on what they read, but
the job-of sifting the important information from the unimpor-
tant,, arranging quotations to support a thesis, fitting-quotes into
the texts of their papers (without dominating the-texTs), and
documenting the quotations properly has been- simplified because"
they have practiced all these skills on shorter, more manageable
assignments. For students who .have never done a documented
paper. or who have been left to flounder without instruction on
how to proceed, this three-step sequence may provide_a path
through the maze.

4
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3 About Teaching Writing: .

Revising and Editing
..-

...

.Careful revising and editing are essential but often overlooked
steps in writing.-Students who become proficient at proofreading
and revising their work save teachers time and effort. The au-
thors cif the articles in this chapter, realizing the necessity for 1***

teaching students how to revise and edit, suggest color coding to
help students establish organization, advise use of groups for
revising and proofreading acti 'ties, and ide guidelines for
instructing students in proofre g an n.
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- Color Coding and Other Devices
for Teaching Organization

Helen Thompson, South Newton Junior High School,
Kent land, Indiana

"Lo! thy dread empire, Chaos! is restoed; . &
Light dies beforethy uncreating word;
Thy hand, great Anarch! lets the curtain fall,
And universal darkness buries all."

Alexander Pope, The Dunciad,
Bk. iv. 1. 653 .

"t Anyone endeavoring to teach theme writing will most likely
recognize the truth of the above quotation. Chaos has extended to
the writing of themes at the secondary level. Organization of
thought, and to an even greater extent organization of these ideas
on paper, often seem to be a lost art. I have devised a method for
teaching theme organization and for promoting careful copy-
reading and rewrite that might prove helpful to others teaching
these basic skills.
' Former students of my structured writing class who have

attended colleges and universities bave reported most favorably
on die results of the method. For the first time in six years of teach-
ing I feel that I have progressed in,tea,ching students to write ac-
curately and in an organized manner.

The method? Really quite simplebut different: I begin with a
very arbitrary structure requirement for outlining the theme and
fpr writing the opening paragraph of the theme. I prepare and
distribute a list of the essential items on an outline form; they are:
introductory material, thesis statement, main points, supporting
points, and conclusion. Essential items for the opening paragraph
are: attention-getting sentence or sentences, background material,
topic sentences, and thesis statement. -

I'm sure that the reader is thinking at' this point that there is
nothing new or different about this. The difference comes, owever,
as I begin showing the student how to determine if all ecessary

68
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corMnents of the-psning paragraph are included and if the
theme is organized correctly. I use color coding to establish organi-

'on and relationships. The, student is instructed to make an
tlitwon a form which' I- provide and to.write an opening para-

-. folloing specific. directions. These 'must be an attention-
Pi sentence, sortie background material, at o topic

sen nces (which must correspond with the main points specs
on outline) and a thesis statement as the concluding sentence of
the os k paragraph. Students usually progress this far rela-
tively easilynot necessarily correctly, but easily. At this point I
ask th m to take coloemarkers and do a bit of underlining. The
attentit.-getter is to be underlined in red. (All codirtg -is open to
teacheri choice.) The background material is u erlined in
topic sentences in yellow, the thesis statemen black, and,
show a relationship with topic sentences, main po is on the outline
are underlined in yellow.

Aithe underlining begins, problems and questions arise: "I don't
seem to have anything underline in yellow in my opening para-
graph, .. I can't find an ing to and rline in blackwhat is a
thesis statement? ... My m in points do 't correspond to my topic
sentences ...What is'background materi . I can't find anything to
underline in irreen." Students must find for themselves the corn-
ponents pf_the opening paragraph, dete ine that they have both
topic sentenc and Corresponding mai points underlined in

'matching-yello , and must underline a fi m thesis statement in
black it the d of the opening para ph; the necessity of
pinpointing-specifics in color soon shows e her the presence or
absence of these items.

After completing the underlining, showing me both the outline
and the color-coded. opening paragfaph, and making any neces-
sary changes, the student proceeds with the writing of the first
draft of the theme. Again, using the same color-code system, the
markers are uses} to underline the attentiokgetting sentence, the

ap background material, the topic sentencek-ane the thesis statement
in. the first paragraph, and the main points where these appear in
the body of the theme. The themes, with 'outlines stapled at the
back, are collected and I attach a critique sheet to the front. The
critique sheet has a section ,the top desi ed for scoring
organization and a section at th .ttom for oring errors in
punctuation, spelling, and grammar There is lso provision for
recording vocabulary errors, such aS u of i roper word for
meaning intended; but I do not use thi se tion en students are
critiquing.
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The class is divided groups of tliree and each group is

given three theines with instructions-tar. ead each theme aloud, fill
in the top (organization) part of-the score sheet as-a-joint effort,
and then work individually vAtiurthe_themes to score the bottom
portion of the sheet. Each student scores a different section for
each theme, i.e. one student cbpyreads for spelling errors on one
theme, punctuation errors on a second, 4nd grammatical errop
ontile third. Errors are marked in red, and the total number of
errors -of a particular type is entered in the appropriate blank on
the critique sheet, along with the recording students? sigriature.
After this score card is completed the themes are returned to
students for rewrite. Then the complete assembly is turned in
outline, rough drafLcritique score card, and rewritten theme. As
I grade the final effort I check any error I 'find against the

set and the rough draft; if the student copyre'ader has
missed this error,' he-or she is 'penalized as well as the author of
the theme.

When using this teaching meth od with students -whd have a
great deal of trouble, recognizing the topic sentence -main point
'relationship, I use a skit to demonstrale the connection. After
choosing a leme which has a%clear representation of 'the cor-
respondence df the topicsentences in the opening paragraph and
the main,points in the theme, I make placards which read: Mr.
Attention - Getter,-- -Miss Background, Mrs. Topic Sentence One,
Mrs. Topic Sentence Two, Mr. Thesis Statement, Miss Main Point
One and Miss Main Point Two. These are arbitrary designations.
The specific requirement is that the topic sentence-main point
character relationship must be direct: parent-child, aunt or uncle-
niece or nephew. Eachicharactr reads certain lines from the
theme and the other students listen to determine if the writer of
the theme has given the characters the proper lines to say, listen-
ing especially for that relationship between the topic sentence in
the opening paxagrapiand- its Main point. Even advanced stu-
dents participate in this activity enthusiastically, and it does pro-
vide "a slight diversion from everyday teaching tactics.

The teaching process described has proved to be a most effec-
tive way of directing students toward good organization and
careful observation of proper mechanics in theme writing. I feel,
also, that better content in the theme occurs as a result of tfiis
demand for organization, since the student must put into the
theme the ideas which the organization has dictated and must
omit extraneous material which careful organization shows to be
unnecessary.



Composition:
Competitive or Cooperative?

Richard E. 'Barbieri, Milton Academy, Milton, Massachusetts

"But sir, you can't keep us from gradelrubbing. That's the
American way." I guess it is, especially in a high-powered college
prep school like'the one where I teach. Through the years I had
seen enough of the conflict and animosity generated by the quest
for grades. Competition had been bred into these students from
early childhood, by sports, by parents' career models, and by
constant pressure for admission to the "best" schools at every
rung up the ladder. Therefore, cooperation was a basic skill as
necessary to them as literacy, or more so. But was it possible to
promote both simultaneously, to instill cOoptration,amid the nee,
esAary individualism of composition?

The plan jelled slowly, nurtured by reading Charity James,
comparing students' teamwork in sports and activities with:their
egoceiltricity in English class, hearing drcooperative techniques
used in Chinese education, and most of all by attending an NCTE
workshop on "Human Values in the English ClassroorAt last I
felt ready to try the experiment.

I had two major `aims: to improve the students' ability to work
together, and to apply these improved cooperative skills to the task
of revising compositions. Evaluatioti would be both personal, -'in
the form of frequent discussions and written critiques by the
class, and academic, in my grading of the papers.

The first step was toqind a suitable writing topic. Too narrow.an
assignment would blur the distinction between- cooperation and
plagiarism; tOo open a subject risked leaving no room for mutual
comprehension and cooperation. Therefore, I based the composi-
tion on a story we were readies, GrahamcGreene's "The Destruc-
tors," so that everyone would begin on a common footing, but I
tried to avoid the traditional critical essay, which would reinforce
familiar hierarchies of "good" and "bad" students. The topic was:
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o
.` Toward the end of ".The Destructors" Blackie and Trevon[the

story's two main 'characters) are sitting togetlier. Blackie sug-
gests that Trevorlmust really hate_ Mr. Thomas [the old man
-whose tiouse the. boys are wrecking], but Tremor replies "All
tits hate and love, it's soft; it's hooey:. There's or4ly -things,
Blackie."

Repondto Trevor's statement,,Xpu may explain why you ow ,
/

think he feels'that way. or you IOW talk about witether you
think what he says is true. or what you think it meals. The only
requirement is that you use his words as Vimping-off point

-5, for your own reflections on the story or on life as you see .

After collect ing the itsignment I set it aside until the next phase.

, of the sequence w ompleted.
To mike the class aware hf the need for cooperatv, and fo jet

them practice it in a nonthreatening environment, I used a
num of group exercises, most of them from Stanford an
Stanf J./earning-Discussion Skills Througli-Games'(Citation
Press,. 1969). Amohg the more exciting of these are. the."Loit on
the Moon" garneancl the "Bank Robbeiy Mystery:1Ln the former,
students are askeci to rank fifteen items in orderonsefujness toa.).

lunar landing party Stranded 200 miles-frhm its base camp. First
each'person makes anilirdividual written choice, then the cl1s

*discusses the list and arrives at a consensus. In theory, and almost
always in,practice, gili contensus list is n-rore` accurate '(by corn- _

T1. parishn with NASA's ranking) than that of any take irAvidnatIt
wOrked out that way for us in all but om instince, where a
studtrit knew. a crucial fact but.didtA tele i£4.5th the -group, thug

lowering their score and showing in reverse * value, of team- .
Vwork.)In the ."Ba bberSz 'Mystery," students are each given

Onneer more cluesVilding on class size) to a erri ime, and mbst
%

. agree on the criminal, themethod, and thelpotive by discussng

o , the eviance, withut &tinting or ottiowise physically p ing

the clues.. A time ,clo& and subseqffent discussion show he 411

the group worked togethear.a.
13 fore the exercises began I. expr ned that W% ould be .

...
.

,
.. .
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working for Iveral doefron cooperi techniques, d that we -*

would sonclu e.wit4 abraded assign ent based on coopetation:

After 8,ch etarcise we talked at lengt about what'had helped or,
hindered the group and who had ma the greateA contributions,
likte class quickly realized that skoperation prOdueed,more stR-
tresA for everyone individvaliAlic wrangling, anethey showed
great 'perception In. chodsingusuallY unanimbuslithe roost

-helpful members of the group. These did,rwit always tffl.n out to be

, .
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the usual "stars" of the class, a fact-that beta ore significant
as the sequence continued. .

After 'several devoted to such exercises and dis-
ssions, we mov the compositions.. Having made three
pies of each , divided the class into groups of four. Each
ember of the group received a copy of the four papers written
y his or her group. Thes4 paters had no marks; I kept all my

grades and comments in a separate notebook. I then outlined the
procedure to be followed. . ,

Each grow was to Ilve.twdkelass days, plus assignment time,
to work tegether revising and,:editirig the papers. I would then

;assign a grade to etch group the same for every member. -based
not on how good the papers were, but on how much each had
improved from the fir 'version. I made,it clear that I would-be
lookingqlor geneilalerfIrovert in the group, so that4Slight
progress. as all four papers wAd' count more than treat
improvement in orie tor two and no change in the others. I
suggested three principles for revisio

1. Find Out'what the othe; students want to say and Nip them
say it more effeetively.

2. Don't asj Ilitem to change what they were trying to say
unless it seems absolutely necessary oer'sinless you can per-
suade then) of the necessity.

3. Help each other correct mechanical errors, but make this
only one asst of the revition, not the whole thing..

I.
Over the next twordays Lmoved- around the room, listening to

the''grOltps work. Each had its ii istinctive tone. Some ap,uroached
the job ruthlessly. In others, anent. more membefs. wete defen-
sive,sive, unwilling to a advice or to criticize. Fivequently the
proportion of praise riticism was, to my earitoo low. Yet they
madiffrogress, Some students groped tentatively for the kind -
-war Irphrase a suggestion: "I don'know, but I think it would be
better. this way." Others learned to begin with the cempliment

- that disarms defensiveness and makes constructive criticism ac-
11 'ceptable. Many were frank in suggesting that a paper read as if it

. had been rushed, and elicited adeissions teachers never hear. As
one person said in the -Nal critique, "When Aar friends tell you
something is wrong it's different than hearing it from the teacher."

Two patterns.particularlx stood out. The stronger the students,,
the less well the groups worked. Successful writers clashed, and

_,by their asscrrtiveness'Often dragged--others iniowPong directions.

) *

:
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On- the other Tand, weaker students grasped at the chance for
improvement, listened -to each other closely, sought times to work
after class, and were more sensitive to each other's feelings and
quicker to leap to someone's defense.

Second, some groups focused almost entirely ,on
editing, impfoving the papeors' mechanics bul....igneriti larger
issues of style, organization, or aPproachl-MAjor change, it seemed,
was too threatening for.sume-efen to suggest. In one group, on the
other hand,- a-stutteAthgd taken what to me was an original and
exciting approach to the topic, but two other group members, not
really understanding.what he was up to, attacked him vigorously,
producing first strong resistance, then sullen capitulation. I was
sorely tempted to intervene, but fore myself to keep- clear,
watching the group fall apart through issAsion and hoping that

sp the experience would prove valuable r them, if not now, at least
. in retrospect.-

Grades the papers (grades 'ranged from A- t6 e) I foutd
signifiCaTt inipravement in a little over half, a better proportion
than I had usually found when students worked independently.

there was a clearrorrelation between cooperation in a
_ group during the classes and progress on the papers. Those who

had struck off in their own directions accomplished little corri-
pared to those who had syocked together.

After returning the papers and discussing them, I asked every-
"one to submit a detailed anonymous evaluation of the/whole
project. e responses were gratifyingly:positive, making me feel

-1; had proba4ly been gained in personal than academic
res. Rating the' wliole sequence, 26% described their. feelings
as Very Good, 68% as Good, 5% as Fair, and none as Poor or Very
Poor. On the Writing component the scores Vere-5% -Very
67% Good, and 28% Fair. Asked "Ho ucedid this exercise help
your writing?" 67% replied A Fair A ount and 33% A Little (no
one chose either Very. Much or Not A II). Piinally, 60% thought
their group had, wur ed together l or Very Well, 18% de-
scribed their group's havibr as Okay, and only 12% thought
they had worked Rather Badly, 4

Replies to the open -ended qUestions interested me even more. AK
To the questibn "What changes, if any, hiPe you noticed in PI'
yourself as a result of the sequencg" students made such replies
as: "I think- that now I will not lkii give my ideas, but,will listen
to others." "I am more able to adjust 'My opinions to those of
someone else whope reasoning seems more logical than mine."'In
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response to the same question asked about the class asa
students cited such changes as "better organization," more listen-_
ing and consideration," "more unity as a group," "rndre opinions
coming from many more people," and "We don't yell as much.
We've learned it won't help the discussion." But there's.a pes-
simist in every" crowd: "We are openly starting to hate each
other." suggested one critic.

Other questions also showed people recognizing the benefits of
cooperation. Asked what changes should be made in the class's
behavior, almost half hoped for less arguing and stubbornness,
and suggested the need for more open-mindedness, cooperation,
concentration, organization, and acceptance of others' opinions.
The perv,asiveness of the effect was shown by answers to tile
question "Who helped you the most in revising?" Here almost two-

Ihirds'of the students in the class were mentioned on at least one a.-
questionnaire.

The good effects of the sequence lasted, by my own observa-
tions, well after the conclusion of the experiment, and in one case
proved especially durable and important. One call him
Jimhad a record of mild dyslexia and attendant emotional
problems, In class Jim was hypersensitive and totally lacking in
confidence, facts that he tried to conceal behind a facade of
humorous put-downs of his own work and abilities. But during
the exercise it became apparent both tohim and to the class that
despite his problems With spelling and mechanics he had a great
facility for problem-solving and for leadership. In the games he
was Twain and again cited as "mosthelpful," and of all the groups
his had the best 'eeord of improvement. From theii on his confi-
dence improved taarkedlysu and'so did his work, culminating in
his sel major sportswriter and editor on the school
paper Setting aside the general benefits of the experiment, the
change in .Jim alone weed have made the program a worthwhile
innovation.

8'6
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- Managing a Proofreading
Dialogue

Thomas D. Gillett, East Junior- Senior High School,
Rochester, New York-

. It has always anfized me how a fairly competent `high school
- junior can masioer usage exercises, correctly spell and use dif-

ficult words, and punctuate a wide variety of sentence structures
when these challenges arise in their pwn contexts (grammar exer-
cises, spelling quizzes), but will fail miserably when applying exact-
ly

..
the same exercises to the-writing of his or her own compositions. I

had never realized the size of the gap between writing theory and
practice until a budding E.B. Wkite*timorously approached my
desk clutching his later ffort Ohich had been red-pen "cor-
rected" so copiously that it ked as if it had seen duty as a
pressure bandage for a seriou abrasion. He pointed to the two-
inch high letters "PROOFRE D!" which bannered his paper; "I
don't know how to do this," he confessed.

This epiphanic episode led me to develop sortrategy for"tea.c
ing proofreading as a basic skill in a composition class he
student mentioned above was not atypical; few students, in fact,
can evaluate'valuate their own work for clarity, coherenne; and mechani-
cal accuracy. But self-evaluation and self-correction form the
foulidatuin of good writing. If the writer -cannot accomplish a
cogent analysis of a piecii, writing is likely to be a hit or miss
proposition at best. The process I now use incorporates peer
evaluation, comprehensive proofreading, class participation, and
attention to the individual student. .

I presently-qrganize my composition' course-(ortenth through, ..
twelfth graders) to encourage the development of selikevaluttion
and proofreading skills. In many ways, it is

essay
composition

bourses have .always been: sudents write one essay each week,
usually of 300-600 words; each week'sjosignment focuses An a
particular technique for developing an idea (e.g.; examples, com-
pare/contrast, definition, process analysis): examples of each week's
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technique are distributed and discussed; numeroushort assign-
mentsreading-and writingsupplemetit the- weekly assign-
ments.

'The variation in the traditional writiirg course comes in the
'way stud3nt essays are used to reinforce pPinciples of good

ing. First, I make 'abundant corrections, criticisms, and com-
mendations on each paper. I then extract a sentence or two from
each paper to share with the class via the overhead projector. 0
'or two class periods are devoted to the Aup's analyzing these
"gems"anonymously, of course. For example, an essay assign-
ment using the techniqueof comparison/contrast yielded these:

When you get to high school, you find that kids there are
divided into two groups, the honor students and the athletes.

-The honor student and the athlete, -one is a book finatic, the
other is a sport finatic. 4i

In life, people genrally find that with every person they meet.
they have common and conflicting interests. The Timor
dent and the Athlete, although different-in many ways. also

shank some similarities.,
-Both the honor student and the alliete have one thing in

com ,iand that is reaching a

For some sir e, unexplainable reason, students are betteit,
able to criticizEiriniividual sentences when,the overhead flicks on
and the sentence glows pn the -projection. screen. In the fir,st twc-i
examples above, students easily identified the problems Wafter
unanimously agreeing thaftheefirst was clearer and more coher-
ent): both generalize and need qualification; the second is a nin-
on with misspellings. The 'third sentence was unik7ersallY ac-

'claimed as a lucid, expressive opener for a composition. The final
sample was sdored for being vague and unnecessarily restric-
tive. The analysis of these four sentences involved lengthy discus-
sion and took most of a class period.'

Many sentences rsselect for viewing are evaluated and cor-
rected- by students saying, "It doesn't make sense (or "sound
,right"); it would be better if it said " And in most cases, the
correction offered is a valid improvement over the projected
example. Some sentences from. the same assignment as above
.which fell into the "doesn't;sound-gooe class:

Finns coma in black and white and color. Many fancy tricks
can he accomplished with a inaviecarricra.
This composition show the likeness and difference of
stage acting and film acting.'
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A ut Teaching- Writing' Revisifg and .Ekliting-
A*.stag'e play r wires human time:and effort.

thel,ealm of sual enterjainenent, the two most prothinent
forms, the, s play and the film, aie bitter rivals.
Fear and courage are related to each other, because they are

. both facing up to reality.

It is essential that thts-exercise not be directed toward identi-
fying and labeling incorrect or awkward constructions. If the aim
is to teach Writing, the emphasis must be on the skill of rewriting
the\unclear sentence or restating the poorly worded phrase. As
stucNnts become comfortable with this process, it begins to be a
natural part of their own writing procedure. = '

Students do provide examples in their writing of gitthe major,
recurring composition errors. From :a semester's woi-k, I have
selected some, of, the more-frequent -afflictidns:

wrong word:

cliches:

ti

ny kids forget their hunger and
ea late their vegetables <over to
the next table.'

.
You've just got toiceep your eyes
peeled.
He knows ere going and where
he' ing 'from.

fragment: Something which ngt everyone else
has, patience\.

. convoluted Another example of another coun-
sentences! try's way of greeting is the country

Steponfeete's.
To, start off in my opinion as a fe-
male and who is for Women's Lib-
eration to an extent. both sexes have
their weaker points:

_ .

unclear pronouns. Rid iailotis as It may sound, it can be
thought of as ,a move in the right
dircction.

distracting One thing that they all have in com- I
mon which is more commo than the

. -common c boor . _

She is machine that never tires.
But e tires now.
I you walk down the corridor" of a
school, it is plain to see that males
try to show off their muscles. This
only goes to show that girls are

repetition:

faulty logic:

colloquial usage:
stronger.
Sometimes the concerned parent is
just too much.

8
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Managing a Prootrlading Dialogue

unwarranted use'of
choppy sentences:

parallel structure:

When I step on that bus, I know
what I am going to see. I am going
to see the,typical bus driver.
They 'don't know. whether it will be
warmer or will it stay cold?

79

The collection of weekly "highlight" sentences has-been labeled
"The Good, the )3ad, and the Ugly" by my ciass, an,-thoughthey

4 feel I emphasize the "bad" and the "ugly:"1 consciously include
sentences which are examples of good writing: clear topic state:
ments; coherent, complex sentences; particularly appropriate word
choices.

Among the.benefits of this procedure is a higher level'of in-
volvement by individual students. Because ercriple is represented,
students seem more willing to be attentive, watching for their
own' "good" or "-ugly." Because all the examples are drawn from
responses to the same assignment, class members have a general
familiarity with what each writer was attempting: all examples to

have a common context: This familiarity" invites self-evaluation by/
comparing and contrasting: "My paragraph---1.vould have been
clearer had I organized it like that." Because dr selections are
offertd .without "credit" to the author. students are less threat-
ened by the peer criticism In fact, when 4 ask the class what
could be irriproved in a sentence. the "author" is often the first to
offer 'a, reconstruction. Because only a sentence or two is taken
from each essay. no student need feel oppressed by the criiicism.
An added benefit of this practice is that students begin to develop
the habit of looking at their own work sentence by sentence.
Generally, students seem to enjoy the Classes deOoted to their own
triumphs and errors.

For the teacher-the procedure engenders crass discussion_M a- - -
class where discussions are sometimes difficult to manage'. The
short samples to be considered allow immediate analysis. The
group sessions provide the teacher with one more source of
information fOr determining whether or not the students are
learning anything.

Student reaction- to the practice titie,rs a fitting conclusion. On
leavimg the class last semester. a yodng writer, in,typical teenage
fashion; gave praise inthe form of faint damnalion: used tobe

_able to really shovel it on essay test.4now I feel uncomfortable
when I write sorn(Aktn-g that sitys nothing, -even if it sounds
'great." I like to think that meant he -learned something in my
course.

I
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Profitable Proofreading

. - . .

S. Kenneth Bens On, Pacifi%Union College, Angwin, California

4 :, .
When thoughts tumble' forward. faster than Pen or typewriter can
handle, errors invariably . creep in during the early stages of
writing. Even the most experienced wrillerS need to proofread
their final-drafts forcareless errors. If you Can get these concepts

to
.

,-across to your students, proofreading beeoloes an accepted part of
the writing process. I sometimes telripdents, "When you- write,
forget pout punctuation. spelling, sentences, and the like if they
htnder your thinking process. Get down on paper what you want
to communicate. After you have your thoughts down on paper and
corrected for basic content, then worry abiiut the mechanics. Now

read it several times. If you are a poor.speller, red every word
carefully for'spelling. Then proofread for fragments. run-ons, and
the like. Don't be satisfied with one or two readings; you rilay
have to proofread six or more times!"

When the.students come to,q1 with what they think is the
:finished composition, I ask th to proofread the theme at lehst
twice more before turning it in/ reserve about thirty minutes of-
class time to, answer questions on proofreading. I will spell words,
read individual sentences for eempletene$s and_puhctuation; how-___
ever. the student must- have a particular point in mind. Some
teachers might object to this help, bid I am so elated to have
students question spelling and other problems in mecha'nics that I
give as wuch help as 'possible. After all, what is the goal in
proofreading? Don't we want them to read their own tbemesth
a critical' eye? .

Before the first theme, we go over the correction symbols I use.
Usually we also do one or two worksheets one common proof -
re ing errors and major sentence problems. The interest in

reading is understandably minimal at this point.
en the themes are returned, Correction symbols have been

placed on the left side of the page. The right side is reserved for

80
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problems in content. A. one-page grading scale is,attached to the
end of,the paper that evaluates both triecliani& and content. If a
theme receives a grade lower than_a C,, it should be revised
completely. However, everyone revises proofreading errors, not to
change the grade of the theme, but as an exercise in proof-
reading.

The method I developed to make students kay attention to
proof-reading symbols was an act of desperation. For years I
,tried correcting the mechanical error% on the papers and perhaps
having the studenCrecopy the theme. This prkedure seldom
helped the mechanics on the ?text theme. Next, I-tried using
correction symbols on the left margin of each line and asking
students to read them when the themes were returned. This'did
not improve mechanics or get students interested in proofreading.
In both methods, the teacher learns about the students' problems,
but stuknts do not: Finally, I struck upon this idea.

. On a prescribed day, all students are to bring their last themes
to class. Onthe board I write these directions:

1. On the left margin of your original theme, number the first
ten correction symbols,consecutively, 1 through 10. (This
sounds simple, but you soon find that students dio not listen
and follow directions very well.)

2 Take new piece of paper and put your name on it. Using the
same numbers as you Jut placed on the left margins of your
theme, you are now to Correct the first ten errors.

3. If the error is spelling, write SP after the number on your
correction page and spell the word correctly.

4. For all other errors, study the problem carefully. Copy the
entire sentence that had an error, but make the needed cor-
rection. After this, explain in your own words why a correc-
tion symbol was placed on the left margin of that line.

From then on, my time is spent answering individual students on
errors they do not understand. I circulate around the room, or-
they. come to nip desk. (Suggest they correct the errors they do
understand first, then they can ask several questions at once.) It
may be hectic at first, and a teacher-aide can be very helpful at
this time. Perhaps some of your better students can help. The
main value isto have students correcti,ng their own errors and
learning the specific reasons for the cOrrecticms.

On the following page is the title and one paragraph of a
reirned theme. e.
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Student Theme

1 2 3
C P Awk Trying to get acquainted with a new roompartner can be

frustrating

4 It can be difficult to assert youjself when your new
Awk roompartner does not realize what he -does t-hatannoys you.

As the two of you progress in orgapizing the roam, your
roompartner may make a few decisions of his own. For
example, my roompartner and I talked about our floor being

5 cold when we get up in the morning and how nice it would
P be to have a rug. After class one day, I walked into our roorne
6 and there was this carpet; old, moist, and had the smell of
Not para. mildew. Jim, my roompartner, was still trimming the edges
7 of the carpet. He explained to me that he found it behind
P Dean Smiths house. It was difficult for me to try to tell him

that I would not tolerate it. As I did try to tell him this, I
failed in getting my point across. Many times I would try to
_tell him, "We will dispose of it when we get tired of it." He
got the wrong impression and said, "How could we ever get
tired of it? Remember how cold the floor was!" Jim bothers
me m other ways too. Many times Jim cleaned up the room.

8 As he did he misplaced my belongings, so that I could not
Awk find them, and this would annoy me. Everytime I tried to

talk about the new arrangement of my belongings, he would
ask,what I thought about the cleanliness of the room. I said,
"It is fine." But in my mind I would. try to forket about it.
My politeness and sensitivity toward his feelings kept me

9 from getting my point across. Just the chance of breaking a
Awk friendship bothered me and this is why people do not speak
10 exactly what they mean, ,for_fear it would hurt the new
Pro. Ante. acquaintance. And this is the frustrating part about it.

The student correction page(s) are stapled to the front of the
theme. If the corrections are well done, they can be corrected
quickly. Occasionally you 'hay have to look at the theme to
straighten out some special difficulty. For example, sometimes
the student changes -the wrong word for a spelling error.

Student Corrections

1,2,3. Getting Acquainted With ar+New Roommate
Capitalize all major words in a title. Do not capitalize short prepo-

sitions and articles unless they arp the first word. Dsi not underline
original titles. Underline only names of I so s, ete.

The title was too long and awkward. " ,mmate" is more common :
than " roompartner" 111. .14
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4. It can be difficult to assert yourself when your roommate does not
realize that he annoys you.
The sentence had too many word like "when," "what," and "that;" I

simplified the sentence.

5, 6. After class oneday, I walked into our room, and there was this
carpetold, moist, and smelly with mildew

There should have been a comma after "room" he4ause it is a com-
pound sentence. -

I should not have used a semi-cob after "carpet" because what comes
after it is not a-sentence. A colon or a dash introduces these adjectives
coming after the noun; "had the smell of mildew" is not parallel with the
two adjectives.

7. He explained to isle that he found it behind Dean Smith's house.
"Smith's" is singular possessive.

8. Hp annoyed me when he misplaced my belongings where I could not
find them.
TI-4 sentence was too long and involved. I simplified it.

9. The chance of breaking our friendship bothered me. I suppose this is
why many people do not speak frankly with a new friend.
The original sentence was too long and involved.

10. Being unable to speak openly with my new roommate is frustrating.
The sentence was vague: the antecedent for "it" is vague also.

The students may have trouble with the corrections. For exam-
ple, they may not quite remember the rules for the possessive.

1 You can either teach on the spot, or y can refer them to, the
handbook. I prefer to teach or.review the m with the students if
they are concerned enough to ask. Usua if you remind them of
the. rulesofthey understand, especially if you .have done some
groundwork before the first theme. However, you may have to
reteach some points several times for some students. I handle this
exercise as a separate daily grade, not as part of the theme grade.
If' twenty points are given for the exercise, then each item is
worth two pbints. Unless the student ives reasons for the errors

yt(except for spelling), no credit, is gi n. If the correction is not
clear, no credit is given .for that item either. If the students get
more than one or two vii1Pong, they can redo the paper, On the
second correction, they write on the same paper by adding rules
or making changes. The most common error is failing'to give the
reason for the correction, -

The goal of this method is to have students proofread their
'themes before they, pasg them in. From my experience, most

..,,dents read much more ca:refully after they have corrected one'
"fr ,

I ,
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or two themes. This may be due to a genuine in eit in proof-
reading or a distaste for correcting the theme. Whatever the
reason, students tend to proofread more carefully before submit-
ting thdmes. This method also gives the teacher an oppohunity to
do a lot of-4ndividualized teachirtg on proofreading material that
is relevant to the student.

A
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Reiiision: A Bambic Skill

1

s.
Marylyn alabrese, treiyffrin/Easttown School District,

.

4

Berwyn, Pennsylvania

''Do' I have to do it over?"
Most students in writing classes hate to revise. Some see it as

frustrating busywork; others view it as painstaking drudgery.
Most do not understand why or how their writing needs redoing.
Actually, revising should be exciting, .challenging work. -It can .
even be fun. Finding the right word, cutting four paragraphs into
two rearranging the order of a sentence to give more emphasis,
editircg, proofreading, and recopyingall' thpese activities should

M mbe anintegral.part of every writing pro, with 4pecial strat-
egies and lessons designed to make them productive and reward;...

ing to the learner.
Teaching revision increases verbal competency and helps to

bring about conscientious work habits; it may eve foster in
students a fascination with the dynamics of languge. It also ,

means teaching pride in one's work, in excellence of verbal
expression, and above all, in the expectation of/and commitment
lz, doing ones best. In my classroom, I often c pare it to the
'preparations necessary in giving a speech, t g part in.a play,
or competing on a sports team. Revising i form of practice. It is
rare that we are satisfied with our first attempts.

A writing ,prograai with a serious commitment to revision
should include a consideration of, these basic questions:

. " 1. Who decides what needs to be revjsed? . ,"

2. Are the critieal comments and suggestions for revision clear, '

specific, and thorough?
3. Choices in -methods of revision does the student have

a able?
_ _

studen ts can
____

4. Is suffiic e allotted in conferences so that studett n t6
ask questiigks` about, their revisions?

1
0

........,
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5. What followup measures are provided so that teacher and
student 'can keep a record of the progress of the origirtals
and revision?
o

AM.

T. Who Derides What Needs to Be Revised?

In addition. to the teacher-critic. the use of the student-critic can
enlarge the range of critical feedback. Students often respond
favorably to critical comments from their peers if done in a
positiVe and constructive atmosphere. One method is to have each
composition critiqued separately by several students, each one

,making notes on a separate sheet of paper. Without looking at the,.
other critiques. the teacher reviews the compositions and adds
additional suggestions. Usually there is considerable overlap in
the kinds of comments, offered and the student feels part of a
group endeavor, rather than the target of a teacher /student one-
yew. dialogue.

2. Are the Critical Comments and Suggest?ons for Revision Clear.
Specif?e, and Thoroligh!

4
"Third paragraph unclearrevise.", "Netds further develop-
mentrewrite."

e

Receiving a' paper with these kinds of incomplete commeAtS
can be very frustrating to the student writer. And the reverse
situation, can be just as discouraging --a paper overwhelthed with
red marks and notations. A balanced approach will include enough
specifics without confusing the student. A good way to judge the
suitability of the comments is by the Irfnds of questions students
ask. Are they able, to revise on the basis of the comments or do
they need additional xamples? Very often, a student learns by.
having very detailed commentson a few papers in the beginning
of the course, and then just simple directions On the remaining-
coMpositiong. It is important to remember that the quality of the

,revision maybe only as good as the quality of the critical corn-
( merits andiuggestions on the original paper. Any teacher yerh6

expects, a thorough rewrite (where it is necessary) will need to
take the time to do a thorough critique of the paper,. If nothing
else, this kind of attention will convey to the student the impor-
tance of as thorough revision.

What is q. thorough revision? 'Does every paper need_to be
totally redone?

9 7
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3. What Choices in Methods of Revision Does the Student Have
Available?

Redoing, every part of every paper can be a deadly exercise in
overkill. On the other hand, the total revision of a few corn-

. positions with complete instructions and guidance can be in-
. valuable lessons in writing. Depending on the nature of the

writing problem, a part of t e paper, can be redone, perhaps
several key paragis. A Iffdent can use a numbering system
to indicate the errors on the original composition along with the
corresponding colTections on a separate sheet. This approach.
works well with a combination of spelling, punctuation, and
usage errors in a paper where the basic organization and 'Sub-
stance are sound. These kinds of shortcuts to revision aid both
students and teachers so that time can be spent reworking dif-
ficult paissages rather than recopying entire papers, for only a few
minor errors.

4. Is Sufficient Time Allotted in Co erences far Students to Ask
Questions about Their Ret'isions?

dents are to do an efficient job of revising, there must be
me fez conferences with the teacher. Scheduling conferences

kith each student is difficult for teachers with large classes and a
f II teaching schedule. be it is essential if students are expected
to nd considerable time in efficient revision. Extensive indi-
vid I conferences during" class time after the first few assign-
or is can provide the snecessagy groundwork for shorter future
conferences.

Individual student-teacher conferences are net the only way to
deal with questions pertaining to revision. One time-saving alter-
native is to have students assist each other in answering questions
and starting on revision. This reduces their dependency on the
teacher, and increases their understanding of the writing of their
peers. When paired with those of different writing abilities, stu-
dents are often surprised to find that in helping others revise
their papers, they have gained a new perspective.on approaching
their' own.
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5. Whizt Ezzttzzizzip Measures are ProvZfl Su %That Teacher and
Student Can Keep a Record If the' Profit ss of the Originals and
Revisions?

What happens to the completed revisions?This is a key question.
Revision, can best be accomplished in a structured writing pro-
gram that includes individual needs assessne.nt. the setting of
objectives for the individual and for the total glp, and the
monitoring and evaluation of these efforts. An prop~prog
ress chart might include writing needs and problem areas, a
c,hecklist to record common writing errors, and a.structure to

onitor the progress of thrrlevised papers{ Asking students to go
back and periodically read over their writing folders, including
both originals and revisions, helps them to view their writing
progress as a whole Students need to see that their revisions are
an integral part of their entire writing program.

One final note.
The more involvement and purpose students feel in their writ-

ing, the more likely they,are to expend the ext?a energy it takes
to revise, refine, and polish the final drafts. Topics drawn from
experience rather than from textbooks lend themselves to this
kind of effort; for example, if the final product is something that
the students will actually use dr send. then the need for revision is
built in. Letters to the editors of local newspapers, letters of
introduction to school guidance counselors. autobiographical es-
says that form part of a student'S application for college admis-
sion all obviously need to be revised until "publishable." Other
"real" audiences for student work include high school news-
papers, students in other schools, and also classroom newspapers.
-In short, writing for publication gives students an excellent
incentive to make their v.riting as good as it possibly can be.

In summary. the teaching of revision as a basic skill is as
intwral a part of a writing prograni as is paragraph organiza-
tion. sentence .structure, and word usage. The student who is
expected to revise, taught how 'to do it with clear and specific IP
directions, and given classroom time for writing conferences, will
complain less about "doing it-over" and is more likely to request
another opportunity of getting it "just right." Some may even find

a great improvement in their basic writing. skills.
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4 About Tea Ching Punctuation,
Grammar, and Spelling

,--

There are those who would assert that the mechanics of writing
are superficial, that it's what you say that's important. Yes, what
you say is the most important aspect of writing, but mechanics
are far from superficial if they are the means of getting what you
say across to the reader. Some of the finer points of punctua-
tion, spelling, and grammar (specifically, sentence combining and
sentence modeling) are approached here with the student, not the
textbook, in mind. Hints for individualizing instruction and mak-

king learning fun ease the task of teaching these necessary skills.



Build a Skill, Step .by step

Doris Master, Board of Cooperative Educational Services,
Nassau County, New York

Readers of a publication such as this need not be convinced of the
need for providing elementary school children with the requisite
skills for the fluent and accuratei-ecording of their ideas. These
skills must include enough Inoviredge of punctuation to make
students comfortable with its use. Effective writing means mak-
ing the reader feel and understand what the writqr feels and
understands. Punctuation is essential to this process. I would like
to describe a technique I used to teach -my fourth graders the-use
of quotation marks in writing dialoe. The treatment-of the
particular skill demonstrates the sequence I followed; it could
easily be adapted to -teach other' skills as well.

I selected a number of children who "-had attempted to use
. quotation marks in their writing, and who no longer needed help

in writing simple, complete sentences. By limiting the group to
those who wrote sentences freely and correctly, I was able to limit
my instruction to the one specific skill; a skill which the children
recognized had given them difficulty. I reminded the children

. that they had ha&,trouble reading their own and each other's
work because they could not determine which character said
what. I then "invited" them to join the "Quotation Mark Sem-
inar." Of courseAhese highly motivated writers enthusiastically
remained in the small group with me.

Our first lesson in the Seminar consisted of a discussion of
comic strips-and how the author and artist indicated the exact
words of a character. I drew a figure on the board and enclosed
exciting phrases in balloons emanating from the mouths of the
cartoon characters. We discussed the feasibility. of doing this in
our Written Work, ana the, children agreed that it would not work.
I then explained very carefully, how punctuation marks were used
in direct quotations. We made up funny or exciting statements for
the cartoon -characters on the board and punctuated them to-
gether. The students' first assignment was to find a three-frame
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:comic strip, paste it on paper, and tewrite the conversation in the
balloons using quotation marks. The children completed this
easily end shared their work with each other. The next 'day I
assigned some pages from an English textbook dealing with
direct and indirect quotations. We discussed them and completed
and corrected the exercises. The following assignment sent the
children to their writing folders for some of their own work to

ecorrect. They were told to look through their papers to find some
'writing which contained conversation and to rewrite it correctly.

If their, own writing did not contain dialogue, they were encour-
aged to use dialogue from their classmates' writing. The children
found-this a little more difficult to do, but after discussing what
they were trying to communicate, and after consulting with their
small group and me, most of them wrote a few lin% of conversa-
tion and punctuated them correctly.

For the next step, I displayed pictures which showed two or
more people in varied circumstances. One picture showed a man
and a young boy looking into a hospital nursery at a nurse
displaying three newborn babies. Another picture showed two
stuffed animals hugging each other. Yet another showed boys
with hot dogs and baseball equipment. Several other pictures
were also ,availible. The children were ld to choose one picture
which appealed to them and to decide at the characters were
saying to each other. I urged them make the conversation
tevealirrg enough to explain what ha happened before and pos-
sibly 'what might happen next. The children wrote authentic,
realistic dillogue. and all ,but one of the eight children used the
punctuation marks correctly. I spoke with the child having diffi-
culty, and.gave her a few dittos to help her recognize direct and
indirect quotations. Then she too wrote the dialogue for her
picture.

They next opportunity to practice the skill came in a writing
assignment which was suggested duringe "Right to Write"
workshop given by NCTE at Cherry Hill,-New Jersey in 1977. I
made -up a Progress Report (instead of a report card) for a
fictional character, Marvin Termite, which contained poor grades
and comments, and I instructed the children to write the conver-
sation between Marvin and his mother about his progress report.
These were read, enjoyed, and discussed by and with the children:
Thosewho still needed more practice were asked to write the

'conversation between Marvin's mother and teacher, as well as the
conversation between Marvin's mother and father about the re-
port. I did not have children read each other's work, but this
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led also, be done to demonstrate the clarity or lack of it 4
_a result of putictuationt

I hope that after the completion of this series of structured
exercises, the children's writing will contain more examples of
dialogue correctly paragraphed and punctuated. Evaluation of
the efficiency, of the instruction will be made by the presence and
use of punctuation marks in the children's free writing. Should
some children still demonstrate the need for further instruction,
additional exercises could be designed. Perhaps; some selections of
conversation from their reading material could be put on tape,
and children who require practice could punctuate the selection
and check it with the printed version. At all times, children were
instructed to notice the use of the conventions in the printed
material they were reading.

In designing these instructional strategies I tried to follow.
certain principles. First of all, there must be a great deal of
writing in a- free atmosphere sO that the children can stretch
themselves beyond the skills which they have already been taught.
The children themselves must become aware of the need for
instruction in a particular skill. The skill must be introduced to
children who have the necessary knowledge on which td build ttie
new skill, rather than to the entire class at one time. Practice
exercises should be appealing, utilize differing approaches, and
allow for variety of interpretation. Follow-up work for students
who require it should be designed, and those who havemastered
the skill should-be encouraged to use the new or perfected skill in
their own writing. Although our major concern ref ins with the
expression of ideas, we also promote fluency when we equip
children with the conventions of written composition with which
to express themselves clearly and "precisely.
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Let's Hear It for the PrepOsition!

Mildred D. Berkowitz, Dartmouth Middle School,
New Bedford, Massachusetts

.-14;

"Over the river
And through the woods,'
To Grandmother's house
We go."

"Okay," says the teacher (of language arts) brightly, "what's the
subject (of the sentence)?"

(In the class), ten hands shoot up positively, four hands flutter
undecidedly, the other sixteen do not have an opinion when

"David?" queries the teacher (in breathless anticipation).
"River," flashes David-(with understandable self-satisfaction).
"Can 'anyone improve (on David's answer)?" asks this same

educational paragon (in the approved style)(of Haim Ginott).
"over!" shouts one (of our more creative grammar students),

hardly waiting (for the teacher's nod)(in his eagerness)(for appro-
bation).

The final scene (of this recurrent and all- too familiar bitter,
classroom tragddy) is written when (at the urging)(of the teacher)
(for still more "improvement"), one student offers "the" (as the
subject).

This tragic vignette is not so far-fetched considering that
textbook writers and teachers of English consistently overlook the
relative importance of the Mumble preposition in our language.
We treat it like a poor relation. It is either given a grudging page
or two in the textbooks or, where its functional usefulness re-
ceives proper acknowledgement, it is accorded low priority in the
hierarchy of what is to be taught. Granted, there are not too many
of us leaping out of bathtubs and running down the street shout-
ing, "Eureka!" Still,-irnv contemplation of the knotty problem of
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sequence for teaching of parts of speech (if we decide that gram-
mer should, be taught at all), same of us might have discovered
that we are missing not only the.bathtub, but the whole boat, by
not reaching the preposition early and often.

Fairly sound reasons can be offered for the teaching of the
noun and the verb as a fir priority. We know that English is a

I language of word order; a subject-predicate language; a noun-
verb language. Current textbooks and teaching techniques as-.
slime that we agree with the linguists that, minimally: there are
four basic sentence pattetns: N-V (noun-verb); N-V-N (noun-
verb-noun);. N-L\' -N (noun-linking verb-noun); and N-LV-Adj
(noun-linking verb-adjective). So if we want to get "back to basics,"
we had jolly well better know a noun and a verb when we see
one."

Yet even with all the teaching techniques at hand, even with all
the information on form, function, markers, patterning, and (ex-
cuse the expression) diagramming, why is it students still cannot-
identify the simple subject and the main ve'rb in a- sentence:_.?
Perhaps it is because we tend to ignore the fact that most English
sentences consist of a series of phrases strung together. If thef
"bare bones" of the skeleton is the sentence pattern, then the meat
on the bones is the ubiquitous preposition and the company it
keeps, the elements of the prepositional phrase.

As a matter of purity, the preposition is not a preposition at all
unless it is a part of .a prepositional phraseavid at the very
beginning of the phrase, at* that. In a language riddled with
exceptions, here is one of the steadfast verities which can be
taught with confidence: A prepositional phrase always begins
with a preposition and "ends with a noun or noun substitute. For
the transitional or structural linguists, it can be. represented as
(Prep + iDet. or Adj] +

From a random choice of language arts textbooks and work-
books at the elementary, junior high, and senior high school
levels, we can find a sentence to illustrate the work to be per-
formed.by underlining the simple subject once and the main verb
twice:

The .mayor of the city ordered the parade for 'Saturday.
Or, a sentence like this to show how to label sentence patterns:

2. The vicious tiger lurked in the deep jungle.
Every working classroom teacher will immediately see the pit-.
falls. It would be safe to wager that in the first instance, the
teacher could find the students underlining any two words in the
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sentence, an in the second example, the N-V-N pattern would be
chosen incorctly more often than not. Now, in Example 1, if the
words of the city and for Saturday are isolated by parentheses
immediately, what is left to work with is: The mayor ordered the
parade. There is much less chance for error and the meaning and
'intent show up cleanly and clearly. Again, in Example 2, if tie
words in the deep jungle are set apart ikith parentheses first, to
look like this: The rieips tiger lurked (in the deep jungle), it would
be difficult to make an error in identifying the sentence pattern
with what is left to label.

We err, it would seem, when we do not consider the prepo-
sitional phrase as a functioning unit at all times. As soon as we
allow the phrase to be presented in a fluid, or unstable st#te, we are
creating an artificial representation of the structure t f our lan-
guage. Additionally, we do violence to the form of the whole by
breaking 't into its parts before its total form and function can be
clearly u erstood and absorbed.

In severa current workbooks, the preposition is presented as a
noun market, which, of courser it is. But hew much more effi-
ciently it wo Id perform this task if it were first set apart as a
prepositional hrase unit. The final noui in theThra.se would not
so easily be m taken, and the margin for error woulti decrease.
Under a heading like, "Identifying Nouns by Their Signals," and
with instructions to "draw a straight line under the determiners.
a wavy line under the prepositions, then circle all the nouns," a
typical passage such as this appears in a workbook:

In a few minutes the emerged from the .house and
sat down near the horse The old licked the black
oun w ittr Isr rough tongu and was affectionately pawed

on thg (nose) in e-tirri)

If, instead of dissolving each prepositional phrase into the body of
the text, it is isolated as a unit and as a first task pteceding the
other i instructions, it would appear that the nouns and their
determiner markers would.be much more easily and surely iden-
tified. It would look like this:

(In a few (minute) then
a t down (In: the

(hounipwith roug
(on thii()(in return)

emerged (from the ) and
The old horse licked the black

and was affectionately pawed
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Even the newer texts with transformatiopal grammar orienta-
tion succumb to the trap. The prepositional phrase is presented in

this fashion in the branching diagrams:
PLACE

PREP NP
over + the river

The visual representation again breaks the unit of the phrase into
its deepest strtctur% before its surface structure can be under-
stood as a whole.

Recognized for atl of its virtues, the preposition, that handy
little speech part. as it combines with other words to form a
prepositional phrase, is central to our language, The preposition
offers direction in atalyzing,the structure of English sentences,
adds variety and spice to the syntax in its role as phrase modifier
and sentence expander, and is largely responsible for the lilt and,
rhythm which 'distinguishes- the intonation of the English Ian;
guage from other languages. So 'ubiquitous are the prepositional
phrases in our sentences, we are often not consciously aware of
,them, ilt like the poor relations spoken of earlier, they are
always with us.
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Pertods Are Basic:
A trat for Eliminating
Comma aults and Run-On
Seintentes

f

tit Bettty Bamberg, University of Southern California
, zit

In an effort to, help students completely eradicate run-ons and
comm faults, I have devised an instructional strategy which
relies pon students' intuitiveknowledge of grammarcompe-
tence n the ChQmskgan 4nserather than upon their knowledge
of forMal grarrttnar. I am convinced that students are better able
to avoid run-on sentences and comma faults if they see that
ptinetuation'marks-are related to the basic structure of langVage.
ThiS approatc" h doesn't really teach a student anything new; in-,
stead it' increases awareness sof the intonation signals used in
speeth, shows the. relationship between'these signals and certain
punctuation marks, and helps transfer this information to the
student's own writing. That students can make use of intonation
signals to punctuate. their writing is hardly_ a new or original
idea. However, instruction in lean-ring to use ones intuitive knowl-
edge of intonation appears to be_ neither systematic nor wide-
spread. Those students who do use \intonaition signals to punctuate
their writing seem to have learned this strategy-m. their own.
Others can profit from some kind ocassistance in learning to
transfer their knowledge, of intonation patterns to punctuate their
writing. For these students, the lab has developed a five-stage
procedsre. The laboratory situation lends itself to individual.
work, using alpe recorder and a set of earphones. However, this
strategy can easily be adapted for use with either a small group' I

or an `entire dais.
During the first three stages: the student tens to recorded

readings of a controlled text. She is asked to p cluate the text,
and is gradually led\ to .rely exclusively on Intonation signals to
place periods and commas. In the final two/stages, the studs
examines her own punctuation, first by listening to a recorde
version of her, writing and checking the punctuation marks, used,
then by checking as she reads her writing dud. Correct answers
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foll4w each segment ,Of Stages 1-3, so a student can determine .,
whether she is ready, to move to the next stage'or whether sheul*
should ask for a back-up tape which provides addition* practice.
In Stages 4 and 5, a writing tutor checks the student's work to
ensure that all run-ons and iomma faults have been eliminated.
The following outline describes each stage .and illustrates the
materials used at 'each _level.

Stage I

The intonation patterns ,assqciated with the period and comma
are explained to the student. Sheis shown the uetations which
will be used in the text to symbolize the pauses (junctUres) and
changes.in pitch. The fade-fall pitch and terminal pause, Which is.
punctuated in' writing by a pe'riod, is shown as , while the
slightly raised. or level pitch followed by a briefer pause' (punc-
tuated by a comma) .is shown as or , . Titien the student
listens to several paragraphs, simultaneously reading a text which
contains both ptrictuation marks and linguistic, symbols illus-
trating the 'pitch and juncture patterns.

My profession as a journalist has often allowed me to attend
AA. trials.-4 The Brentwood murder was,-% however, -one of the

most curious affairs that I had ever experienced in my
life." Apparently: -it Was a clear case,4 open and shut with
no doubt, abOut,it.* _

"Once to student is able to hear the diffrences in intonation
pattern the comma and the period, she moves to the
second stage. -

Stage II
The student continues to listen to a tape and to read an accom-

; panying text. However, commas and periods have been removed,
with a cue (an underline) indicating each place where one is,

I needed,.

The accused was ashort and heavily-built man_ there in
the dock, with two policemen standing guard looked
like a wild animal with terrible strength_ his eyes were
dark arid fierce.

"The student must put either a period or a comma where each

*Ji:Ihn4). Edwards. "A Clear Case." Multl-Read (Chicago:, SRA, 1973)
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underline appears, basing her choice on the intonation signal she
0 hears. When she'has no difficulty punctuating a cued paragraph

correctly, she is. ready to move W. the third stage, punctuating a
text with no .visual cues: ,

e-

a...4
Sage III
At this level, the student' must rely- entirely on intonational
signals.As she. listens to the tape recording. she punctuates a text
like the following: s i

He was the sort ofTaracter you didn't forget if you had seen
him only" the counsel for the, prosection dressed in his
black ro ad several witnesses 1.4 ho N nernbered seeing
Jones co g out of the red douse a little after twso'ckxk in
the morning.

Stages IV and V
(--

The student is now ready to apply this increased awareness of
intonation signals to her own writing,. Good oral readers eneoun-

;ter little difficulty with this ,task, but poor readers frequently
need. 4elp in reading witlithe rhythms, emphases, and phrasing k.

, of their everyday speech. Students who have difficulty reading
aloud ate coached by writing tuters who instruct them to preread
their work silently before attempting to read it orally, and ti) work
with one paragraph unit,. In Stage I; the student recortls her
writing, then replays the tape to check the punkuation. particu-
larly listening for places where the intonation signals indicate
that a period should be eased. ()nee she can identify, run-ons or
'comma- aults in this recorded version, she muses to Stage V.
where ,reads her essay aloud and checks the punctuation
withou e assistance of a- recorder

This technique does not held students learn the correct pia&
ment of all punctuation marks. burit has been very spereAbfui in
teaching them to use tieriods correctly, thereby eliminating corn-
pY faults and run-on sentences. Encouraging students w. read
their writing aloud, 4).; a regular step in the final editing of an
essay has several othergriesirable outcomes as well" As they recut.

students frequently discover oth7Ferrorstespeciall 'omitted sords
or word endings. and awkward or unclear phrasing) which they
correct at the same time they are checking their punctuation
Equally important, the student gains a sensiof confidence atisuit
her knowledge of language and her ability to use that knowledge
to -master a -basic skill,
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Alternatives to Tradition
in Teaching Spelling

-I

Anne_ Ruggles Gere, University of WashingtOn, Seattle

Spelling ranks high and often takes first place on lists of basic
skills. Misspelled words are relatively easy to spot; any layperson
with a modicum of education' can locate orthographic errors.
Although English has. some variant spellings (traveled, travelled),
orthography is rarely controversial or subject to individual inter-
pretation as are,many issues of usage. It is not surprising, then,
that business people, legislators, the media, and the general
public are united on the primacy of correct spelling in "basic
education."

Uniformity of opinion on the importance of spelling is matched ..
by uniformity in teaching it. Generations of students throughout
the land have been assigned weekly wdd lists and quizzed on
Fridays. Yet we ca,nnot claim that this method has produced a
nation of accurate spellers. And student testimony reveals The
negative attitudes we have fostered; junior high students look
forward to high school "because we won't have any more spelling
tests." True, but the red "sp" will serve as replacement. I propose
alternatives to_weekly word lists and red marks.

Individtialized word lists are much more effective than arbi-
trary selections. Students can create their own lists from words
they have to look up in the dictionary, words, misspelled in their'
written work, words suggested by/traded with friends, and un-
familiar words discussed by the teacher. Teachers can answer the
reflexive "how do-you spell .-.. " with appropriate letters and an
admonition to add -the word to the individ a ized list. Alpha-
sbeticatdiVisions -ip; a notebook form a m ctionary where
students' personal word lists are kept; as an ditional challenge
stidents can be asked to put a check beside a wore each time they
need to look it up. Weekly assessment of progress in spellinglcan
likeWise be individualized. Each student submits ten word; from
his or her personal list and is quizzed on them by the teacher, an

,
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aide, or another student. Success with a wOrd"on two or three
tee t§ entitles the student to retire the-word -from the active list.

the time which would be spent intrbaucing weekly word
lists, cond4Cting pretests, or circling "alot" on student papers, the
teacher can offer strategies for improving spelling. Classroom
games can ensure that students become active users of diction-
'aries. For example, timed contests to find correct spellings of
difficult words provide fun and opportunitieS for learning with:'
not about, a dictionary. Difficult or challenging words 'kill, of
course, vary with class ability, but general categories of miltripel-

,

lings include: vowels in unaccented syllables (discribe-de ,sdribe,
instramental-instrumental,'*prevelentevalent,
vance, poisen-poison); unnecessary letters'(assett-asset, curiousity-
curiosity, 'deriogatory-derogatory, symbollic-symbolic,- barbari-
ous-barliarous, arguement-argument, truelyitruly); omitted letters
(minature-miniature, involvment-involvenent, embarass-:emnar-
rass, supressedTsuppressed,.impetous-impetuous); confusion of two
words (its-it's, loose-lose, too-to, course-coarse, they're;t0) Z, board-
er-border, desert-dessert, whether*weather); trans letters
(sieze-seize, prspiration-perspiration, wierd-weird); and';:uksti-
tuted letters (surprize-surprise, recognise-recognize, inconcider-
ate-inconsiderate). Teachers can select words of appropriatediffi-
culty, divikthe class into teams of 2-5, distribute dIctibnaries to
everyone or every team, read the words in context and challenge,
teams to use dictionaries to find correct spellings. Declareas
winner the first team to submit a list with all words ,spelled
correctly. Hearing words in contextland using the dictionary as a
resource approximates the actual spelling tasks students perform
as they writethey "hear" a word they wish to use 4nd then try to
spell it.-

The utility of commonly taught spelling "rules" is Iiinited4. The
most widely known, I before E except after C or when lou.nde;i as
[E] as in neighbor and 'weigh, can be helpful only to students who
are relatively accurate spellers. In order to apply the rule one
must know that the word W be spelled involves the sound [i]
spelled either IE or a is spelled IE in only 2.2% of all
English words and El in Tess than one percent of its occIFTences
in English. One would need to know that the sound befo4 the [i]
in question is spelled C not S: S is the more common representa-
tion for [s]. And one would need to know that the word in,:questien
was not one of the exceptions to the rule such as neither and ieize.

An alternative to teaching spelling "rules" is to teach' brief
lessons on phoneme-grapheme correspondences, to show students
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that English lacks one sound to one letter corr pond'ence. The
sound [k], for example, is produced by C (cattle), K (kettle), and
CK (jack). The letter S, on the other hand, can be pronounced [Z]
(decision), [z] (busy), and [s] (sue). English vowels are particularly
difficult for spellers because one symbol produces a variety of ,
sounds. For example, for 69.49% of occurrences of the sound [a] in
English, the sound is spelled 0. The work of Paul R. Hanna, Jean
S. Hanna, Richard E. Hodges, and Edwin H. Rudorf, Phoneme-
Grapheme Correspondences as Cues to Spelling Improvement. jWash-
ington D.C.: U. S: Depay;tatent of Health, Education and Welfare,
1966. GE 32008) offers extensive information on sound-symbol
relationships and Proxides materials for many brief lessons on
spelling.

students
Another alternative to teaching spelling "rules" is to make_

t aware of morpheme consistency in English. For exam-
ple, the past tense morpheme is always spelled -ED whether it_is
pronounced [t] (hoped), [d] (beamed), or [ad] (wanted). The mor-
pheme bomb remains consistent when it appears in., the longer
bombard: photo appears consistently in photography and photo-
graphic. Noam Chomsky and Morris Halle's The Sound Pattern of'
English (New York: Harpef and Row, 1968) offers many exam-
ples--bf morpheme consistency*and attempts to state the rules
which determine the correspondence bettteen underlying phono-
logical forn7 and spelling. Both grapheme- phoneme td'rre-spond-
ences and morpheme consistency can be taught in frequent short
interactive sessions where class attention is focused on a particu-
lar issuehow many ways can life represent the sound [f] arid
underlying principles, can be deduced.

Ability to divide words into syllables can be a powerful tool" in
improving spe4tg because many orthographic errors result from
transcribing tfiTblurred forms of spoken English. Students who '
can separate words into component parts are more likely to notice
the omitted syllable in clercal (clerical) or surban (suburban). In
Spelling: Structure. and Strategies (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1971), authors Paul R. Hanna, Richard Hodges, and Jean S.
Hanna suggest that students, can induce pfinciples of syllabi-
,cation by .examining word lists that illustrate the most useful
principles of syllabication. Their recommendations (p. 229) pro-
vide ready-made legsons.

Teaching spelling in secondary school does not end in the
classroom, however. The current national Pieoccupation with
standardized tests has the potential to undermine even the most
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effective spelling instruction; In 1977 nearly half the state legisla-
tures in the United States considered bills mandating standard-
ized tests for various vade levels. We know that spelling is
encoding,-representing sounds in graphic form, yet the spelling
tests on commonly used standardized tests are decoding, reading
tasks where students indicate whether or not words are spelled
correctly. The majority of these- "spelling" sections have a large
number of words misspelled, often more than 70%. Thus, students
are having visual encounters with many misspelled words and
are likely to store this inaccurate orthography.

Effective teaching of spelling involves, then, activity outside
the classroom as well as within it. Within the classroom we can
individualize spelling instruction so that it has a direct relation to
dther aspects of students' work with language and so that stu-
dents become Mere responsible for their own learning rather than
depending upon external -stimuli. Beyond the classroom we can
inform,the public of the difference between encoding and decod-
ing,. show the weaknesses of spelling sections on most standard-
ized tests and insist that state-mandated tests-offer true measures
of ortography.When we do both-we,will be teaching spelling
really.

..
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The Big Five:
Individualizing` Improvement
in Spelling

Muriel- Harris, Purdue University

For college freshmen who find that they must work on spelling,
the few pages in the textbook are inadequate, a programmed
spelling book is too lengthy, and weekly tests derived either from
lists of commonly misspelled words or from- the mistakes in other
students' papers, give no insight into their own spelling habits,
What students about to aprkoach the task of studying spelling
really need is some motivation to expend their time and effdrt on
the rather pedestrian business of learning where to put the ie's,
double l's, and elusive syllables. Students also need to become
'aware of their own habitual errors and not evdrybne else's, and
finally, they need to discriminate between the everyday work-
horse words that they must! often have at. their fingertips and
the more difficult or less frequently used wlords for which they
need dictionary skills. The classroom strategy that.I have used for
this' isn't infallible, but the results are usually quite good because
itdoes allow spelling work to become individualized, eve in the
classroom. -

What is needed, before beginning- our work, is a fairly I gthy
sample of the students' spelling habits. Since, in my classes, the
students immerse themselves for the first few weeks in free writ-
ing, journal writing, structured essay writing, etc we have, by
the third or fourth week of the semester, a rathtr representative

sample of each student's writing. The misspellings in this writing
are considered the raw data which we will analyze. To help the
students collect this data, I indicate which words were misspelled
on all papers written during the first few weeks, and I ask only
that the students list somewhere their misspelled wordg exactly
as they have originally written them and then put the correct
spelling next to their version of the word. I don't expect much
improvement from this technique, and there is usually only a
minimal gain.
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Before I make any formal announcementthat we will do some
intensive work on spelling, I bring to class several short letters to
the editor from the student newspaper, a local newspaper, or a
national news magazine: In several, but not All of those letters, I
misspell some of the more common words on the copies given to
the students. As we discuss the points-these writers are Arying to
make and compare the degree to which. they adequately support
their arguments, our attention beginS to focus on the writers
themselyes. As we weigh our perceptions of these writers, mem-
bers of the class usually begin to look 'askance at the writers
whose letters have the misspellings. Sometimes a student will,
snicker that someone, who misspells "actually" is hardly likely to
be a, deep thinker; at other times the cause of the disparaging

. ...,,comments are not pinned down quite so overtly. However, we
normally wind up less impressed with those writers who have
seemingly misspelled. many words.

That such results can be expected was recently confirmed in a
study done at Arizona State University, in which freshmen were
.asked to rate prose under several conditions (with all words ,
correctly spelled, with every ninth word misspelled, and with all
content words misspelled).-this study, the student raters con-
sidered the writers of the misspelled versions as '`being less
educated, less neat, less intelligent and more masculine than the
good 'spellers.' -'-I_ could cite this study to my class (add perhaps
discuss why women, are considered to be-better spellers than
men), but I believe that it is tnore effective for students to become-
aware of their own reactions toward poor spelling, and that is,
4imply, that we are more likely (either consciously or unconsciously)
to consider a poor speller as more careless or less intelligent than
an accurate speller. And there are times when such an attitude
toward our misspellings can cost us dearly, as, for example, when a
prospective employer reads a job application.

Having reached a consensus that some attention 03 spelling is
worthwhile, we are ready to proceed. What we do ,is intended to
result in a mdre careful analysis by each student of some of the
ways in which he or she tends to be led astray by certain vowels,
consonants, and syllables in the more coinmonly used wards. I
begin by listing five categories likely-to eauser-thewriter prob-
lems with frequently used wards (the category names having
been suggested by students):

1.116niophone Hang-ups.. In this category-are.all those trouble-
41,some sound-alikes that eo:ti plague us, e.g.,
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their /there /they're
your/you're
then/than
its/ifs
too/to/twq
here/hear
past/passed

While I tjy to explain the different meanings of each word,
the emphasis of the discussion is that it is easy to confuse
similar-soundifig words.

2, Probe Your Pronunciation. in this category are those words
which can be misspelled because the writer is trying to
reproduce his own elided or -I/meet-irate Traittrneiatian_of
word. is produces -MIS-spellings such as "probley," ,"pre-
fore or "perform"), "represenative," "promply,"

"practicly," etc. The students are not asked to change
their speaking habits, only to become aware that the written

*form for some common words is different from the spoken
word and that speech ,cues cannot be relied on for the
spelling of such words.

3. To Double or Not to_Double the'Consonant. The purpose of
this very useful category is to point out that we don't usually
double a consonant unless:

a. The "-ly" suffix is added to a word which already as a
final "I." This covers the common misspellings such as
"realy," "mentaly," "actualy," "finaly," etc.

b. A suffix beginning with a vowel ("-ing" or "-ed") is
being added to a single-syllable word with one short
dowel and then a consonant or to a word with the accent
on the last syllable. This group covers frequently writ-
ten errors such as "beginini," "runjng," `=writting,"
"developpg,d," "sweatted," ete. Thus, unless there is a
good reason to double the consonant, such as with a
prefix (e.g., "interrupt," "dissolve," "appoint," etc.), don't.
Students can then include in this category misspellings
such as "bussiness," "immage," or "errase."

4. Getting tote Root of the Problem. When students write forms
such as "discription," "humerous," or "unexeptional," they
can sometimes correctly spell, the root or base words but lose

-slight of the known base as the additions are include
5. Guealite,Schwa ( a ). Once students become aware o how

often the sch*s,seound occurs and why it offers no clue the
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Vowel needed, they can see the diffi Wes which result in
misspellings such as "grammer," "independance," "atten-
den ce," "sepe rate, " and "ben ifit."

Once we, have discussed these five categories and the class is
fairly familiar with what should be included in each, the students
are ready to begin analyzing their own particular spelling diffi-
culties. The class is divided into small groups consisting of no
more than four or five students. The initial task of each student is
to look at his or her list of misspellings and then place under each
of our categories those misspellings which are appropriate to the
sate: . Members of the groups are encouraged to help each
o r, and I roam around the room acting as a consultant. Those

_students who have no misspellings or only a very few are asked to
assist meassdditioenaLroving consultants. As the students look at
their misspellings, discust them, analyze them, and try to fit as
many as possible under each heading, they very often-find errors
which _cannot be classif ed-tiffeler--the ries I ha4veget up. If
Iiiie words are the less often used or more difficult ones, e
4abeled "See Dictionary." For other words that defy classification,
we resort to the heading "Other" because-, as I warn the class, we
are notafter all their misspellings, only a reasonable chunk of

,-1:17eK Occasionally, a student,can create a new category, but none
have yet into a generally applicable category.

_ One fi 1 step remains., When students have classified as
many of their spelling errors as they can, they are ready to tlraw
up their own profiles by rank ordering the categories; category #1
is the group with the most entries, and so on. When the students
are finished, they not only have a working knowledge of some
ways in which they are likely to misspell commonly used words,
they also have a profile of which groups most frequently cause
them problems. When this process is complete, *tudents are , ,
better able to define and identify their own spelling weaknesses.
and simultaneously -evolve better methods of attacking the spell- _

ing of a word.

..-
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The Best of Two Worlds

Mary E. Commers, Lincoln Southeast High School, Lincoln,
Nebraska

:"Be not the first by whom the new isAried,
Nor yet the last to put the old aside."

Sig
These lines of Alexanct Poi* guided some successful action

research in both my sophomore and senior English -classes, in-
spired by an NCTE convention where I had heard Frank O'Hare
explain and illustrate the principles of "sentence combining and
where I hadkurchased a copy of William Strong's book, Sentence
Combining. In my action research, the principles of sentence
combining constituted the "new," and a review of 'prepositional
phrases, verbal phrases, nominative absolutes, appositives, sub-
ordina.lauses, and paEallel structures, such as items in series,
constitd_ the "otd."

In my sophomore class, I used the following two groups of
sentences to introduce some biographical facts on both William.
Shakespeare and Julius Caesar before our study of §hakespieare's
drama. Students rewrote-the two groups ofsentences into two
coherent sentences using, if possible, a variety of sentence struc-
tures,

108

Shakespeare was born at Stratford-on-Avon.
Shakespeare was a dramatist.
He was an English dramatist.
He was a great dramatist.
He was born in-the year .1564.
He was bort.; during the reign of Queen Elizabeth.
Julius Caesar was a Roman statesman.
He was a general.
He was an excellent politician.
He was an outstanding statesman.
He was a skillful writer.
He- was forceful in oratory.
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He is a controversial figure in history.
Some consider him a brilliant ruler.
Others think him a power- hungry dictator.

In introducing the -modern prose style of Jonathan Swift's
Gulliv'er's Travels, I gave my seniors copies of the following
groups of sentences and directed.them to combine each group into
a logical sentence. Later I provided the page numbers of the
Gulliver's Travels text and asked students to compare their re-
vised sentences with those of Swift.

About three years ago Mr. Gulliver, growing weary of the
concourse of curious people coming to him at his house in
Redriff, made a small purchase of land, with a convenient
house, near-Newark in Nottinghamshire, his native country.
Mr. Gulliver made a small purchase of land:
The purchase was made about three years ago.
Mr. Gulliver had grown wary of the concourse of curious

people.
The-curious people came to him at his house in Redriff,.
The land had a convenient. house.
It was located near -Newark in Nottinghamshire.
Nottinghamshire' was his native country.

When I came back, I resolved to settle in London, to which
Mr. Bates, 'my master, ,encouraged me, apd by him I was
recommended to several patients.

I came back.
4LE.I resolved' to settle in London.

.My master encouraged me to settle in -London.
My master was Mr. Bates.
Mr. Bates recommended me to several patients

After three years' expectation that things would mend, I
accepted an advantageous offer froin Captain William Prich-
ard, master of the Antelope, who was making a voyage to the
South Seas.
For three years I had expectations.
My expectations were that hings would mend.
I accepted an advantageous offer from Captain William_

Prichard.
William Prichard was master of the Antelope.
He was making a voyage to the South Seas.

On the fifth of November which was the beginning of sum-
mer in those parts, the weather being very hazy. the seAman
spied, a rock, within half a cabe's.length of the ship.
It was the fifth of November.
Thefifth of November was the beginning of summer in those

parts.
The weather was hazy
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The' seaman spied a rock.
The rock was within half a cable's length of the siiip.

The sempstresses took my measure as lay on the ground, one
standing at my neck and another at my midleg, with a strong
cord extended that each held by the end, while the third
measured the length of the cord with a rule of an inch long.

The semptresses too my measure.
They took my measure as I- lay on the 'ground.
One stood at my neck
Another 'stood at rn3, rrndleg.
They extended a strong cord.
Each sempstress held the cord by the end
A third sempstress measured the length of the, cord.

;They. measured with a rule of an inch long

His features are strong and masculine, with an Austrian lip
and arched nose. his 'complexion olive. his countenance erect,
his body and limbs well proportioned, all his motions grace-
ful, and his deportment majestic
His features are strong -

His features are masculine.
He has an Austrian lip and arched nose
His complexion is olive._
His countenance is erect.
His body and limbs are well proportioned
His motions are graceful.
His deportment is majestic.

In the action research 'conducted with my sophomore and
senior classes, my students profited from the best of two worlds:
the "old" .with the review of basic sentence structures. and the
"new" with the sentence-combining theories of Mr. O'Hare and
Mr. Strong. Sentence-corribining exercises lend themselves well
to many works of literature: the students have practice in im-
proving their own style while studying that of a masts, and the
teacher isM.ngeniously -approaching a study of basics in sentence

'structure. Truly the teacher can combine Pope's "new" and "old:"
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Sentence Modeling to Develop
Syntactic Fluency

,

Raymond J. Rodrigues, University of Utah,- Salt Lake City

Sentence niodeling is a technique to develop students' abilities-to
manipulate syntax structureS-accordinglto the students' purposes,
their intended audiences, and the occasions for writing. FOr those
who demand a return to basics, it is a technique which rhetoric
classes employed_long _before Reed and Kellogg dissected the
sentence and left it pfnped down in the tray of prescriptivism.

The rationale for sentence modeling is based upon several
related observations. First, a number of established authors have
maintained that, in their apprentice years, they tried copying the
styles of their favorite authors. Second, after observing the natur-,
al Janguagre development of children, linguists concluded that

----young children model their language prkluction upon adult speech.
For some children, the process is overt; they practice new syntax
patterns over and over in private. And third, many _writing
teachers argue that they can -determine which of their students
read widely by 'selecting those students who write best. These
students have somehow subconsciously absorbed models of good
writing and are able to select from those- models when they
themselveS' are writing. The common denominator in all these,
Instances appears to be the modeling process, whether consciously
performed or not.

Certain syntax structures are noticeably absent in less mature
writers. In some instances, entire classeg may never employ a
particuarly syntax structure in their writing. As a process, sen-
tence modeling forces students to use syntax structures they may
occasionally use in speaking, but seldom-, if.ever, in writing_ It is a
technique which applies at any grade level. If, for ex4nple, an
elementary-teacher wants students to use a structure as simple as
three adjectives in a series, the teacher can create sentences to be
modeled:

"The-dog was big, fat, and brown."
"The big, fat, browrk dog is mine."
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Or the teacher can find example's in student readers, examples
.which are often. surprisingly Mature:

"Although Jim didn't see, him, an old white male wolf was
lying on the shadowy (edge."

William Ariscoe
If students need help with a particular syntax' structure, the

teacher can offer a model sentence and ask students for original
sentences based* on that model. For eiample, if ra junior high
school class does not employ nouns in series modified by parallel
prepositional phrases, the teacher, could 'require that the follow-
ing sentence be modeled: . .

"I am an American by birth, a Nazi by reputation, and a
nationless persoby inclination."

',Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.

Based upon that, a student might write:
"He was a teacher at schoolka father at home, and'a dismal
failure at both."

Less mature writers seldom employ prepositional phrases or
subordinate clauses at the beginnings of their sentecces. In that
case, the teacher would want td select sentences which do, such

4'

I

"Iit the pockets under the red earth banks. where the wind
Was cut off, the spring sun was hot as summer, and the air
was full of a hot, melting pine spell."

- Walter Van Tilburg Clark

Note, however, that maturity in syntactic flexibility, does- hot
imply that _ sentences-Inue be, long and convoluted. So, more
capable students could model shoiq but -mature structures:

"The only touch of green we could see was far sway, beyond
the tracks, over where The white folks lived.

- Richard'Wright

The buildinr of prepOitio44151driete upon prepositional phrase is
a delight in the hands of such -a capable writer.

For variety, studen4 need ability in creating the Occasional
long sentertce:

"Leaving the car near the little church within its low mud
'wall, they walked into the corona of filth and acrid odor of
urine and ordure that edged the pueblu. Oast the lanes open-
ing between rows of squat, flat-topped houses."

Frank Waters
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Sentence Modeling to*Develop Syntactic Fluency 114

The sentences can be selected from the literature,the students are
reading or from actual productions of student writing.

So that students are not inundated with sentence modeling
exercises, potentially diminishing The technique's effectiveness, a
,teacher can elect to have,students model only one4good sentence
each week. Then, to ensure that students employ the model, the
teacher can require thaya sentence modeledupon the original be
included somewhere in a writing asignment for the week. It will
be an easy matter tbr the teacher to identify the modeled sentence.
. A variation upon this technique is to have students fill in the
blanks in sentence models:

"If you're not part of the solution, you're part of the problem."
Eldridge Cleaver

The students then complete the following:
It you're not r you're

By projecting the variations with an overhead projector, the
teacher may lead the class in discussing the syntactic accuracy of
the student sentences, the effectiveness of the new inventions, and
the importance or impact of what each student has written, thus
rewarding students not only for their ability to model syntax
structures, but also for developing meaningful ideas. Particularly
effective sentences produced by students, sentences which\move
students emotionally and intellectually, may become the founda-
tions fol future writing assignments. Thus, what began as a
relatively simple modeling' assignment will have expanded to
encompass the major thinking, speaking, and writing efforts of
the class. .

As a class masters the sentence modeling technique4he teach-
er can advance to whole.paAgraph Modeling. Paragraph model-
ing is a more difficult task, but students will soon realize that
paragraph syntax mu correlate" with the subject or pprPose of

subjects. Students m have to experiment with different sub-
the paragraph; not al aragrapli'patterns are appropriate far all

jects before flng ode which lends itself to the exact structures
employed in 114 model paragraph. A descriptive passage filled
with embedded adjectival phrases May not suit an argumentative
purpose. But a paragraph such as the one with which Poe opens
his "Fall of the House of Ushers may well serve as a model for a
student to describeher first impressions ©f school oehis first day
at high school football practice.

. ,
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The teaching techniques essentially remain tilt same for tara-
graph modeling as for sentence modeling. Students might have to
begin by substituting single words, rather than by trying to
model the entire paragraph from first word to last period. From
replacing single words, they might move to substituting phrases
and then entire clauses. Moreover, in modeling entire paragraphs,
students learn to perceive the interrelation of syntax structures
between sentences. Transition's and pronoun. references take on
new meaning. Generalities clearly must be related to specifics.
The unity of the paragraph must be maintained. And the syntax
thereby supports the megn, rather than being something taught
in isolation from linguistic creativity.

Modeling of sentences and paragraths is not an artificial
technique; it is natural to the language learning process. Aalso,
justifies our teaching literature when critics are calling for a
return to grammar and writing exercises. Sentence modeling is a
reflection of the natural processes of language development, is
relatively painless in its application, is adjustable to the linguistic
abilities of students at all levels of syntactic fluency, and, happily,
does not require students to identify one syntax structure by
name.'

-
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5 About Teaching Listening,
Creative Thinking, and
Discussion

'One of the challenges in teaching English is that it encompasses
such a wide variety of subjects and skills. Here, one teacher offers
an exercise designed to teach elementary students how to listen
really listen. Another retninds us that although convergent think-
ing deserves an important place in the secondary currictilum, we
must also 6ncourage diyergent thinking; the creative thinking
process is the basis for writing, yet it is so often, neglected, Finally,
students are exposed to a three-ring discussion procedure which
lets them discover what works in a discussion situation, and how
to focus on specifics in a written evaluatiim.

Po
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Listening Skill: The Basic Basic'

John D. Stammer, Univexsity of Toledo, Ohio

Listening is a skill requiring .a clear message and a receptive
listener. Neither of these factors can be taken for granted, in a
classroom. It may seem that a good deal of what the.teacher has
to say is distorted or misinterpreted by children, but when stu-
dents-fail to follow a teacher's directions accurately, the teacher's
assumption that the directions are misinterpreted may not be

; Correct. What more likely has occurred is that the children have
indeed interpreted the message, rather than followed it literally.
These children need activities which focus on processing and
responding to a message requiring literal or factual compre-
hension.

To help children improve their skills in followingidirections
,and literal listening, the process of assimilating directions and
then constructing a map has a high degree of application at

.almost any level of elementary school. To accomplish this task
children need only a sheet of paper and a pen, pencil, or crayon.
They listen to directions and construct a map.

It is the responsibility of the teacher to establish the best
listening environment possible, but directions for the task Com-
pletion may vary. Since this taskshould be gnonthreatening one,
teachers may prefer not to warn children about doing onlywhat
they are explicitly told to do..0mitting such a warning will
increase the- probability of error, and provide an opportunity to
demonstrate- graphically to the children points where listening
was careless.

Primary. pirection Set

This set is designed for early. first -grade children but can be
modified and adapted as the children become more facile in their
skill. .

116
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1. Draw a line ac the middle of your paper..
There is a line t rough the middle of the paper from top to

bottom
3. ere is an " near the top of the paper.
4. t the worfl YES near the bottom right corner of the

paper.
5 raw a square in the lower left corner of the paper.
6. t a c le in the middle of the paper.

re s a small triangle in tl...2e_circle.

yes Yes'III

Explicit Completion Implicit Completion

Fig. 1. Implicit and explicit task completion for primary grade students.
t.

Figure 1 indicates there may be a discrepancy between the
teacher's directions and those lines the children have drawn.
DireCtiOns two, three, and seven do not ask the children to include
(draw ... place... , put ... ) them on the map. It seems pre-
dictable that the task will be interpreted and therefore will be
wrong. The errors will be apparent to the children after dis-
cussion and they will-have a better understanding of the need to
listen to and follow directions carefully. Future exercises can
provide opportunities for the children to function in a thinking
mode and permit correct completion. The imaginative teacher
can construct almoit infinitedirection sets,-simplifying-or sophis-
ticating them as required.
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,Ottermediate D,reetionSet

At the inteff4liate level children may %or may not be familiar
with compass points. Figure 2 includes such points, and assumes
about a third grade level of ability. As with the primary activity,"
directions may vary but the listening mode needs to be estab-
lished prior to giving the direction set,

1. Main St. runs east-west through the center of town. Put it
on your map and label it.

2. Center St. runs north-south through the center of town.
Put it onyour map._

3. A railroad runs north-south along the eastern edge of
town. Pia it on your map.

4. Jones High School is on the southwest corner of town. Put
it on ya-iir map.

5. South St. runs parallel to Main St., and just north of the
school from the edge of town to Center St.

6. City Hall is on the northeast corner of Main and Center.
7. School St. runs north-south along the east side of Jones

High- to Main St. Put it on your map and label it.
8. The train depot is on the northwest corner where Main St.

and the tracks cross.

4-

0
0
-r. ,

0
Explicit Completion

Main 5t

4-
tn
--o.
o

411

1.
%0

..i
- V

c

0
South St

Implicit Completion

Fig. 2. Implicit and explicit task completion for intermediate grade students.
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In viewing Figure 2, note the contrast between the implied or
implicit directions and the eiVicit directions. Again, unless the
student listens with care, assumptions are made and the map is
incorrectly drawn. With this particular direction set, we do not
label Center St., and we do not ineltide South St., City Hall, or the
trait depot at all. As with the primary map task, the directions
foi this activity can be varied to meet the abilities and progress of
the children.

The process of following directions through literal listening can
be the foundation for increasingly complex listening encounters.
The task for the children in completing the activities in this
article is simplistic on the surface, but is an important aspect of
the total process.

) '1
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Helping Students
to Think Creatively

Jeffrey N. Golub, Kent Junior High School, Seattle,
WaShington

Traditional classroom instruction. at the secondary level is char-
acterized by an emphasis upon the development of students' abili-
ty to engage in "convergent" thinking, and a consequent neglect
of students' potential for creative thought and production. In the
preface to their workbook, New Directions in Creativity (Harper
& Row, 1973); Joseph S. Renzulli and Carolyn M. Callahan de-
scribe teachers' current practice of encouraging convergent think- /
ing in the classroom:

In most traditional teaching-learning situations, major em-
phasis is placed on locating or converging upon correct an-
swers. Teachers raise questions and present problems with a
predetermined response in mind, and student performance is
usually evaluated in terms of the correctness of a particular
answer and the speed and accuracy with which youngsters
respond to ve bal or written exercises. Thus the types of

s rai by the teacher or textbook and the system of
rewards u evaluate student progress cause most young-
sters to develop a learning style that is oriented toward zero-
ing in on the "right" answer as quickly and as efficiently as
possible. (p. 3)

The development of convergent thinking can be a valuable asset
to students, -and certainly deserves a place in the secondary
curriculum. Mathematics and science courses, for instance, each
have elaborate and precise methods for deriving a correct solu-
tion or answer td a variety of problems and in a variety4f ---
contexts. A problem arises, however, when English teachers,
failing to see the uniqueness of their discipline, also attempt to
structure their classroom content and activities'to promote con-
vergent thinking. A traditional approach to the teaching of gram-
mar and an undue concentration upon the teaching and learning
of literary terms are two examples of activities that require
students to exercise their convergent thinking ability.
120
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What is needed-in secondary language arts cldssrooms is the
development of students' potential for engaging in\ what is vari-
ously called "divergent," "lateral," or "creative" thinking. This
process is a basic skill that permits students to g erate manyei

alternatives, and encourages the brainstorming of id as. Renziilli
and Callahan' have identified four major components;, of creative
thought:

go, )

1. Fluency the ability to generate a ready flow or ideas, pos-
sibilities, consequences, and objects.

2. Flexibilitythe ability to use many different ariproaches or
strategies in solving a problem: the willingn, to change
direction and modify given information.

3. Originalitythe ability to produce clever, uni ue, and un-
usual resNnses.

4. Nlaborationthe ability to expand, develop/ particularize,
and embellish one's ideas, stories, and ilhrStrations. (p. 4)

The development, and utilization of one or more of these four
processes involved in creative thinking are ideally suited to the
language arts classroom. Generating topics for compositions,
working with sentence-combining exercises, or discussing ad is-
sue, a filrri, a project. in class, can all be facilitated by a unit
devoted to the development of creative thinking. Studpts will
begin to entertain and take advantage of ideas acid possibilities
that they would have previously rejected immediately as being
impractical or silly. In addition, students will find themselves
listening more intently to other students' responses, seeking to
clarify rather than to evaluate contributions. A classroorncelimate

- of trust and acceptance is established as a result of a unit on
creatiVejthinking because of the de-emphasis of that potentially
destructive element, evaluation. -

Training students to brainstorm for ideas is a good 'way to
promote fluency in generating alternatives, one of the components
of creative thinking. Have the Students arrange themselves into
groups of 4-5 members, each group appointing a member' to
record the ideas generated. Announce that the following rules
apply to the brainstorming sessions:

1. The more idiasathat aoreverterated, the better. Quantity is
desired at this. point, not quality. ,

2. The wilder the ideas that are generated; the better. This rule
encourages students tir donsider,outlandish possibilities which
can later 'be, modified into workable ideas.

A
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3. No evaluation of ideas is allowed. This rule frees students
from the fear of being criticized for their ideas and thus
creates a climate conducive to the practice of divergent
thinking.

Allow 3-5 minutes for the brainstorming of each topic. Mild
intergroup competition may be introduced by listing on the blJsk-
board the total number of ideas gederated by each group after
each session. .

Suitable topics for initial brainstorming sessions might include:

1. List as many ways%Z you can think of to come to school in
the morning.

..
.111kr

Examples: donkey. pogo-stick, rocket, parachute, etc. 10-

2. Assuming you could change your size and shape, how could-
you come to school?
ExaMple: change into a drop of water and come tp school
in the drinking fountain. etc:
(from Neu' rectums in Creativity)

3. List possible mes for cats.
Examples: Chester, Sybil, Grice, Lissadel, Ast id, Etc.

4. List possible names for elephants.
Examples: Ormond, Bruce, Wilbur, Bendigo, Duff, Wen-
dell Tubb. etc
(from Language of Man) ..

5. Make a list of things that come in or are associated with
the number three. , ir

Examples: three blind mice, three sides of a .triangle,
triple-decker pmdwich, etc.

6. Make a list of 100 ways to have fun with an alligator.
Examples: put dry ice in his month and call The fire
department. use his mouth as a< ashtray, buy him a big
red balloon at the fair, etc.
(from 700 Ways to Hare Fun with chi Alligator .. . )

7. List everything you can think of that is both soft and blue.
Example: a fish that is dipped, in blue paint. etc.
(from New Directions in Creativity)

8. Think of as many uses as you can for tlfe following items:
a) old razor blades
b) a door
c) a button.

i - -d) a newspaper . .
Other ideas can be found in the resources listed at the end of
this article.
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tielpmgStudents to Think Creatively
,,.

You should find that each successive brainstorming session
yields a greater quantity of-ideas than did the last one, as students
gain confidence and skill in the practice a divergent thinking.

gik After having conducted several initial brainstorming sessions,
u can introduce more complex topics .and begin to utilize the
dents' creative thinking skill as a tool to work on other lah-
age arts &ills. For instance, consider this next series of topics

and 'suggested follow-up activities.
91 You have just- bought 65,i)00 old bricks fof 2!:r each. The

bricks were part of an old school building that has just
been torn down to make room for a parking lot. You have
the three summer months during which you plan to sell
the 65,000 old bricks for 50e each, thereby making a profit

. of $31,200. Explain how you are going to manage to sell
the bricks for 50< each. Assume that no one will buy the
bricks in order to build a building.

10. Propose a solution to the traffic problem that involves
ending all private ownership of automobiles. Propose that
automobiles be supplied like shopping carts' left on streets
for anyone to use. Explain this. system in detail and work
out possible problems.
(from Creativity Kit)

After the initial brainstorming of problems involved With the
above idea, students might prepare an oral-explanation and
presentation of their "system for the rep- of the class.- .

11. Make a list of possible improvements for the common
student desk. Then, pick one improvement from your list
and convince the class that the improvement is (a) practi-
cal, (b) desirable, and (c) necessary.

12. a. Design a new eating implement that has as important a
function as the knife, fork, and spoon.

b. Write a letter _to a potential manufacturer of your new
invention, convincing him or her that your idea is prac-
tical, necessary, and desirable, and persuading him or
her to begin to make this product for sale to the world.

c. Design an ad for this eating implement.
Another aspect of creative thinking is 'the ability to see or to

create connections between two or more apparently dissipilar
objects, elements, or concepts. The ability to ereate similes and
metaphors, for instance, is dependent upon the development and
utilization of this skill. The following experiences, each of which
allOws students to "play with language," can serve as an exciting
introduction or.accompaniment to a unit on poetry and the de-
vices of language manipulation employed by poets.

12.3
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1 Charles Schultz, creator of the Veanuts" cartoon strip, has
written a book, Happiness 44. Warm Puppy, in which he
gives concrete illustrations the abstract quality "happi-
ness" through l'word-pictures." A few examples written on
the blackboard will encourage students to begin creating
their own word-pictures for their own abstract qualities.

Examples:.
Loneliness is ... an empty mailbox.
Peace is ... soft snow.
Sadness is your best friend moving away.
(from Write Now)

Encourage students to generate several word-pictures for
each abstraction they choose, instead of settling for their
first response only. A possible follow-up activity is to have
students clip pictures from magazines that graphically illus-
trate an abstract concept, or to go out and photograph their
own picture to illustrate a concept they have in mind.

2. Make a _list of words that "sound" like what they mean
(onomatopoeia)-. Examples: plump, clink, plop, tap; buzz.
Make up a list of words that describe the sounds of each of
the following (and feel free to create your own words):

the sound of wind blowing through trees
the sound of glass breaking

.-the sound of a typewriter in action
the sound of a person walking through mud
the sound of a thunderstorm
(from New Direction's' in Creativity)

3. Complete the phrases below with a "word-picture" that
makes an original and appropriate response:

as funny as ...
as quick .as
as frightened as ..,
as nervous as ...
as tired as ...

4. What colors do you see when you think of the following each
day of the week, each month of the year, the seasons?
What do the following colors make you think of: red, blue,
brown, yellow, black, green; white, orange, pink?

5. Answer each of the following questions and give a reason for
your response.

tt
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What does laughter taste like?
Which is itchier, a wool sweater or curiosity?
What color is noise?
Which is slOwer, K or Z??
(from Write Now)

...Several more examples of the above kinds of questions can be
fqund in many of the resources, listed at the end of this article.
Encourage students to make up their own questions, and to try
them out on their classmates.

The ability to engage in creative thinking is a vital part of the
early stages of any writing effort. Ideas must be generated,
modified, and shaped to suit one's purpose and audience, and this
process, moreover, should be. done_ in an atmosphere free of
Premature evaluation, either from oneself or from others: The
skills and attitude involved in creative thinking, once developed,
will serve students yet as a .tool to bring about mastery or and
satisfaction with, the basic communication skirls that they will
enciunter in future language arts classes.
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A Group Discussion Procedure
. Talkers-Coaches-Observers:

John aley, State University of New York at'Buffalo`

l
Talkers-Coaches-Observers, a widely used discussion format, is a
three-ring piocedure. lion be used to structure classroom dis-
cussions for maximal use'of class time and for total engagement
of all claSs members. Each of the rings has a different role in the

111111discussion group; each pro'ides a enttype of involvement in
'the process. The Talker's role is to iscuss the topic in a panel

Iformat, speaking freely and reporting in a written statement
'Jerson' reactions to the discussion group experience. The Coach's

--role is to observe a 'Talker and to:describe in writing what that
Talker contributed to the dismission-and how he or she interacted
with the other- Talkers. By offering helpful suggestions, the -

Coaches attempt to help, the.Talkers to impro as discussants
and to clarify the effects of their behavior on others in the talking
group. 'the Observer's role is to focus on the interaction in a
wtitten statement. All three Froups are given worksheets 'which.,
explain the function of their roles. (See "Description of the Func-

-lions of Talkers-Coaches-Observers" at the end of this article.),
a

Structuring Groups for Talkers-Coaches-Observers

I used Talkers-Coaches-Observers in a class of 30 students, with
the class divided into \wo groups. Group size varied from 10 to 15

students, degending an the number of students present. Each
student listed ten, topics. These wer compiled into one list,
ordered from the most sugnsted to th least suggested topic. The
students selected their roles as a Tal r, poach, or Observer, and
the topic, for nts generally became very
interested and enthusiast ole was that of an observer, not
a membx of the Observers Occasionally, when asked by ttk
group, Ildcted as a consults specific information. Since th"da
procedure is quite well-defin for all members of the group, I
usually .,tried ip observe, not participate.

126-
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Talkers - Coaches- Observers

setssets of Aten responses to two topics discussed during the
six-week sumAier program follow. The topics are "Abortion: A
Cone or Two+Party Decision" and "Cigarette Smoking: its Effects."

Student-Written- Statements !fir Talkers-Coaches-Qbservers

,

127

Topic; . AbortionA One or Two Party Decision
The Talking Group 1

I/Wayne: did not like the way the topic was talky about.

Dennis: Abortion deals with a woman either hawing a child
oenot; it's her decision. 1'
I wish we had more time to talk: I enjoyed it. If you
have the sex, suffer he pain. It is up to whoever is
involved. You should make sure that you know what
it is before you are involved.
Abortion depends on the situation and who is in-

'Volved. It's a, matter of being ready for it and the
relationship. of the two people.

The Coaching Group I

p

Withleen:

Icandee:

Terri:
(Coached Cathleen)

(group reaction:
to Cathleen1

Sonya:
(coachedKandee)

(group reaction:
to Kandee) .

Calvin:
(coached Dennis)

(group reaction:
to Dennis)

Michell?:
(cdac_bed Dwayne)

-4

reaction:
Dwayne)

0
Cathleen has very good points; somewhat' quiet.
When she did talk, it was pretty good. She only
talked when she was asked a question by another
talker. .

The group seemed to look Over Cathleen because she
had little to say. .

Kandee gave helpful answers; gave good points, anti
showed good support with the 'mina,
Kandee seemed to be like a leader itf the group. She
spoke up a lot. - ,
Dennis joined the discussion and showed good sup-.
port.
Dennis, was good at one time. Other times, he was
just listening to what was being said.
My observee handled the discussion well,-I this he
had some good arguments. He brought out all the
points of the matter that I thought were important.
He helped the group as a whole by adding some
comments that made the conversation more inter-
esting. ,

4

Bi-enda:̀The men thought it should' be a two-party-decision
and the ladies thought it should be a one party
decision. The people in the group spoke about the`
same. They looRed at both' sides of the issue..
The person who spoke the most was Dwayne and the

The Qbyerring Group 1

1347:
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128 About Teaching Listening, Thinking, and Discussion,

"one who spoke the least was Dennist.Tilittehavior of
the group developed into an gun or disagree-
ment. I was only satisfied w thelttoup came to
an agreement that a two party decision) mattered.
The behavior that blocked the was ithen the
group was' shouting instead of tkjng.

Edward:, Dawyne was taking the paft of a leader and the rest
are responding. They are getting deeper into the .

discussion.
Dennis and Dwayne are having a rap session about
abortion.
Dwayne is asking the questions around the group
about if a girl got pregnant it the age of 16? Cathy
is speaking on abortion taking the child's life.
Then the teacher 'takes a part in the discussion.
Dwayne and the teacher are rapping on it now. The
two females in the discussion are-going against each
other. At tie ending they did not have much to say.

Topic: Cigarette SmokingIts Effects
,,The Talking CAup 2 -

Calvin: I feel that the discussion' we have with the group
was true about smoking. People smoke because they
want to, feel secure.

James: I feel there was not, enough participation in the

&Aye: The group discussion was not too' bad. I think it
could have been better.

-Brenda.. The group was o.k., but it could be better. Some
rpembers in the group' talked more than others..
Others in the group acted Shy and didn't speak as
muct.

$

No

The Coaching Group
Teiri: Brenda did very good talking at-tirries. She had

(coached Brenda) very good points, and defended herself very well.
he could have said a little more.

(group reaction: The reaction of the others toward Brenda was 14te
to 13renda3 looking over her. Jamea,asked her a lot of questions

and I think that is the only reason she spoke.
Loretta: What my-opinion is on what was contributed from

(coached Calvii* Calv i was that he was a non-smoker. He didn't
hang' around smokers too long.

(group reaction: IN wasn't asked much.
to Calvin)

' Dwayne: He was helpful and very direct aVt the smoker
tthached Jaines) and non smoker. He was just aboutTlYie whole panel.
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Talkers-Coaches-Observers

(group reaction:
to lames)

He was giving facts about why an
smoking. I liked the way he flash
thing else, but it still pertained to
Everyone answered his questions.

The Observing Group 2

I

'429
ow people start

over to some-
smoking.

Michelle: The group handled the topic well. Everyone had
their individual ideas. They all made good points. I
think there should have been a few more point
discussed.

Dennis: Well to get a better view from this topic, I feel that
there is a need for more.'smokers on the panel.

Ruth:. I feel that each'Person 'in the talking group was very
interesting. Each'of them said something. that I
didn't know, about- cigarettes whjch I have been
smoking for about five years. I think that each per-
son in the talking group said something that every-
one should have been listening to. No one in the
front of the 'class acted in a very Shy way. A lot of
people would get up there and not say anything.

Kandee: The group is not organized; it seems to be blocked
by the matter of non-smokers and smokers. James
seems to be the leader of the group or a dictator and
not working as a member of 'a group. There is not
much discussion among the member's of the group.
James expresseg himself well with' the group or
adopts to the group: He recognizes everyone's point
of view. Brenda seemed to be with-the group and
Sonya .seemed not to be with it. -.

The discussion of the topic "Abortion: A 'One or Tyro Party
Decision" was productive in revealing the discord do the issue.
The group tended to polarize, with the females faVoring a one
party decision and the-males aCtvhiPaity decision. The major part
of the session reflected the Newman-Oliver discussion objectives
of TransrniOing Information andSocial Opining or,Unloading.
One of the Talkefg-dorntriatecrthe session (as teller) until he voiced

,a 'personal opiniOn that conflicted with another Talker's opinion.
Then the discussion would focus on. the ,confia of opinions.
Coaches' comments abOut the-parki` reaction to-their Tal
and-Observefs' comment's on group interaction pointed up
cific problem areas.. - ,24

The topic "Cigarette SmoktrsIts Effects" presented a dis-
cussion covering three objet ; Transferring 'Iliformition,:
Social Opin?ng, and Problem-Solving and Clarification.`,

Talker emerged, but he stated factual information
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130 About Teeing Listening, ThinIking, and Discussion

about the effects of smoking and some statements of Social Opin-
ing. Other\ Talkers affirmed the dominant Talker's statements
and offered their opinions on smoking:Within the group, general
opinions contrasted -nonsmokers' attitudes about smdkers and tkie

. : rights of nonsmokers in the public domain. For periods in the
talk, Problem-Solving and Clarification was shown in the group's
effort to delineate the clash ,of smokers' and nonsmokers' public

rights.
2

- \ With the shift of discussion objectives from Transferring Infor-
mation to Social Opining to Problem-Solving and Clarification,

. some of the Observers did not perceive the discussion as effective
or productive. One Observer felt the discussion needed more
smokers on the panel. Another Observer stated the smoker and
nonsmoker issue was a block in the discussion process and the
process itself was unorganized. However, other Observers found
the disbussion effective. The shifts of objectives and the Observers'
responses presented a good profile of how unsettled the public
iss e of cigarette smoking still is and how discussions of the issue

falter.
. nth use of the Talkers-Coaches-Observers procedure, my
class came to understand how a discussion group can interact .
productively or unproductively. The aailability of the writtem
statements composed during and immediately after the talk-al-
lowed us to review closely the blocks to effective discussion, as
well as specific- strong areas. Talkers were able to benefit from
the comments of their Coaches; Coaches and Observers learned to
use both a critical eye, and ear to analyze and to articulate .the

i interaction of a. discussion group. In addition, the students worked

on a basic aspect of wtiting, simple observing and reporting, fnd
they, learned a way to sharpen and improve the focus of wrgten

f statements. ,,

. .
1 Alipendix

Description a[tiu, Functions of Talkers-Coaches-Observers

Group" A: .The Talking Group

''You will be given a cfiscussibn task or, topic by your teacher and
you will .then spend a short period of time talking to others in

*Adapted from Alfred H. Gorman. Teacher:4am' Learners. Boston: Allyn and
Bacon. Inc.; 1969.
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your group. Listen attent.ive*. Talk-when you feel like it. Don't be
shy about speaking up. Try to do ydur part to male it a good
discussion.

The teacher will not join in the discussion. There is no group
tikussion leader.
Your name
Your reactions to the discussion experience with you,r group:

Group B: The Coaching Group

Your name

A

The person you observed

During the discussion you will keftsbserving a member of the
discussion group. After the discussion you will describe for him
what he did and offer him helpful suggestions about improying
himself as a discussant.

Yourtask is to help' the discussant see for himself what kind of
contribution he made to the group discussion.

Attempt,' below, to describe your observee's behavior in the
group. Was he quiet, domineering, -helpful to others? Didohe
support and/or clarify the contributions of others? Did he help the
group to foirmulate its goals? [Leave space.]

Attempt, below, to report, as you saw it, the effects of your
observee's behavior on the other members of the group. Did they

react, and if so, what were the reactions?

Group C: The Observing Group

Your name

YOu will focus on the interaction of the whole group rather
than on the behavior of a specific participant. Following the
interaction session, you will have opportunity to comjpare ur
findings with those of others in your group:

You will want to note who speaks most and least, who the
leaders of the group appear to be, what behaviors seejn to
produce group action and satisfaction, what behaviors seem to

, block the group in getting at its task, and' whether the group acts
as an entire group, as a collection of subgroups, or as an assort-
ment of individuals.

Make your notes below. Specific quotes of significant speeches
are helpful.

N..
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6 About Teaching Respo
to Literature and

---,-

When we begin a unit or course on literature, there is so much.we
want to teach and share with -our students. But one teacher
discovered that in order to teach the most about poetry, he had to--
share literary disasters. Analyzing poems of questionable merit
sharpened students' skills in criticism and promoted an apprecia-
tion of great literature. Another teacher uses The Odyssey to
illuitrate the three levels of literature: the author's literal, the
universal, and the reader's experiential. Film is also a form of
literature, as students discover when they learn to study charac-
terization by paying attention to detail, with the help of the,Ego
States Checklist.

Teaching literature can be very satisfying when you see stu-
dV)a begin to analyze, criticize, and appreciate works of art. The

Ns offered here have helped.students discover literatureand
maybe something about themselves.

Oa-
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Uncloistered Is Beautiful \

, Fred Gilliard,, Idaho State University
*it

Rare is the compiler who chooses to feature a bad "poem in an
anthology; publishers normally desire significant works in their
publications. The resounding principle appears to be that stu-
dents clearly learn more frdm masterpieces than from lesser,
works. Unfortunately, continuous reading of and writing about
established poems may hamper students' development in that
their critical responses become devoid of originulity and con-
creteness two qualities basic to successful writing.

To promote fresh responses to readings and to emphasize the
importance of concreteness in writing, I have designed assign-
ments that require students to grapple with literary disasters. My
departure from the virtuous study of cloistered literature is
founded on the premise that students can develop critical skills as
readily by negative experiencesSikith literature as by positive
ones. , .

I've stften-used the fowing poem* as part of 8. comparison-
contrast essay that asks students ts, evaluate particularly the
poem's ideas and images. Usually I juxtapose this poem against
one of better quality but on the same general topic.

Pray in May
Today the tbirds are singing. and

-1171T 7. MS

lipth poems cited in this article appear in Laurence Perrine's Literature
Structure. Sound, and Sense, 1970
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Some students do admire the skating rhythm of the lines as well
as the obvious rhyme scheme, and the suggestion to pray im-
presses them as fit matter for poetry. Others question theloem's
value. They object toits-vagueness and bromidic message that
neither intellectually nor artistically satisfies themst(ch write
deplore the triteness of veneer images such a.s-",... e irds- are
singing and The grassliand leave re green," or "the merry
month of May."

My students are not previously informed of the dubious worth
of "Pray in May." They make that discovery through an encounter
with the poem. Any sweeping critical phrases they have acquired
by Studying great literature have limited application during their
analysii. I require that they substantiate observations with spe-
--cifie.illustrations, and if no acceptable correlations exist between
generalizations and evidence, they must complete remedial ac-
tivities. Sometimes I dirett-them to find a poem (from a series I
have collected) with a challenging idea in it. Other times, they
may have to revise several images from the poem. As a resulttiof --
the original assignment and/consequent remedial activity, sfd-7
dents have an opportunity for an unusual and stimulating class-
room experience.

But students are clever. Should the pairing of a weak -and
strong poem be done frequently, they would soon begin to antici-
pate my strategy. To offset that anticipation,I have occasionally
devised writing assignments that utilize "Pray in May" and the ti

following poem. Again, my- intent is usually to determine if k

of the expeiience recorded in the poem and the concreteness of
students can ascertain by comparison and contrast the freshness

expressions relating that experience:
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The Most Vital Thing in Life
When you feel like saying something

IIPPERI)7 1:771fr;-=

M students have learned anything, they should be able to recog-
nize that both these pieces are literary disasters. Some of them
prefer "The Most Vital Thing in Life' because,it's not as prayer-
like as "Pray in May"; the "advice from a poet" motif also
impresses them. But perceptive students question wfiether or not
the pedestrian suggestions about keeping "mental balance" is
really the most vital thing in life. When examining the imagery
in tl)(poem, other students respond positively to the idea of a
battle as a focusing device, and those who can recognize allitera-
tion delight:in "maintain a mental," "defrauded or defied," etc.
But others point out that the poem is yistually hazier than "Pray in
May," and that the alliteration is gratuitous rather than gen-
uinely effective.

Students often become defensiVe about "The Most Vital Thing
in Life." Its rhyme, rhythm, and message pursuade them the
poem has merit. When my initjal assignment fails to demonstrate
the shortcomings of the selection, I try another tactic. I insert
lines or verse paragraphs from it into another poem. By requiring
students to ferret out what doesn't belong in the revised work, I
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Uncloistared Is Beautiful 137-
afford them- another opportunity to reevaluate the effective'hess of
the ideas amilinages in "The Most Vital Thing in Life." This
strategy usually succeeds, and-not just because the lines or pas,_
sages are obviously out of place because I make an honest effort-to
match the inserted lines with an appropriate piece.

Iffnumeribre waN exist for utilizing literary disasters as part
of the-teaching-learning process. And the basic skills that An be
realized from such classroom exercises are not confined-to what
has been suggested here. No doubt the use of literary disasters
will not, and should not, replace the study of masterpieces. Yet an
acquaintance_with lesser works -cannot help but stimulate an
appaseciation of what is great literaturethereby giving students
yardsticks with which to measure their cultural -heritage and
their own work.

111
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Teaching Literature
Experientially

John H. Gottceni, Indiana State University at Evansville

One of the biggest advantages to-the current reaction agaipst
New Criticism is a renewed interest in what I believe lias always
been the ultimate value of literature: its reflection of the human
experience. Without .forgetting the best of Formalism, we are
now ready to rediscover the message of literature, to see in it
those timeless experiences which, both concern and transcend
individuals and bind the race together. Moreover, I. think this
approach can and should be taught without reducing classes to
formless encounter sessions. I should like to present the basic
theory implicit in this "experiential" view of _literature, and a
pedagogical plan based on it.

The theory is simple: a literary experience involves thilbe ley-
. els, the author's literal, the universal, and the reader's experien-

tial. On the literal level we find the language and conventions of
the author's time, and the inges, details, and hard facts of the
wild he or she creates. Usually, two things are true. First, this
Wel contains material familiar to the author: Shakespeare's
English,, Aeschylus' Chorus, Willy 'adman's ChevrAt.. Second,
these same details are often not familiar to modern readers. Even
in the case of the most obvious exception=contemporary
turecomplete reader familiarity may not exist; for example,
few admirers' of. Slaughterhouse Five have experienced World
War II German bomb shelters. Most of the time a reader, who
must begin with the author's literal level, is treading unfamiliar
ground.

The universal level of a literary work contains those ideas,
experiences, and insights suggested by the literal details, yet not
bound, as the latter always are, to 6. particular time or place,
Intangible, these universals are harder to describe, and we usu-
ally resort -to vague terms suggesting general categories instead
of specifically defining them. Thu's, in Sophocles' play, Oedipus'
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detective-like inquiry and its tragic consequences on the literal
level suggest some universal insights about self-awareness; and
George and Martha's alcohol, verbal battles,and imagined child
in Virginia Woolf suggest our universal penchant to avoid facing
ourselves.

The universal level, of course, often contains a series of subleveg,
for a work may suggest several insights simultaneously. But over
and above the myriad aspeetS of this level, two things are always
true about it. First, it contains -aNtractions which have no tangible
existence in themselves and therefore are unfamiliar to both
author and reader (i.e., neither Sophocles nor ourselves can be
said to know self-awareness as a thing in itself). Second, the

_universals are illustrated iicrindeed, have an ambient relatiOnship
withtwo 'sets of details: those the author has selected for the
literal level, and those- familiar to the reader from personal
experience. The reader's job. then, is to discover the universals
suggested by the literal details of the work, and to re-illustrate
them in terms of a personal experiential level. A student may find
in Oedipus' self-realization, for example, an agonizing parallel to
her own growifig awareness that she is in school for the wrong
reasons (to' please, parents, perhaps) and has embarked on a
career without really knowing herselfin fact, Oedipus' story
may direct her to this personal insight.

-UNIVERSALS
Intangible -ideas, experiences. insights suggested by author's
literal details; may contain several sublevels.
Abstractions not realty known by either author or
reader
Ambient relationship with two sets of details

AUTHOR'S LITERAL
Contains scenes, actions. ,

language, conventions
familiar to author
Those details often not
familiar to readers

READER'S EXPERIENTIAL
Expgriences in reader's
world Whititrititcome defined',
ciarifietV-evaluated by
reader's percePtion of

- universals

Fig. 1. The three levels of literature.
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Being aware of these three levels of) literary experience and
learning to understand them are the goals of a three-stage class-
room proceNt: Backgrounds (comprehending the details compris-
ing the author's literal level); Reading (perceiving the universals; .
but realizing one cannot know them), and Response (seeing the
connection between the universals and personal experience). I'm
going to illustrate this processand, by implication, the theory
ii,rderlying itusing The Odyssey --a( an example. Obviously a
work_ this vast is multi-faceted, so I will focus on one question:
what can this poe tell as about images of masculinity? We begin
with Backirounds. There is argument over how much back-
ground is reallyfcessary to an understanding of this work
some would precede the poem with a mini-course in Greek his-
tory; others would been in medial res with no background it -air.-
How much material is necessary can best be answered bS' remem-
beria the point of all this: to give the student the requisite
in ation for. understanding the author's literal level.

2) Reading helps reader
- make this connection

UNIVERSALS

3) Response helps reader
make this connection

AUTHOR'S LITERAL
1) Backgrounds assists reader
in dealing with this level

READER'S EXPERIENTIAL

Fig. 2. The three stages of the Experiential Method.
_

The-translator has begun this process by "explaining" Homer's "-
language; an editor may have supplied additional information
through an introduction and notes. The teacher begins from here.
Students should 'be made aware of Odysseus' place in Greek
mythology- and of the Trojan War legends which proVide the
poem's context. Also, since we plan to deal specifically with
Odysseus as man, it might be interestingthough not essential
to discuss the- possible historicity of the character. I have found
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Teaching Littriture Experientially
AA ,

the. film "Search for Ulysses,':'
. , . tefrik36,, to retrace the jbusney, of Q

ranean, a ilascinating speculation which helps generate student
interest and also shows; them the--physictrl 'worldtof Homer's

',-drams. After swim/ it, they are _better prepared" to realize th
..

irkpact. of the story Homer tells.r. ' -
rn,stage two, jteading, I try to get my students t, reco ze

some of the ways wel'cali read character in literature. In so ing;
they begin to'see how the details otHomer's literal leLel suggest'
the univefsals of Odysseds' lidman'personality. One method that
has worked partiiularlY. well is comparison: we 'investigate a
literary figure by coinparinVhim or,her to anther person -7-roitl

% or irnagintkrywhom we already know. In the case of Odysseus I' begin by asking what it means, in our society to be a man. We
then foribulate a tentative Vescriptioy 0 the modern American
concept of manhood: courage, toug1.6W-s, cleverness, an interest in
sports and ears, the ability to hide emdtionsiespecially not cfy),.

, the ability to rem ain alOof from emotional en ts (the .

. ,

""
) Play* image of/the man tvho enjoys -women _"gets
involved").

.,
iHavng constructed this imaginary composite, we next turn to,

. .' The Odyssey 'to see how many of the traits we have listed also
chdracteNze OdysseuS. To no one's surprise, we ,find the Greek .

,t- hero .possesses courage, toughntss, and cleverness kthe` account of,
his outwitting the Cyclops through the name "Nobody" is particu-
lee.* applicable here). The next trait, however, .tnay provide a Sip.
stum)pling block: clearly Odiileus has nothing to do with cars or
fon.tball--but he is Atiott if theSpoits of his day(note his prowess
in the bow - stringing conies and at warfare. In .short, his inter-

4 .esti a4 traditional naanly su ts. In discovering this the, studenti ,

. begin to see that they, cann stop at the &bsence of twentieth- :

Century sports ill the poem; they must accept HOmer's own details -
and See behind.' them an image of masculinity illustrated by
different details in our -day. .. ..

Tha 'silt two traits are especially reveacil"gi..Studentiate 0-
waits Imazed to find that -tbe-o7bviously masculine Odysseus has
no Sham ut Crying. In fact, in l*yerY first apPtaranr(Book' .

V) we fi m bawling on the rocks of Calypso's island-prison,> yeainifig or home. later, he will cry openly when reunited With .

, hissson, and th iris wife. Also, we:Apd.that while hedoef some
Sleeping arou'nawrat. least with Circe and Caly,Pao), Odysieuac is no
Vlayboy. His relationship with Penelope is o ious/y; of , prime

4.,;

1'
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142 'About Teaching Response to Literature' and Film

importance to him (he struggles for ten years to return to her),
and he is not afraid to show his emotional involvement; their
'reUnion in Book XXIII is one of the most touching scenes in
literature. In, these two instances, students see marked differ-
ences between Odysseus and contemporary images of maleness.

Having gone`through Background and Reading, the students
are, now r y 'or cnauenging stage, um. LJ1
mateIy,--this must be a personal experkoce,then gong through
outside the cla.ssrooML-perhaps Ion* after the cdurse is over. But
some thingg Can be done in class to help. Discussion of the'
contrasting images of masculinity, or some pointed 4mments by
the instructor, are good. One device I've found partiailarly help-
ful is the journal. I ask my students to write freely, for ten
minutes, about their responses to the reading or class discussion.
Their comments fire never graded, though I do read them and

AicasiOnally AviteAreactions. The only requirement is that they
ite continuously fotathe ten minutes, usually filling close to one

side of a.Page. Here are samples:
Being a mana Challenge now as inrs-seus' day. The need

to !eve oneselfit can be frightening. Poor Telem'achos: not
only having to he 4 "man" himself but having to live in the
shad w of a famoill.i fatkerthe chitdren of the well-known

bear a double-bur den,Yet Odysseus could cryhe had
at outlet at least. The dark seait's kind of eerie to

think about it-3,000 years vlo the man may have been real,
acd we can still feel h%---Yiesence through the book-today.,

The passage rambles. Nothing is even close to profound.'Yet there
is at least one new insight, about Telemachos, that never came out
in class. And more important-the student is beginning to realize
that the fright one feels in trying to live up to a sexual,code is
something peope have felt fOr thousands of years.

Other entries show/ similar insights. The fournal forces the
student to respond personally to the literature, to begin to see that
crying is not necessarily .unmasculine, that there can be Other
dimensions to maleness. She begins, slowly and haltingly, to
reevaluate her Awn, half-conscious definition of manhood, to 10
defihe her relNionships to males. She is starting to mac the r"
connection between her own experiencethe reader's leveland
the universals suggested by Homer's literal- level. She is learning-1n
to read literiture.

None of the stages in this processBaekgrOunds, Reading, Re-

_

nse4-....miniew. What is importaht in this back-to-basics era is
t we member their purpose. -
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The Ego Stag Checklist:
A Basic Approach
to Film Characterization

Thomas G. MacLennan, State University of New York at
-Buffalo, it

Darleeff Michalak, State UnPversity of New York at Biffalo

r
Many ortre, liveliest discussions .in English class revolve around, I_
student respionse to the marked increase in characterisation in
rOent feature films. A crucial problem facing Any teacher deal-
ing ,with a discussion of characters in a film is the lack of a
characterization vocabu4ary that can be shared by an entire class.
El M. ForAter's (1927) "round" and "flat" characterization scheme
is helpful; however, student response, even to the more fully
"round" film characters, may often be limited by the nature of
that media. In another article that dealt with short fiction
(Michalak/MacLennan,' 1976), we made a' distinction between
what a character says and does (exterior characteristics) and
what a character thinks and feels (interior characteristics). A
skillful shorl story writer develops a character by employing both
of these erects of ckaracterization. The majority of filinrseem
much rave dependent upon developing a character primarily
through exterior characteriVs. We may see film character
thinking, but, unless a technique such as voice - over - soundtrack
narration is employed, we cannotjhare in that character's think-
ing processes In most recent-feature films we are left to infer
interior characteristics from a character's overt behavior. It seems
t o us that A major problem in establishing a film characterize-

griion vocabulary is in introducing a frame of reference,that, while
being limited primarily to overt character behavior, is still dy= if
namic enough to reflect change.

Wecfind that when vie are viewing a film rich in characteri-
--zation, rather than following with a general, open-endeeclass
discussion, an intermediary step is necessary., We have students
complete a dichotomous _checklist that-enumerates a wide range
of character traits, and is designed to reflect the kinds of-overt
change a character might undergo during the course of a film.

N
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t

The E4iptates Concept"'

The checklist is based on the concept of ego states, cleyeloped
Eric Berne (1964) and elaborated upon by Harris (° 9), James
and Jongeward (1971), and others. The basic idea is that the
behaVior of individuals in dealing with other individuals can be
categorized as Parent ;behavior, Adult behavior, and Child beha-
vlor. In other articles We have shown hoW the ego statemconcept
(pan be employed in the reading and discussion of a short piece,of
1ietion (Michalalc/Mactennan, 1976) and in reading and discus-
sing dramatic literatu24(Maclennan/Michalak, 1976). Since both

,- articles contain ways of introducing the concept in the classroom,
We will not elaborate here. Briefly sated, the 'concept proposes

.`"6. ;that the Parent egos late contains the' attitudes and -.behavior
\ incorporated from exteenal sources, primarily" parentg. The Adult

ego state is oriented to pu t reality and the dbjective gathering
of data. The Chaeso state co airs. all the impulses that come

tl naturally to tan infant. The checklist is designed so that what
, Transactional Analyslis (TA), proponents would call Parent ego

state behavior is represented in questions 1-10, Adult, ego, state
behavior in questions 11-20; and Child ego statebehavior
questions 21-30.

The Ego States Checklist

Directions:-Place a deck in the column labelled YES if you think
the questions appropriately describe (insert'claaracter's name) .
Place a check 4n the column labelled NO if you think it is not
appropriate, or doesp't adequately describe the character. We
have included several YES/NO columns in case you want to
examine change or lack of 'change in One character at different
points in the film.

1

Point in
film

.

1. Does the character put words in
other character's mouths?' ,

2. Does (s)he do the thinking, for
other characters? =

3. Does the character act like (s)he
Chas all the answers?

YES NQ YES' NO YES NO

gt,
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The Ego; Stites Checklist

A. Does the character frequently of-
fer assistance to others? #

5. Doesthe character try to influ-
ence other characters' actions?

6. Does the character frequently
protect others?

7. Would the character come to the
rescue of others? .

8. Is the character's conversation
filled with words like `.`should,"
"ought," or "must"? .

9. Does (s)he treat other charac-
ters as inferiors?

10. Is the character's conversation
filled with cliches?

11. Is the character a joyless indi-
vidual?

12. Does the character tend to be
like a computer just grinding
.out information and decisions?
Dyes the character always con-,
sider work before pleasure"

14. Is (s)he always rational rather_
than impulsive in most interac-
tions with others?

15. Roes the character always try to
reasonably justify his/her beha-
vior?

16. Does the character consider dif-
ferent options beiore faking ac-
tion?

17. Does the character appear to be
a careful thinker? ,

18. Would the character refrain
from emotional involvement?

19. Would the character's conversa-
tion include phrases such as.
"Let's be objective" or "What are
my options?"

20. Would the character be orgaii-
ized? .

21. Does the character surrender
authority to others?

ar

--t
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- 22. Does. tie character enjoy being
'et laYfur

28. Is the 'character the type you
mould be able to have fun with?

24. Does (s)he depend too much on
others' advice beforearriN'ing at
a decision?

25. Does (s)he tend to look to others
for constant approval?:

26.4Does (s)he tend to look to others
- 9 tf0Osupport9tik
:27. Nes (s)he have trouble being
- self-critical?

28.-Would you describe this charac-
ter as being creative?

29. Does the charicter, enjoy being
pampered?

.30. Would the character's conversa-
tion include such phrases as, "I
can't." "Help me," "I won't." or
"I don't want to"9

Implications for Instruction

Our concern with the lack of an adequate film characterization
vocabulary is quite similar to a concern expressed about student
writing by Edward B. Jenkinson and Donald A. Seybold in
Writing as a Process'of Discorery,(1970). They point out that:
"The verb in the instruction is always the samewrite, ...If he
does' not understand the process and if he_is not certain what
writing is. how can he be expected to. write?" All too often we
assume students have a characterization frame of reference, that
we can apply a similar instructional verb-2taik. and that fruitful
class discussion will automatically follow. It has been our experi-
ence -that the checklist provides gri important and necessary
intermediary step that serves as a catalyst for class discussion.
For,that reason, each one of the thirty statements in our checklist
is a very general character trait. Definition refinement will occur
during lass discussion. -

.Tittle earlier, we spoke about the problems of stereotyping.
the tri-partite division (Parent, 1-10; Adult, 11-20; Child, 21-30)
is an advantage, since a majority of checks in any one subdivision
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The Ego States Checklist , 147

would suggest a stereotyped character. For example, if the check-
list *ere used to elicit student responses to' television series
characters, most_YES responses to 'Archie Bunker would occur
In the first ten questions, If it were used with Mr. Spock ("Star
Trek") the majority of YES responses would appear in the middle
ten questions. Finally, if it were used to describe Gilligan ("Gilli-
an's Island") the majority of YES responses would occur in the
-final ten questions. These general observations can easily lead
into class discusaion of how and why a character becomes stereo-
tYPed.

The checklist's major advantage is that it illukrates change in a
-character's overt behavior during a film, as well as a lack of
change. For that reason, we have designed it so that students are
able to make a side-by-side general comparison of one character's
behavior at different points initWilm. A recent film character
that undergoes a major transformation is Adrian, the girlfriend
in Rocky. Each section of the checklipt helps direct 'class discus-
Mon toward overt changes in Adria's behavior at two points in
the film: prior to dating -Rocky and after dating Rocky.

She seems less prone to think for other characters (#2), and less
. anxious to influence the actions of her brother, Paulie (#5), after

she begins dating Rocky. These general observations could easily
lead to class discussion concerning the change in 'her relationship
with Paulie during the course of the film.

The checklist responses might also indicate that she was a
joyless individual prior to dating Rocky (#11). After dating Rocky
she begins to indulge in emotional involvement and impulsiveneis
(#18)..fIer tendency to reject all emotion in h dealings with
others (#14) is curbed. Class discussion, stitula by the general
terminology, would refine these general o sere tions and elicit
other viewpoints.

The final ten questions could promote stud nt discussion of
what may be the most dramatic overt changes. n Adrian. She is
less likely to surrender authority to others (#2 ), most noticeably
her brother, Paulie. Adrian seems much mor assertive and less
prone 4: seek approval and depend on othe '.advice (#24-27).
Once again, class discussion might challenge any of these per-
ceived changes, or lead to some broader questi ns. What kind of
credibility problems does the radical transfor ation Adrian .un-
dergoes during the film cause a viewer? Wh t might be some
objections of the characterizations of Adrian from a feminist's
viewpoint'.
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148 About Teaching Response to Literature and Filth

Since the I ime factor ivimportant:we ask students to complete
the checklist as soon as possible after viewing). film. A major
putpose of the checklist is to aid students-in organizing their
genefal responses to a character prior -to'class: discussion. We
have also found the checklist helpful when texts are not available,
-since the plural nature of the checklist may remind a student of

a key scene or an important transitional scene in a film.

We see the checklist as being valuable in the same way Young,
Becker & Pike (1970) claim a heuristic procedure is helpful; it
may help a student remember what' (s)he already knows about a

character, it may draw student attentanr.d---to pestspects of a character
that may have been initially overlook when supplement-

ed by class discussionit can be helpfol in organizing a student's
general respons'e to a filth character Ely supplying a dynamic
frame of reference.
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